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ENGLISH

1. GADI: Hi Liel. How was school?

2. LIEL: Very good.

3. GADI: Do you have homework?

4. LIEL: Yes, I have a lot. Dad, is it permitted for me to watch TV before I do 
homework today?

CONT'D OVER
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5. GADI: Liel, You know that it's forbidden for you to watch TV before 
homework.

6. LIEL: Yes, but I don't understand why it's forbidden for me. I will do it after.

7. GADI: I'm sorry Liel. It's only permitted for you after homework.

8. LIEL: Dad, is it permitted for me to eat something before I begin?

9. GADI: Yes, of course, Honey.

ROMANIZATION

1. GADI: Hi Liel. Eikh hayah be-beit ha-sefer?

2. LIEL: Beseder gamur.

3. GADI: Yesh lakh shi'ure'i bayit?

4. LIEL: Ken, yesh li har'beh. Abba, mutar li lir'ot televisi'a lif'ne'i she ani 
osah shi'ure'i bayit ha-yom?

5. GADI: Liel, at yoda'at she-asur lakh lir'ot televisi'a lif'ne'i shi'ure'i bayit.

6. LIEL: Ken, aval ani lo mevinah lamah asur li. e'aseh otam a�ar-kakh.

7. GADI: Ani mitz'tayer li'el. Mutar lakh rak a�are'i ha-shi'urim.

8. LIEL: Abba, mutar li le'ekhol mashehu lifne'i she-ani mat'�ilah?

9. GADI: Ken, beta� metukah.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��� matok honey, sweetie noun

��� beta� of course adverb

 ��� mutar
allowed, 
permitted adjective

��� ����� shi’ure’i bayit homework noun
masculine, 

plural

�	�
 lir’ot to see verb

����
� televiziyah television noun feminine

��	 asur forbidden adjective

��-��	 a�ar-kakh afterward

�����/�����

Le-hitz’ta’er/ 

hitz’ta’er
to be sorry/was 

sorry


����
 le-hat’�il to begin verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

?���� ��� ��	 ,�
� ���
Matok sheli, atah rotzeh �ibuk? 
Sweetie, do you want a hug?

���	 ��� �	�
 ��	� ��� ���
Beta� she-hem ba’im lir’ot seret itanu. 
Of course they are coming to see a movie 
with us.

.��� ���	 ���	 ���� 
�	
 �
 ���
Mutar lanu le-ekhol ugiyot a�arei aru�at erev. 
It is permitted for us to eat cookies after 
dinner.

.��
��	� ��� ����� �
 ��
Yesh lanu shi’ure’i bayit be-anglit. 
We have English homework.
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.��� ��� ��	� ���	
Ana�’nu ro’im seret ha-yom. 
We are seeing a movie today.

 
��� ��� ��� �� ����
� ����� ����'.

 ���	 40

I just bought a 40 inch flat screen 
television.

.���� 
� ���
 
 ��	
Asur lo le-tapes al ha-geder. 
It is forbidden for him to climb the fence.

.��-��	 ��	 �	�	 ��	
Ani ere’eh ot’kha a�ar-kakh. 
I will see you afterward.

.�� ������ ����� ��	
Ani mitz ’tayer she-paga’gti be-cha. 
I’m sorry that I hurt you.

.����� ��

 ��
���� ���	
Ana�’nu mat’�i l im li l ’mod finit. 
We are starting to study Finnish.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ��� ������

Shi'urei bayit is a construct (������) noun phrase made up of two words, ����	�� (shi'urim) and 
��
 (bayit). Shi'urim  means "lessons" and bayit means "home." Together they mean 
"homework." Since these two words form a construct state, ����	�� (shi'urim) drops the �- 
(mem) at the end and becomes ���	�� (shi'urei). ��
 ��	�� (shi'urei bayit) is mostly used to talk 
about homework you receive when at school but can sometimes be used in cases, such as 
homework from language school or homework received in university. 
 
  

  �	- �
� 

A�ar-kakh means "afterward." It is also made up of two words. ��� (A�ar) means "after" and 
� (kakh) means "thus." You can use this word in two ways, you can use it when answering 
someone's question about when you want to do something. You can also use it in telling 
somewhat what happened when in a certain story, like ����
� ����� �-��� (A�ar-kakh 
halakh'nu la-brikhah) "afterward we went to the pool." 
 
 
 

 ��
�� 
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Le-hat'�il means "to begin." ������ (le-hat'�il) is a part of the hif'il verb group and is 
conjugated like the other verbs in that verb group. It is used in a few different expressions like 
���� ��� �	 ������ (le-hat'�il al regel smol) which is "to begin on the wrong foot" or ���� ��� 
(regel yamin) which is "to begin on the right foot." When you flirt with someone it's called 
���� �	 ������ (le-hat'�il im  mishehu) or "to start with someone" if you are flirting with a girl. If 
you are flirting with a guy, it would be ���� �	 ������ (le-hat'�il im  mishehu). 
 
 

 ���� 

Matok is an adjective meaning "sweet," but it is also used as a term of endearment by many 
Israelis. You will often hear Israelis calling their children or significant other ���� (matok) or 
����� (matukah). Some Israelis will even use this term of endearment with their friends. 
There are four forms, as with all adjectives: ���� (matok), ����� (matukah), ������ (matukim) 
and ������ (matukot) 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Using  the  Words  "forbidden" and  "perm i tted" 
 ?������� ����� �� ���� 

 Mutar  l i  l i r ' o t te levisi ' a . 
"Is  i t perm i tted  for  m e  to  watch  TV?" (Can  I watch  TV?)

 

The words ���� (mutar) for permitted and ���� (asur) for forbidden are used in Hebrew to 
make a general statement about what is allowed or forbidden for someone specific or even 
for the population in general. These two words are always followed by a verb in the infinitive 
form and are not conjugated because there is no subject present. 

In the example sentence, the statement was directed at Li'el because she added �� (li) for "for 
me." A more general sentence would be made by removing the "li": 

 ?�������� ����� ����
 Mutar lit'ot televisi'a? 
"Is it permitted to watch TV?" 

The structure of the sentence is ���� (mutar) or ���� (asur) followed by a verb in the infinitive 
form and then the rest of the information, is needed to complete the statement. If you want to 
personalize the statement, you can add -� plus a pronoun or the name of the person or thing 
that the statement applies to. 

Let's take this concept and put it into practice. Let's say you are in a hospital, someone starts 
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smoking a cigarette and you want to tell them that it's forbidden to smoke here. You would 
say: 

 .������ 	�

 �� ��� ���� .1

Asur le-ashen po be-beit ha-�olim. 
 "Smoking is forbidden here in the hospital." 

When you want to direct that statement at the person instead of making a general statement, 
you would say: 

 .������ ��

 �� ���� � ���� .1

Asur le-ashen po be-beit ha-�olim 

"It's forbidden for you to smoke here in the hospital." 

Let's take this one step further and let's tell the man where is it permitted to smoke. 

 .�� ������ ����
 ���� ���� .2

Mutar le-ashen be-pinat ha-ishun sham. 

"Smoking is permitted in the smoking corner there." 

And if we wanted to personalize it, we would say: 

 .�� ������ ����
 ���� � ���� .4

Mutar lekha le-ashen be-pinat ha-ishun sham. 

"It's permitted for you to smoke in the smoking corner there." 

Note: In English, we would most likely use the word "allowed" in place of permitted, especially 
when talking to a family member. Since the sentence structure is different when using the 
word allowed, we translated all the sentences as "permitted" instead of "allowed." 

Exam ples from  th is  dia logue: 

All the sentences from the dialogue have -� and a pronoun, after ���� and ����, but those can 
easily be omitted to make the sentence more general. 

 ?���� ��
 ���	�� ���	 ���� ���� �������� ����� �� ���� .1

Mutar li lir'ot televisi'a lif'ne'i she ani osah shi'ure'i bayit ha-yom? 
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"Am I permitted to watch TV before I do (my) homework today?" 

 .��
� ���	�� ���� �������� ����� � ���� .2

"It's forbidden for you to watch TV before homework." 

 .����	��� ���� �� � ���� .3

Mutar lakh rak a�are'i ha-shi'urim. 

"It's permitted for you only after homework." 

 ?������ ���� ���� ���� ����� �� ���� .4

Mutar li le'ekhol mashehu lifne'i she-ani mat'�ilah? 

"Is it permitted for me to eat something before I begin? (Can I eat something before I begin?)" 

 Sam ple  Sentences

 

 .���-���� ��� ���� ������� 	���� ���� .1

Asur lik'not al'kohol lif'ne'i gil shmonah-es'reh. 

"It's forbidden to buy alcohol before the age of eighteen." 

  .���� ���
 ����� �	�� .2

Mutar lin'hog be-or yarok. 

"Driving is permitted when there is a green light." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

TV  in  Israe l

 

For many years television in Israel was highly restricted. Color televisions were not actively 
imported into the country for many years and even up to the 1980s, many programs were still 
broadcast in black and white. Until 1986, there was only one television station in Israel. In the 
beginning, this station only aired educational programming. In the 1980s and further in the 
1990s, television in Israel became more diversified with more channels available. In 1989, 
the first dedicated children's channel began to air and this was called ������ ���	 (arutz  
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ha-yeladim). The channel at first was limited to only two hours a day. The channel is still 
broadcast today and features original Israeli programming for children as well as imported 
program from other countries. The foreign programs are either dubbed for younger children or 
shown in the original language with subtitles. Today there are several other children's 
channels available for different age groups from different cable companies. 
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HEBREW

(�����) .1
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?����� ���� ��� ��� :��� .3
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.��	� :��� .5

(���	� ���) .6

(����� ���) .7

?���� ��� ���	� :����� .8

.���	 ��� ��� ,�� :��� .9

.����� ��� ���� ��-�� �� �� ��� �� :����� .10

.��� ������ 
�� ��� ��� �� �� ����� .���� ��� �������� ���� :��� .11

...��� :����� .12

ENGLISH

1. (cooking)

2. MA'AYAN: Oy, Gadi! I forgot to buy chicken at the supermarket.

CONT'D OVER
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3. GADI: Don't we have something in the freezer?

4. MA'AYAN: No, we don't have anything. It's almost four...go see if the 
supermarket is still open.

5. GADI: Okay.

6. (door closes)

7. (door opens)

8. MA'AYAN: Was the supermarket open?

9. GADI: No, it was closed.

10. MA'AYAN: So why did it take you so much time to return?

11. GADI: The Shawarma stand was open. I ate there because we don't have 
any chicken for dinner.

12. MA'AYAN: Gadi...

ROMANIZATION

1. (mevashelet)

2. MA'AYAN: Oy, Gadi! shakha�'ti lik'not of ba-super.

3. GADI: Ein lanu mashehu ba-mak'pi?

4. MA'AYAN: Lo, ein lanu. kimat ar'ba... lekh lir'ot im ha-super ada'in patu'a�

CONT'D OVER
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5. GADI: beseder

6. (door closes)

7. (door opens)

8. MA'AYAN: Ha-super hayah patu'a�?

9. GADI: Lo, hu hayah sagur.

10. MA'AYAN: Az lamah laka� lekha kol-kakh har'beh z'man lakh'zor?

11. GADI: Dukhan ha-sh'warmah hayah patu'a�. Akhal'ti sham ki ein lanu of 
le-aru�at erev.

12. MA'AYAN: Gadi...

VOWELLED

(����������� ) .1

.������	���  
� � �� ���! ���!������"  ,��!��" �� � :��"���� .2

?���!�������  �� �������  �� ��"  ���# :��!��" .3

.��������"  ���!�"  ������	���  ��!  �� ����! �� �# . . .��������  ������!�  .�� ��"  ���# ,�� :��"���� .4

.���	#��� :��!��" .5

(�����#	��! ������ ) .6

CONT'D OVER
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(����"����! ������ ) .7

?��������"  ��"�"  ������	��� :��"���� .8

.��� �	"  ��"�"  ���� ,�� :��!��" .9

.�� ��$��  ��� �� ��#�����  �� �"�  ��"�  �" �� ���"  ��"�"  ��" :��"���� .10

.����� ����� ��$�� 
� � �� ��"  ���# ���! ��"� ���! �����"  .��������"  ��"�"  �������� ��"�� �� :��!��" .11

. . .��!��" :��"���� .12

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� lishkoach to forget verb

���� makpi freezer noun masculine

���� kimaat almost adverb

�� im If conjunction

���� patuach open adjective masculine 

���	 sagur closed
passive 
participle masculine

������� shawarma shawarma noun feminine

��� ����� aruchat erev dinner noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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!��� ������� �� ���� ��
Al tishkach et ha-maftechot shelcha! 
Don’t forget your keys. (male listener)

.������ ����� ����� ����
samti glida ba-makpi bishbicha. 
I put ice cream in the freezer for you. 
(male listener)

.��� ����� 	��� ���� ���
Hu kimaat nichnas ba -oto haze. 
He almost hit that car.

 ������ ������ ��� ,��%�� ��� ��
.��� ������

Im atem rots im, atem yecholim lehishaer le-
aruchat erev. 
If you (pl.) want, you (pl.) can stay for 
dinner.

.���� �����
ha-chalon patuach. 
The window is open.

.���	 ����� ���� ����
ha-mekarer chayav lihiyot sagur. 
The refrigerator has to be closed.

.������� ��� ���
Ima kanta shawarma. 
mom bought Shawarma.

 .���� ��� ������ ��� �� ���

I am not coming to dinner tonight. (female 
speaker)

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 �����

Mak'pi is a noun deriving from the verb ������ (le-hak'pi) "to freeze." ����� (mak'pi) is a 
freezer. This is a good example of how a root used in a certain verb group carries an extra 
meaning. Hif'il verbs are verbs that carry a causative action. Since this root appears in this 
verb form, the underlying meaning is "to cause something to freeze."  This is why the noun for 
"freezer" is derived from this form.   
 
 

 ���� 

Kim'at means "almost." You use this word the same way that you would use it in English. 
There are a few phrases that use this word. The first phrase is �	
 
��� (kim'at tov) and it 
means "fairly good" and it can also be used for a C grade in school. The second phrase is 
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  ".kim'at she-lo) which means "hardly" or "scarcely) �� 
���
 
 

 	�
���� 

Shawarma is originally a Turkish creation and is found all over the middle east. It is a meat 
placed on a horizontal spit and cooked throughout the day. It's shaved off of the spit and put 
into a pita with vegetables and sauces. The meat used in Israel is usually turkey, beef or lamb. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Using  Passive  Participles. 
 ��� ����� 
���	 �� ���
� �� 

 Lekh  l i r ' o t im  ha- super  ada' in  patu ' a . 
 "G o  see  i f the  superm arket i s  sti l l  open."

 

Here in the dialogue, we see the word �	�� used to show a passive state. Here it is used 
almost like an adjective when Ma'ayan asks Gadi to go see if the supermarket is open. This 
passive participle is derived from the pa'al verb �	��� (lif'to'a�) which means "to open." There 
are many passive participles that are formed from verbs in the pa'al verb group and they all 
follow the same pattern. The pattern uses the three root letters, the vowel sound U and typical 
adjective endings to show gender and number, which is denoted with a vav. Here is the 
pattern: 

Ending

3rd  Root 
Letter vav

2nd  Root 
Letter

1st Root 
Letter  

 X 	 X X
Masculine 
singular

-� X 	 X X
feminine 
singular

-�� X 	 X X
masculine 
plural

-�	 X 	 X X
feminine 
plural

In the sample sentence from the dialogue, we have the word �	�� (patu'a�). This is the 
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masculine singular form of the word for "open." The other forms are ��	�� (p'tu�ah), ���	�� 
(p'tu�im) and �	�	�� (p'tu�ot). Here are examples of these four forms of �	�� (petu'a�): 

 �	�� ��	��  .1

Ha-super patu'a�. 
"The supermarket is open." 

 ��	�� ��	��� .2

Ha-makolet p'tu�ah. 
"The grocery-store is open." 

 ���	�� ������ .3

Ha-misradim  p'tu�im. 
"The offices are open." 

 �	�	�� �	���� .4

Ha-d'letot p'tu�ot.  
"The doors are open." 

As you can see, in Hebrew the passive participle has the same endings as adjectives and is 
used like an adjective.  

In the dialogue, Gadi used the passive particle for "closed" as well, which is �	�� (sagur).  

 .1. �	�� ��� �	� ��

Lo, hu hayah sagur. 
"No, it was closed." 

Here are our examples with the four forms of �	�� (sagur): 

Present: 

 �	�� ��	��  .1

Ha-super sagur. 
"The supermarket is closed." 

 ��	�� ��	��� .2

Ha-makolet s'gurah. 
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"The grocery-store is closed." 

 ���	�� ������ .3

Ha-mis'radim  s'gurim. 
"The offices are closed." 

 �	�	�� �	���� .4

Ha-d'letot s'gurot. 
"The doors are closed." 

When you want to talk about the state of something in the future or the past, you use the verb 
�	��� (lihiyot) in the past or the future before the passive participle. 

Examples of this:  

Past: 

 �	�� ��� ��	�� .1

Ha-super hayah patu'a�. 
"The supermarket was open." 

 ��	�� ���� ��	��� .2

Ha-makolet hay'tah p'tu�ah. 
"The grocery-store was open." 

 ���	�� 	�� ������ .3

Ha-misradim  hayu p'tu�im. 
"The offices were open." 

 �	�	�� 	�� �	���� .4

Ha-d'letot hayu p'tu�ot. 
"The doors were open." 

Future: 

 �	�� ���� ��	�� .1

Ha-super yehiyeh sagur. 
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"The supermarket will be closed." 

 ��	�� ���� ��	��� .2

Ha-makolet tehiyeh s'gurah 
"The  grocery-store will be closed." 

 ���	�� 	��� ������ .3

Ha-mis'radim  yehiyu s'gurim. 
"The offices will be closed." 

 �	�	�� 	��� �	���� .4

Ha-d'letot yehiyu s'gurot. 
"The doors will be closed." 

 Exam ples  of other  Passive  Participles  Com m only  Used  in  Hebrew

 

 ��	� �����  .1

Ha-tzala�at sh'vurah. 
"The plate is broken." 

 �	�� ����� .2

Ha-kis'e panu'i. 
"The seat is vacant." 

 .���	�� �����	 ��� .3

Gadi ve-ma'ayan nesu'im. 
"Gadi and Ma'ayan are married."  

 .��	�� �	�	 �� .4

Ram  ve-sharon gerushim. 
"Ram and Sharon are divorced." 

 Exam ples  from  th is  Dia logue
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1.   �	�� ����� ��	�� �� �	��� ��
Lekh lir'ot im  ha-super ada'in patu'a� 
"Go see if the supermarket is still open."

2.  ?���� ��� ��	��
Ha-super hayah patu'a�? 
"The supermarket was open?"

3.  ���� ��� �	� ��
Lo, hu hayah sagur 
"No, it was closed."

4.  .���� ��� ����		� ��	�
Dukhan ha-sh'warmah hayah patu'a�. 
"The Shawarma stand was open."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

When  Does  the  Weekend  Start in  Israe l?

 

Fridays in Israel are a very interesting day as everything winds down for the weekend. School 
children have a short day at school. Some people work a half day at work and others have it 
off. Most people will spend some of the day cleaning the house for the evening meal and the 
Sabbath rest day that follows on Saturday. Shops are open until 14:00-16:00, so many people 
do some last minute shopping before everything closes down until Saturday night. Some 
people use Friday mornings to catch up with friends, meeting them for coffee. In religious 
families, all the cooking and cleaning is done before sunset, because as soon as the sun sets 
work is not allowed until Saturday night. In a country as intense as Israel, it's nice to feel 
everything slow down on Fridays.  
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HEBREW

?�� ���� ,���� :�� .1

?�	� .
��� �� :���� .2

 ���
� ���	 �� .����� ���� ��� ���� ��
	� .���� ���� �� �	�
?������ �
�

:�� .3

.���� ��� �� ��� .��� 
��� ��� �� �� �� ,���� ���� ��� ,�� :���� .4

.���� ����� ��� ��� ���� .���
 �� �� �� :�� .5

?����� ���
 ��� �	 .���� ���	 ��� ��� :���� .6

!�� �� ����� �� ,����� �� ���� ����� ���� �� :�� .7

.��	 ��
� 
��� ���	 ���� ����
� ��� ,��� ��
	� :���� .8

?��� .
��� :�� .9

?����� ����� �� ���� ���� ...��� :���� .10

ENGLISH

1. DAN: Liel, where are you?

2. LIEL: I'm in my room. Why?

3. DAN: Mom is not home today. Despite the rain, she went on a trip. Are 
you making dinner for us?

CONT'D OVER
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4. LIEL: No, you can cook, even though it's my turn. I don't have the energy.

5. DAN: I don't want to either. Nevertheless, maybe you can cook today.

6. LIEL: Come on, let's make something together. What do you want to eat?

7. DAN: I love to eat pizza or felafel, you know that!

8. LIEL: In spite of that, we need to cook something healthier than that.

9. DAN: Okay, salad?

10. LIEL: (laughs)... Maybe we can agree on an omelet and toast.

ROMANIZATION

1. DAN: Liel, eifo at?

2. LIEL: Ani be-�eder. Lamah?

3. DAN: Ima lo ba-bayit ha-yom. Lam'rot ha-geshem hi hal'khah la-tiyul. At 
mekhinah aru�at erev bish'vilenu.

4. LIEL: Lo, atah yekhol levashel, af al pi she-zeh ha-tor sheli. Ein li ko'a� 
ha-yom.

5. DAN: Ani gam lo rotzeh. Ula'i be-khol zot tevashli ha-yom?

6. LIEL: Bo na'aseh mashehu be-ya�ad. Mah atah rotzeh le'ekhol?

7. DAN: Ani ohev le-ekhol pitza o' falafel, at yoda'at et zeh.

CONT'D OVER
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8. LIEL: Lam'rot zot, ana�'nu tz'rikhim le-vashel mashehu yoter bar'i 
mi'zeh.

9. DAN: Beseder. Salat?

10. LIEL: �aaaaa... Ula'i nas'kim al �avitah ve-tost.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� �avitah omelet noun feminine

��
� bar’i healthy adjective

��� ��
	� lam’rot zot in spite of that adverb

���� le-vashel to cook verb

��� ko’a� power noun masculine


�� tor turn noun masculine

...� �� �� �� af al pi she... although conjunction 

...� ��
	� Lam’rot ha-... despite the... adverb

��� geshem rain noun masculine

���� tiyool trip noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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 ����	� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� ������
.����

Ha-�avitah im batzal hi ha-khi tovah ba-
mis 'adah ha-zot. 
The omelet with onions is the best from 
this restaurant.

 .�
��� ��
� ����� �� �� ����
� ��

They (fem.) are healthy because they do a 
lot of sports.

 ��	�� �� �� ��� ��
	�� ,
�	 ���	 �� ��
.����

Yesh li miv'�an ma�ar, lam'rot zot ani lo lomedet 
ha-yom. 
I have a test tomorrow, in spite of that I am 
not studying today.

.��� ���� ���� ������ ���
Ana�'nu ohavim le-vashel okhel s ini. 
We love to cook Chinese food.

 .��� ��
� ��� ����� ��

This car has a lot of power.

.����
��� �� ���� ��� 
��� �� ��	
Mata'i zeh ha-tor sheli le-nakot et ha-shirutim? 
When is it my turn to clean the bathroom?

 ��� �� �� �� ������ ����� �� ���
.����	�

Hi lo ohevet �atulim af al pi she-hem �amudim. 
She doesn't like cats, although they are 
cute.

.�� 
��� ���� ���� �� ���� ��
	�
Lam'rot ha-�om ani holekh le-sa�ek basketball. 
In spite of the heat, I am going to play 
basketball.

.����	 ���� ���
 �� ��� �� ��� ����
K'she-yesh geshem af e�ad lo rotzeh latzet me-
ha-bayit. 
When there is rain, no one wants to leave 
home.

.���� ���
� ���� ���
Hu ohev lir'kod ba-geshem. 
He loves to dance in the rain.

��
�� ����� ����
Yaatzaanoo letiyool bahaareem 
We went out for a trip in the mountains.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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 ���

Tor means "row" or "column." It has also come to mean "turn" in Hebrew or "next in line" as it 
did in the dialogue. 
 
 

 ��� 

Ko'a� means "power" or "strength." Ko'a� is an example of a word that adds an extra vowel 
"ah" before the �et at the end of the word. Ko'a� is used in many expressions, such as ��� ��� 
(ko'a� sus) or "horsepower" and ��� ��� (ko'a� adam) meaning "workforce." It is also used in 
reference to different types of military forces like ���	
�� ���� (ko�ot ha-bita�on) "security 
forces" or �
�
�� ���� (ko�ot s'dirim) "regular soldiers." ��� (ko'a�) is a masculine noun, but it 
is irregular because it appears in the plural with a feminine ending. 
 
 

 ���� 

Bar'i is an adjective meaning "healthy." It has four forms: �
�� (bar'i), ��
�� (bri'ah), �
�
�� 
(bri'im) and ��
�� (bri'ot). �
�� is used to talk about healthy things, like "healthy food,"  ����
�
�� (okhel bar'i) or �
�
�� �

� (�ayim  bri'im) "a healthy life." It appears in the slang phrase 
�
�� 
� �
� (ti'iyeh li bar'i), which basically means "I don't like it" but would be directly 
translated as "that it would be healthy for me." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Concessive  Clauses  using  	��
� ( lam ' rot).  
 ����� ���� ��� ��� 	��
�  

 Lam ' rot ha- geshem  hi  hal ' khah  la - tiyu l . 
"Despi te  the  ra in ,  she  went on  a  tr ip."

 

Concessive clauses have two parts to them, one part gives information and the other part 
adds information to that is contrary to expectations from the previous clause. In Hebrew, these 
clauses can be in any order. In the example sentence from the dialogue, we begin with the 
concessive clause ���� ���� (lam'rot ha-geshem) or "despite the rain." The second clause 
is �
�	� ���� �
� (hi hal'khah la-tiyul) "she went on the trip." What we understand from that 
sentence is that Ma'ayan went on a trip and we wouldn't expect her to go on the trip because 
it's raining. 

Concessive clauses need a concessive conjunction to highlight the fact that the action is 
contrary to what would be expected. In the case of the example sentence, the word ���� 
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(lam'rot) or "despite" was used. In the next line, Ma'ayan uses the concessive conjunction  ��
� 
� ��... (af al pi she...) or "even though": 

 .1. 
�� ��	� ��� 
� �� �� ,���� ���
 �� ,��

Lo, atah yekhol levashel, af al pi she-zeh ha-tor sheli. 

"No, you can cook, even though it's my turn." 

Later in the dialogue, Li'el uses the word ���� again: 

 1. ��� �
�� ��
 ���� ���� �
�
�� ����� ,�� ����

Lam'rot zot, ana�'nu tz'rikhim  le-vashel mashehu yoter bar'i mi'zeh. 

"Despite that, we need to cook something healthier than that." 

Li'el begins the sentence with �� ���� (lam'rot zot) or "despite that." She is referring to the 
sentence before when Dan says that he likes pizza and falafel. This is another way to link two 
ideas, without stating the previous sentence again. 

The use of ���� (lam'rot) is more common in Israel than 
� �� �� (af al pi). There are other 
possibilities of concessive conjunctions, but they are mostly used in literature. Here they are: 

 "al af she) - "even though) � �� ��

 "af ki) - "even though) 
� ��

 "af she) - "even though) � ��

Further exam ples of sentences using  	��
� and  �� �� ��: 

 .
������ ���� �� ���� ��� ���� ���� 
������ ��� ��� .1

Hu akhal brokoli lam'rot she-hu amar she-hu lo ohev brokoli. 

"He ate broccoli even though he said that he doesn't like broccoli." 

 .
�� ���� ��� �
�� 
� �� �� ���� ���� ��
��� �� .2

Hem  hiz'minu otanu lavo af al pi she-ein la-hem  makom  ba-beit.  

"They invited us to come although they don't have place in their home." 

Note: when joining two full clauses, the prefix ...� is used after the concessive conjunction. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Israe l i  School  Schedules

 

In Israel, elementary school only runs until around one o'clock in the afternoon. Children then 
go home to eat lunch. Children come home to their mothers or fathers if they work half days, 
work at home or are stay at home parents. In some families, the parents employ a part-time 
nanny to come in the afternoons to feed the children and help with their homework. Some 
schools have programs for children who cannot return home after school because both 
parents work, but these are not that common. In the afternoons children do homework, meet 
their friends to play outside, watch TV or attend after school activities like music or sports. 
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HEBREW

 ���� ���� �����	 �
� �
� ��� ,���
 ���� ��� ����	
�� ,��
.
���� 
���-�����

:����� .1

?��� ����	
 �� ��
�� �� �� ?���� ,
�� :�� .2

.���� ����� ��
�� � ��� ��� ,���� ��
�� ���� 	�� :����� .3

?���� �� ����	
 �� 
� .���� :�� .4

.��� 
��
 ��-�� ����� �� �
 ��� ,���� � �
� ��� ��� :����� .5

.���� ������� ���� �� ����	
 :�� .6

.� ��� �� ������� �
 :����� .7

?� ���� :�� .8

.���� �� �
�� �������
 �� �� ,�� :����� .9

ENGLISH

1. MA'AYAN: Dan, when your friends come over today, tell them that they have to 
depart before midnight.

2. DAN: Why, Mom? Don't you like my friends?

3. MA'AYAN: Of course I like them, but I like to sleep in peace (and quiet) as well.

4. DAN: Okay. What about Liel's friends?

CONT'D OVER
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5. MA'AYAN: I will also tell them to go, but they don't make that much noise.

6. DAN: Liel's friends annoy me.

7. MA'AYAN: They annoy Abba too.

8. DAN: Him too?

9. MA'AYAN: Yes, with all of their talking about boys.

ROMANIZATION

1. MA'AYAN: Dan, K'she-ha-�averim shel'kha ba'im ha-yom, tagid la-hem she-
hem �ayavim la-lekhet lif'ne'i sh'tem-es'reh be-la'ilah.

2. DAN: Lamah, Ima? At lo ohevet et ha-�averim sheli?

3. MA'AYAN: Beta� she-ani ohevet otam, aval ani gam ohevet lishon be-sheket.

4. DAN: Beseder, Mah im ha-�averot shel li'el?

5. MA'AYAN: Ani agid la-hem gam lalekhet, aval hem lo osot kol-kakh har'beh 
ra'ash.

6. DAN: Ha-�averot shel li'el ma'atz'benot oti.

7. MA'AYAN: Hen ma'atzbenot et abba gam.

8. DAN: Oto gam?

9. MA'AYAN: Ken, im kol ha-diburim shelahem al benim.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� annoying adjective

����� talk or speech noun masculine

...�� when adverb

 
���-�����

���� midnight noun

����� Lishon to sleep verb

��� quiet noun masculine

��-�� Kol-kach so, so much

��� Ra’ash noise noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 .���� ����� ��� ���	�

My nephew annoys me.

 
���������� �����
 
��
 �� ������

 .���


There is a talk on the middle ages at the 
university today.

 �� ��
� 
���� �� ,����� ����
 ����

 .��� 
���

When you (fem.) go to sleep, you can tell 
me goodnight.

 
���� 
���-����� �� �� ���� ���� ���

 .��������

I always stay awake until midnight on New 
Years Eve.

.
���� ���� ��	 �� �����
Yashan’ti rak �amesh sha’ot ba-la’i lah 
I slept only five hours in the night.

 .����� ��� ��
�� ���

I love quiet in the morning.
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.

�� ��-�� ��

Hi kol-kakh gavohah. 
She’s so tall.

.���� ��� ��� 
��
 ���� ��
Yesh tamid har’beh ra’ash be-tel aviv. 
There is always a lot of noise in Tel Aviv.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 ���

Sheket means "quiet," "silence" or "peace." If you change the first vowel to an "ah" vowel, it 
becomes ��� (shaket) and it becomes an adjective. The adjective form has four forms: ��� 
(shaket), ���� (sh'ketah), ����� (sh'ketim) and ����� (sh'ketot). 
 
 

  ��� 

Ra'ash means "noise" or "commotion" in English. In Hebrew, 	�
� (ra'ashan) is a word 
connected to this noun. Ra'ashan is a rattle. 
 
 

 ����	 

Dibur is "talk," "speech" or "talking." It is a noun that is related to the verb ��� (le-daber) or "to 
talk."  It is used to describe the way someone talks like ���� ��� ����� (ha-dibur shelo muzar) 
"his speech is unusual." It can also be used to talk about a "speech" that someone makes like 
���� ����� ��� ����� (ha-dibur shelo mat'�il be-�amesh) "his speech starts at five o'clock."  

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Com bin ing  the  Preposi tion  et with  Personal  Pronouns  
 
��� ���� ���� ���  

 Beta  she- ani  ohevet otam .  
"Of course  I l i ke  them ."

 

In Hebrew, the word �� (et) comes after many verbs when the verbs are followed by a direct 
object. There is no equivalent for the word  �� (et) in English, you just have to remember to 
add it before a definite direct object. In other words, if the object has a -� before it and there is 
no other preposition, you will probably need to put an �� (et) before the object. Here is an 
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example of a sentence that uses �� (et) before a direct object.  

 .1.���� �� ����� �����

Ha-morah kor'et et ha-sefer. 

"The teacher is reading the book." 

When the object is indefinite, there is no �� (et) required in the sentence: 

 .1.��� ����� �����

Ha-morah kor'et sefer.  

"The teacher is reading a book." 

This rule also applies when a personal pronoun follows a verb as a direct object. When a 
personal pronoun follows the verb as a direct object, it is combined with �� (et). This is what 
we see in the sample sentence from the dialogue. Ma'ayan says, "Of course I like them"  ���
���� ����� ����. (beta� she ani ohevet otam). In this case love is a verb that takes a direct 
object and the direct object is "them." �� (et) becomes -��� (ot) and �- is added to the end as 
the suffix for "them."  

The table below shows the uses of �� + personal pronoun. 

Engl ish Hebrew Transl i teration

me ���� oti

you ���� ot'kha

you ���� otakh

him ���� oto

her ���� otah

us ����� otanu

you *����� ot'khem

you 	���� ot'khen

them ���� otam
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them 	��� otan

* these two forms are used in speech, while the literary forms are  ���� (et'khem)  and 	��� 
(et'khen) 

Further exam ples of �� (et)  + personal  pronoun  from  the  dia logue: 

 .1.���� �����
� ���� �� ������

Ha-�averot shel li'el ma'atz'benot oti. 

"Liel's friends annoy me." 

 ?1.�� ����

Oto gam? 

"Him too?" 

Sam ple  sentence  with  �� (et)  + personal  pronoun: 

 .1.��� �� ��
 ���� ���� ���

Ani ro'eh oto omed le-yad ha-delet. 

"I see him standing next to the door." 

 .2.��
�� ����� �� �� ,���� 
��� ���

Hu shome'a otakh. 

"He hears you, you don't have to yell." 

 .3.�������� ����� ���� �����

Ha-morah me'lamedet otanu histori'a. 

"The teacher is teaching us history." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Making  Friends  in  
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Israe l

 

There are many ways that Israelis make friends in Israel. The first place is, of course, in 
school. Many people hold on to a few friendships from school as they grow older. The second 
and most influential place to make friends is in the Army. Israelis tend to hold on to their 
friendships from the Army throughout their lives, often meeting for holidays or for an annual 
get-together with these friends. Other places to make friends include university and at work. 
Israelis are also open to making friends within their communities and neighborhoods. 
Neighbors are often friendly with one another and will share meals or cake and coffee 
together. Another important place to make friends in Israel is in your religious community. For 
religious Jews, it's important to form friendships with people who share the same beliefs are 
you do.  
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HEBREW

?���� ������ 	��
� ��� �� ���� :	���� .1

.�	� ����
� � �� ,���� ���� ��� �	�	� �� :��� .2

?�	�� ���� ���	 ���� :	���� .3

.����� ������ :��� .4

.���� �	�� ��
 ��� ���
 :	���� .5

.����� ��� :��� .6

 �� ,���� ���� 	 ������ �� ,���� ...����� �� .	���� �� ,���
.��� ������� �� ��� 
���� � ����


:	���� .7

?
���� �� �	� :��� .8

.
���� �� ���	��� ��� .���� ��� ��� �� :	���� .9

.�� ��� ��� ,��� ���	 :��� .10

ENGLISH

1. BANK TELLER: Hello, what can I do for you today?

2. GADI: I wrote a check a month ago, but it hasn't gone through.

3. BANK TELLER: On which date was the check written?

4. GADI: On the 5th of July.

CONT'D OVER
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5. BANK TELLER: To what business was the check written?

6. GADI: To Aleph Books.

7. BANK TELLER: Okay, I am checking it. Just a second... Okay, they deposited the 
check today, but it's still not appearing in your account.

8. GADI: When will it appear (there)?

9. BANK TELLER: It will take a few days. Maybe in two days it will appear.

10. GADI: Many thanks, have a good day.

ROMANIZATION

1. BANK TELLER: Shalom, mah if'shar la-asot bish'vil'kha ha-yom?

2. GADI: Ani katav'ti chek lif'ne'i �odesh, aval lo he'aviru oto.

3. BANK TELLER: Be-eizeh ta'arikh ha-chek nikh'tav?

4. GADI: Ba-�amishi be-yuli.

5. BANK TELLER: Avur eizeh esek nikh'tav ha-chek?

6. GADI: Le-aleph s'farim.

7. BANK TELLER: Tov, ani bodeket. Rak sh'niya... beseder. Hem hif'kidu et ha-chek 
ha-yom, aval adayin lo mofiya she-zeh yatz'a me-ha-�esh'bon 
shel'kha.

8. GADI: Mata'i zeh yofiya?

CONT'D OVER
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9. BANK TELLER: Zeh yika� kamah yamim, ula'i ma�'ratayim zeh yofi'a.

10. GADI: Todah rabah, yom tov lakh.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�� ��� ��� yom tov lekha have a good day expression

���	��� ma�’ratayim
day after 
tomorrow noun masculine

����� �esh’bon account noun masculine

��	��  lichtov to write verb

��� chek check noun masculine

���
�� le-havir to transfer verb

���	 ta’arikh date noun masculine

�	���� le-hikatev to be written verb

������ to deposit to deposit verb

  
����� le-hofi’a to appear verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

!�� ��� ���
yom tov lekha 
Have a good day!

.���	��� ����
Nipagesh ma�’ratayim. 
We will meet the day after tomorrow.
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?���� ���� ������ ��� �� ��� ���
Kamah kesef yesh lanu be-�esh’bon ha-bank 
shelanu? 
How much money do we have in our bank 
account?

?����� ,��� ��� 	 ��	�� ���� �	
ata yachol l ichtov et ha-shem shelcha, 
bevakasha? 
Can you write your name, please? (male 
listener)

.��� �� ��	� ��
Hi kat’vah li chek. 
She wrote me a check.

?���� 	 �� ���
�� ���
If’shar le-havir l i et ha-�em’ah? 
Can you pass me the butter?

 ?���� ���	� ��

What’s the date today?

.���� ��� �
 �	�� ��� ����
Ha-do� ha-zeh nikh’tav al’ yade’i ha-nas’i. 
This report was written by the president.

.���� ��� ���� 	 ������ ������ ����
Ana�’nu �ayavim le-haf’kid et ha-kesef ha-zeh ba-bank 
We have to deposit this money in the bank.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 �����
Ta'arikh is "date" in English, as in the date on a calendar. To ask someone what day it is, you 
would say, ���� ������ �	? (mah ha-ta'arikh ha-yom?) "what is the date?" If you want to 
specify what date something is, you would say �����
... (ba-ta'arikh...) "on the date..." 
 
 

 ������� 
Ma�'ratayim  is a word with a special "double" ending and it means "the day after tomorrow. It 
would be like saying "in two tomorrows" in English. 
 
 

 	
��� 
 �esh'bon means "account," "bill" or "invoice." It contains the root 
�� which is connected to 
words about thinking, considering and calculating. It can refer to a bank account �
 ��
�� 
(�esh'bon bank) or it can refer to the bill that you receive at the end of a meal. When you are 
eating out and you want to receive the bill, you say ��
�� �
� ����? (if'shar le-kabel 
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�esh'bon?) "can I receive the bill?" Another phrase contains ��
�� (�esh'bon) is ��� ��
�� 
(�esh'bon nefesh). The literal translation is "soul account," but it means "soul-searching." It's 
when you take account of what is in your heart, mind and soul. 

 � �
� �
�
The literal translation of this phrase is "good day to you" and it basically means "have a nice 
day." The feminine version was used in the dialogue �� 
�� ��� (yom  tov lakh). The masculine 
version is �� 
�� ��� (yom  tov le'kha). The plural version you would use most often is ��� 
�� ��� 
(yom  tov lekhem) 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Using  the  Sam e  Verb Root in  the  Active  and  the  
Corresponding  Passive  Verb G roup. 

 ?���� ��'�� ����� ����� 
 Be- eiz eh  ta ' arikh  ha- chek  nikh ' tav?  
"On  which  date  was the  check wri tten?"

 

Hebrew verbs consist of seven verb groups called ������
 (binyanim). There are three active 
verb groups and three passive verb groups that correspond to each other. The last verb group 
is the reflexive verb group, hit'pa'el. The focus of this lesson is the transition of a verb from the 
active tense to the passive tense. Here are the seven verb groups: 

Active Transl i teration

Corresponding  
Passive  Tense Transl i teration

��� pa'al ���� nif'al

���� pi'el ���� pu'al

����� hif'il ����� huf'al

����� hit'pa'el   

In the dialogue, we used the verb 
���� (likh'tov) "to write" and 
����� (le-hikatev) "to be 
written." These two verbs are corresponding verbs in the pa'al and nif'al verb groups. If an 
active verb has a passive equivalent, it will be found in the corresponding passive verb group. 
When you have a verb in the pi'el verb group, the passive will be a part of the pu'al verb group 
and when you have a verb in the hif'il verb group, the passive will be in the huf'al verb group. 
Here are three sets of verbs, each one with an active and a passive version: 
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Active    
Passiv

e    

/���
pa'al 
�� katav "wrote"

/����
nif'al 
��� nikh'tav

"was 
written"

pi'el/���� �
�� diber "talked"
/����
pu'al �
�� dubar

"was 
spoken"

/�����
hif'il ��	�� hiz'min "invited"

/�����
huf'al �	���

huz'ma
n

"was 
invited"

For example: 

 ��� -  ��

 .��� �	�� 
��	 
��� ���         .1

Ani kotev mikh'tav le-ima sheli.  

"I am writing a letter to my mom." 

 .���� ��� �� 
��� 
��	�         .2

Ha-mikh''tav nikh'tav al yadei Yo'el. 

"The letter was written by Yoel." 

 �
� -  ���

 .������ ��	 �� ��
�	 ���         .1

  Hi medaberet al mezeg ha-avir. 

"She is talking about the weather." 

 .��	 ���	 �
�� ��� ,�
��� ���         .2

K'fi she-dubar, ani oved me-eser ma�ar. 

"As was agreed, I am working from ten tomorrow." 

 ��
� -  ����
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 .����	 �
� ���� ���	�� ��         .1

Hem  hiz'minu oti le-bat mitz'vah. 

"They invited me to a Bat Mitzvah." 

 .�� ��	��� ���         .2

Ra�el huz'manah gam. 

"Rachel was invited as well." 

You may have noticed in the nif'al sentence that the preposition ��� �� (al yade'i) was used in 
the sentence. This is a preposition that is only used in the passive tense and it means "by." 
The word for word translation is "by the hands."  

Exam ples from  the  dia logue: 

 .1.���� ���� �� ��
�� ���

Ani katav'ti chek lif'ne'i �odesh. 

"I wrote a check a month ago." 

 ?2.
��� ��� ����� ����


Be-e'izeh ta'arikh ha-chek nikh'tav? 

"On which date was the check written?" 

 ?3.��� 
��� �� ���� ��
�

Avur e'izeh esek nikh'tav ha-chek? 

"To which business was the check written?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

G etting  Your  Banking  Done  in  Israe l

 

Banks in Israel are a little different to banks in the US. First of all, you are charged for almost 
everything you do with your account. For every money transaction, you pay a very small 
amount to the bank. For some accounts, you are also charged when you go into the bank to 
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make a transaction. All this depends on the type of account you have, but all in all, you pay for 
more things in Israeli banking than you would in American banking. Another difference is the 
Israeli credit card. An Israeli credit card is more like a debit card. It only holds payments for 
one month and then the next month you pay the previous month's balance in full. If you want 
to pay for something and then pay if off slowly, you have to do it differently. You can either 
arrange a payment plan with the bank or with the store you are buying the item from. 
Supermarkets will also allow you to buy your groceries in installments, depending on how 
much you spend in that one transaction using payments over the following months, according 
to how much you spend in that transaction.  
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HEBREW

.������ ��� ��� �	
�� ��� ��� �� !�	� � 	
 �	���� :��� .1

.��	 � ��� �	
�� ����� ������ �� .���� �
�� 	� ����� ,�� :���
� .2

.��
�� 	 ?���� �	� ���� :��� .3

.�	� � 	� ����� ��� ,�� :���
� .4

?����� �� �� !��� ?�	� �� ���� :��� .5

.	�	 	� ������ �� ����	 ����� ��� :���
� .6

.�� 	���� ���� ��� ����	 ����� �� :��� .7

.���	 ��	 
���	 ����� �� ?���� ��	� 	�	 � ��� ,��� ��� :���
� .8

!����
 �
��� �� ��� .��	� ��� ���� 	 ,	 :��� .9

ENGLISH

1. GADI: Look at my brother. He's very happy that Ya'eli is finally getting 
married.

2. MA'AYAN: Yes, I was at Noam's today. He and P'nina are happy that Ya'eli 
found Le'on.

3. GADI: You were at their house today? I didn't know that.

4. MA'AYAN: Yes, and I was at your mother's as well.

CONT'D OVER
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5. GADI: You were also at her house? What does she have to say?

6. MA'AYAN: That she hopes that she will also get to dance at Liel's wedding.

7. GADI: She will need to wait a few years for that.

8. MA'AYAN: By the way, did you see Li'el at our house today? She should arrive 
here on her own.

9. GADI: No, I didn't see her at home. There, she is arriving now!

ROMANIZATION

1. GADI: Histakli al a� sheli! Hu me’od same’a� she-ya’eli sof-sof 
mit’�atenet.

2. MA'AYAN: Ken, hayiti etzel no’am ha-yom.  Hu u-p’ninah s’me�im she-ya’eli 
matzah et le’on.

3. GADI: Hayit etz’lam ha-yom?  Lo yada’ti.

4. MA'AYAN: Ken, ve-gam hayiti etzel ima shel’kha.

5. GADI: Hayit gam etz’la?  Yafeh!  Mah hi mesaperet?

6. MA'AYAN: She-hi mekavah lir’kod gam be-�atunah shel li’el.

7. GADI: Hi titz’tarekh le-�akot kamah shanim bish’vil zeh.

8. MA'AYAN: Derekh ha-gav, ra’it et li’el etz’lenu ha-yom?  Hi tz’rikhah le-hagi’a 
le-kan levadah.

CONT'D OVER
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9. GADI: Lo, lo ra’iti otah etz’lenu. Hineh hi magi’ah akh’shav.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

	� etzel at, by preposition

����	 le-kavot to hope verb

����	 lir’kod to dance Verb

�����	 le-hitz’tarekh to need, have to verb

����	 Le-�akot to wait verb

�	���� Bish'vil'kha for you, for preposition masculine

 �� ��� derekh agav by the way expression 

��	 levad alone adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.�	� ��� 	� �	� 	�
�� � �����
Shakha�’ti  et ha-me’il etzel �aver sheli. 
I forgot my jacket at my friend’s place.

 ���� �	� ����
� � ����� ����� ��
.����

Ani mekavah she-esayem et ha-avodah sheli be-
�amesh ha-yom. 
I hope that I will finish my work at five 
today.

.��	� ������� �	� ����	 ����	
Lamad’ti l ir’kod ballet k’she-hayiti yel’dah. 
I learned to dance ballet when I was a girl.

.�	� ������ � 	�	 ����� ��
Atah titz ’tarekh le-male et ha-t’fesim ha-eleh. 
You will need to fill in these forms.
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.�	���� �
� ��� ������
� ikiti �atzi sha’ah bish’vil ’kha. 
I waited half an hour for you.

.��	� �����	 ����� ����
Ana�’nu me�akim la-�averim shelanu. 
We are waiting for our friends.

.�	���� ���� ��
Zeh mikh'tav bish'vil 'kha. 
This is a letter for you. (masculine)

.���� ��� ��	 �� �� ��� �� �� ,�� ���
Derekh agav, ein gan ma�ar ki yesh lanu yom 
�ofesh. 
By the way, there is no kindergarten 
tomorrow because we have a vacation 
day.

.��	 ��
Hu levad. 
He's alone.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ������
Le-hitz'tarekh means "to need to" or "to have to" is a part of the verb group hit'pa'el, although 
you might not have recognized it as such. The root of this verb is ���, and it is the reflexive 
version of ���� (tzarikh). If it followed the pattern of the hit'pa'el verbs, it would be ������, and 
since this is difficult to pronounce, the �' changes place with the �', which changes to �'. 
There are a few more verbs like this that we will look at in a later lesson in this series. 

  ��� ��	
Derekh ha-gav is the Hebrew expression for "by the way." The literal translation is "the way of 
the back." Here is an example as it is used in a sentence: �	
 �
� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� (derekh 
ha-gav ani �ayev le-kha eser shekel) "By the way, I owe you ten shekels." 

 ...�	�� , 
	�� ,	��
 Levad means "alone" or "by yourself." ��� (levad) is a word that often receives a personal 
pronoun as a suffix, in which case it becomes "by myself," by yourself," "by himself," etc. Here 
are the possibilities for ��� combined with pronoun suffixes: 

"by myself" - ���� 

"by yourself" (male) - ���� 
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"by yourself" (female) - ���� 

"by himself" - ���� 

"by herself" - ���� 

"by ourselves" - ����� 

"by yourselves" (male) - ����� 

"by yourselves" (female) - ����� 

"by themselves" (male) - ���� 

"by themselves" (female) - ���� 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Using  the  Specia l  Term  Etz el  or "a t." 
 .��
� ��� ��� 
�

�

Hayi ti  etz e l  no' am  ha- yom . 
"I was at Noam ' s  today." 
 

 
 The preposition ��� (etzel) means "at," but it is always attached to a person, not a place. 
When you want to talk about "at" in terms of a place, you would use the preposition -� instead. 
In the dialogue, Ma'ayan says that she was at Noam's. Since she is talking about a person, 
she uses the preposition ���. Had she said that she was at Noam's house, she would have 
said: 

 .1.���� ���� �
 ���� �����
Hayiti ba-bayit shel No'am  ha-yom. 
 "I was at Noam's house today." 

In English, there isn't a distinction, and both propositions are translated as "at." In Hebrew, 
you would use ��� (etzel) when talking about going to someone's place, if you are stressing 
the person and not where they live. You would use ��� when talking about being at the doctor. 
You would also use it to say that you study at a certain teacher, which may feel funny in 
English. In fact, there are certain situations in which you would use this term in Hebrew that 
may feel wrong for an English speaker, simply because there is no equivalent term in 
English. 
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After Ma'ayan says that she was at Noam's, Gadi said, "You were at them (their house)?" 
This time, Gadi uses the preposition ��� with a personal pronoun ending for "them." 

 ?1.���� ���� ����
Hayit etz'lam  ha-yom? 
"You were at them (their house) today?" 

Just like other prepositions, ��� (etzel) can be inflected using suffixes for personal pronouns. 
Here are the options for ��� plus personal pronouns: 

Hebrew Transl i teration m eaning

���� etz'li "at me"

���� etz'lekha "at you" (male)

���� etz'lekh "at you" (female)

���� etz'lo "at him"

���� etz'lah "at her"

����� etz'lenu "at us"

����� etz'lekhem "at you" (plural, male)

����� etz'lekhen "at you" (plural, female)

���� etz'lam "at them" (male)

���� etz'lan "at them" (female)

Further examples showing the difference between ��� (etzel) and -� (be-): 

 .	��� ���� ��� ���� ���
Hu oved etzel menahel ha-bank. 
"He works at the bank manager's (office)." 

 .	��� ���� ���
Hu oved ba-bank. 
"He works at the bank." 

 .����� '���� ��� ����� ����
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Dina lomedet etzel Professor Doron. 
 "Dina studies at Professor Doron." (Meaning: Dina takes Professor Doron's class) 

 .��������� ����	�� ����� ����
Dina lomedet ba-fakulta le-biologia. 
"Dina studies at the faculty of biology." 

 .����� ��� ����� ����
Ana�'nu hayenu etzel ha-rofe. 
"We were at the doctor." 

 .����� ���� ����� ����
 Ana�'nu hayenu be-beit ha-�olim. 
 "We were at the hospital." 

Examples from the dialogue: 

 .���� ���� ��� �����
Hayiti etzel no'am  ha-yom. 
"I was at Noam's today." 

 ?���� ���� ����
Hayit etz'lam  ha-yom? 
"You were at them (their house) today?" 

 .��
 ��� ��� �����
 Hayiti etzel ima shel'kha. 
"I was at your Mom's." 

 ?���� �� ����
Hayit gam  etz'lah? 
"You were also at her (house)?" 

 ?���� ����� ���� �� ����
 Ra'it et Li'el etz'lenu ha-yom? 
"Did you see Li'el at us (our house) today?" 

 .����� ���� ����� ��
Lo ra'iti otah etz'lenu. 
"I didn't see her at us (our house)." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Marriage  in  Israe l

 

Getting married in Israel can be easy if you are both of the same faith. In Israel, marriage 
matters are handled by the religious community to which you belong. It is not dealt with by the 
State other than to recognize what the religious authorities recognize and give legal rights 
accordingly. If you are Jewish, this means that you must marry according to the Orthodox 
Jewish guidelines, and both partners must be Jewish. All other religions have their own 
guidelines and cannot perform marriages between two people of different faiths. That means 
that if a Jewish person and a non-Jewish person wish to marry, they must travel outside of 
Israel to marry. The same goes for a Muslim woman and a non-Muslim man. For a Jewish 
couple to marry in Israel, they must have a Jewish Orthodox wedding performed by an 
Orthodox rabbi. They also may need to take classes about Jewish home life. These classes 
stipulate the laws of Jewish home life. For those who can marry in the country, it is often a 
joyous affair. For those who must travel abroad for a civil marriage, it is often a chance to 
enjoy some tourism at the same time. 
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HEBREW

.��� ����� ����	�� 
� �� ��� ��� ?���� ���� �� � �� :�� .1

?��	�� 
�� 
�� .�� �� ,�� :���� .2

.�������� �� ����	� �� ���� �� ����	� ����� ��� :�� .3

?�
�� ����� ��	�
� �� 
�� .
� �� ����� 
�� ?���� ?
� :���� .4

.��� ����	
 �� ����� ������ ,��	�� 
�� ����� �� �� :�� .5

.������ ����
 �� 
�
 .����
 ,
� :���� .6

?���	�� �� 
�� .
��� :�� .7

.����� :���� .8

?�	� �
�� �� 
� �� ����� 
��� �� ��� :�� .9

?������ ��� ����� � �� ,���� :���� .10

ENGLISH

1. DAN: Do you have some light blue fabric? I need it for my Purim costume.

2. LI'EL: Yes, I have some. What are you dressing as?

3. DAN: I am mixing a smurf costume with a Spiderman costume.

4. LI'EL: What? Really? You are ruining it. Why not dress as a smurf and 
that's it?

CONT'D OVER
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5. DAN: Because I don't know what to choose, and I wanted to confuse my 
friends.

6. LI'EL: Ah, I understand. Here is the light blue fabric that you requested.

7. DAN: Thanks. What are you dressing up as?

8. LI'EL: As a butterfly.

9. DAN: And you don't want to mix it with something else?

10. LI'EL: Maybe, do you have any good ideas for me?

ROMANIZATION

1. DAN: Yesh lakh bad be-tzeva t’khelet?  Ani tzarikh et zeh le-ta�’poset 
purim sheli.

2. LI'EL: Ken, yesh li.  Le-mah atah mit’�apes?

3. DAN: Ani me’arbev ta�’poset shel dar’das im ta�’poset shel spa’iderman.

4. LI'EL: Mah? Be’emet? Atah mekal’kel et zeh.  Lamah lo le-hit’�apes le-
dar’das ve-zehu?

5. DAN: Ki lo yadati be-mah liv’�or, ve-ratziti le-bal’bel et ha-�averim sheli.

6. LI'EL: Ah, hivan’ti.  Hineh ha-bad ha-t’khelet she-bikash’ta.

7. DAN: Tadah. Le-mah at mit’�apeset.

8. LI'EL: Le-par’par.

CONT'D OVER
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9. DAN: Ve-at rotzah le-ar’bev et zeh im mashehu a�er?

10. LI'EL: Ula’i, yesh le-kha ra’iyon tov bish’vili?

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� le-ar’bev to mix verb

��� tzeva color
noun (in 

construct state) masculine

���� t’khelet azure, sky blue Adjective

��	�
� le-hit’�apes

to disguise 
oneself, dress 

up
verb

���� dar’das smurf noun masculine

����	� ta�’poset
costume, 
disguise noun feminine

����� le-kal’kel to ruin Verb

����� le-bal’bel to confuse verb

�� bad fabric noun masculine

���� par'par butterfly

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.����
 �� ����� ���
Erez me’arbev et ha-rotev. 
Erez is mixing the sauce.

?���� ���� 
��� ����� ���� 
���
Eifo ef’shar l im’tzo s im’lah be-tzeva katom. 
Where is it possible to find a dress in the 
color orange?
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.���� ��� 	���
 �� ����� ����	
�ashav’ti l i tz ’bo’a et ha-mit’ba� sheli t’khelet. 
I thought about painting my kitchen sky 
blue.

 �� �������� ���� �����	�� ����	�� �

.�����

Hem mit’�ap’s im be-ta�’posot me’od me’anyanim 
kol purim. 
They dress up in very interesting costumes 
every Pruim.

 �� ������ ������
 ����� ����� �����
.������


Yeladim she-gad’lu be-sh’not ha-sh’monim 
makirim et ha-dar’dasim. 
Children who grew up in the eighties 
recognize the smurfs.

 ,
���
 �� ��	� ��� ������� ��
.���� �������

Im mashirim basar ba-�utz kol ha-la’i lah, 
mekal’kalim oto. 
If one leaves meat out all night, one ruins 
it.

.
��
 ��	�
 ��� �������
Bil’bal’ti be’in ha-a�im ha-eleh. 
I confused those brothers with each other.

.���
 ������ 
�� ��� �������
Mish’tam’shim be-bad yafeh le-smalot ha-elu. 
They use nice fabric for these dresses.

 ����� �
 �	�
.

The caterpillar became a butterfly.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 ����
T'khelet is the Hebrew word for "sky blue" or "azure." Israelis tend to use this word more than 
English speakers use the English version. 

The source of the word is found in the Bible, as it was used to refer to a certain color used as 
a dye in the clothing for the high priest. The source of the dye is unknown today, but there are 
many theories as to what could have been the source of this special colored dye. It is also not 
clear exactly what the color was, as it was described as anything from black to purple. Today, 
the word represents the color that we know as "sky blue." 

 ������
Le-hit'�apes means "to disguise oneself" or "to dress up." It is part of the hit'pa'el verb group 
and is conjugated normally. It shares a root with ���� (le-�apes) "to search for." This is an 
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interesting connection since you have to search for someone to figure out who they are when 
they disguise themselves. 

 ��	
�
Le-ar'bev means "to mix" or "to mix up." ����� (le-ar'bev) is part of the pi'el verb group and 
has a four-letter root. This is an example of how, in Hebrew, sometimes we take a root and 
add an extra letter to change the meaning of the word a little. ����� (le-ar'bev) is related to 
the verb ���� (le-arev), which means "to mix" or "involve." ����� (le-ar'bev) takes this a little 
further, and the meaning changes to be "to mix up" or even "to confuse." ����� (le-arbev) is 
conjugated like other four-letter root verbs in the Pi'el verb group. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Words  With  Four- le tter  Roots. 
 .��	���� �� ������ �
 �	 �� ������ ��	
� ���

Ani  me'arbev  ta ' poset shel  dar' das  im  ta ' poset shel  Spiderman. 
"I am  m ixing  a  sm urf costum e  with  a  Spiderm an  costum e."

 

In Hebrew, most words have a three-letter root, but there are also some four-letter roots that 
appear in nouns and verbs. Some of these words were found in Biblical Hebrew, and others 
have been added into modern Hebrew, as there has been need for them. Verbs with a four-
letter root are found in three of the seven verb groups: pi'el, pu'al, and hit'pa'el. In this lesson, 
we will cover verbs with four-letter roots from the pi'el verb group. 

In our example sentence from the dialogue, Dan uses the verb ����� (le-ar'bev) "to mix up." 
He is talking about mixing two costumes together. Words with four-letter roots are conjugated 
like regular verbs (verbs that have no weak letters in the root) in the pi'el verb groups. The 
second letter of the root takes a shva vowel (no vowel sound), and the other three letters keep 
the same vowel pattern as the verbs with three letters in pi'el. Here is an example of this: 

 ����� - ����

As you can see here, the first vowel remains an ah vowel, and the last vowel remains an e 
vowel. This pattern of giving the second letter a shva vowel (no vowel sound, like a short stop) 
continues throughout the conjugations. 

 :in the present tense �����

Hebrew Transl i teration

masculine, singular ����� me'ar'bev
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feminine, singular 	����� me'ar'bevet

masculine, plural 
������ me'ar'bevim

feminine, plural 	������ me'ar'bevot

The next verb we see in the dialogue is ��� (le-kal'kel) "to ruin" or "to spoil." ��� (le-
kal'kel) is also a verb that was introduced in Talmudic Hebrew. Here is the sentence from the 
dialogue: 

 .�� 	� ��� �	�
Atah mekal'kel et zeh. 
 "You are ruining it." 

 :in the present tense ���

Hebrew Transl i teration

masculine, singular ��� me'kal'kel

feminine, singular 	��� me'kal'kelet

masculine, plural 
���� me'kal'kelim

feminine, plural 	���� me'kal'kelot

The last verb is ����� (le-bal'bel) or "to confuse." Here is the sentence where it is used: 

 ��� 
����� 	� ����� �	���
Ratziti le-bal'bel et ha-�averim  sheli. 
"I wanted to confuse my friends." 

There is one other word in the dialogue that has a four-letter root: the noun ���� (par'par), 
which means "butterfly." 

As you can see from these examples, some of these four-letter roots are made up of a two-
letter pattern like ��� (le-kal'kel) and ����� (le-bal'bel). Others, like �����, are an 
expansion of a three-letter root. The three-letter root was expanded by doubling the last letter 
of the three-letter root. In modern Hebrew, some three-letter roots were expanded upon by 
adding a �' as the first letter of the new four-letter root. For example, �' was added to the root 
�	�, thus changing the meaning from "write" to "rewrite" �	���. Then, there are words that 
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have been absorbed into Hebrew from international words, like ����� (le-tal'fen) "to 
telephone." 

Examples of commonly used verbs with four-letter roots: 

 .���� 	� ����� ����
Ha-yeled mesha�'rer et ha-kelev. 
 "The boy is liberating the dog." 

 .���� �	�� 
������ 
�
 Hem  ma'atz'benim  oti nor'a. 
 "They annoy me terribly." 

 .��	��� ��� ��� 	� 	����� ��� ���
Ima sheli mefar'semet et ha-esek shelah ba-iton. 
 "My mother is advertising her business in the newspaper." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Purim  

Purim in Israel is a very fun holiday. The background for Purim is found in the Bible in the story 
of Esther, who saved the Jewish people from being slaughtered. Esther was a Jewish woman 
who became Queen to King Ahashverosh. She found out from Mordecai, her uncle, that a 
man named Haman was planning to get the King to agree to slaughter the Jews. Esther went 
to the King and told him Haman's plans to get rid of her and all of the Jews. The King saved 
the Jews and got rid of Haman instead. Purim is celebrated every year in remembrance of 
that act. To celebrate the victory, Purim is celebrated by giving gifts of sweets to one other, 
donating to the poor, coming together, and reading the scroll of Esther or acting out the story 
and dressing up in costumes. One of the traditional things to eat on Purim is Oz'nei Haman or 
Haman's Ears. These are cookies that are shaped in a triangle and have poppyseed or jelly 
filling in the middle. Children will celebrate by dressing up in costumes for school in the days 
before Purim and then again on the day of Purim. It is considered a very joyful holiday and 
one that many people look forward to all year. 
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HEBREW

.���� ������ ��	 
	�� �� ?���� ���	 ����
 ������ �� ������
(������ ����� ��� ,��� ���)

:��� .1

��� ����� ����	� ���� � ����� �� !� �� :��� .2

!������ ����� � .��
 ��� �
�� ��� ��	 ����� � ,��� :��� .3

.
 ������ �� :��� .4

.�	��	� � ��� ���
 
� ���	 ,�
� ���
 :��� .5

.���� �
��
 	��	 
�� ,���
 :��� .6

.������ ���� � ���	� �� ,����
 �	��	� 
�� :��� .7

.
 ,���
 :��� .8

ENGLISH

1. GADI: Did you look at the plants in our garden today? I think that they need 
water.

2. (Li'el runs, the door opens and closes)

3. LI'EL: Oh, no! I turned on the water and forgot to turn it off!

4. GADI: Liel, you know that we don't have a lot of water in Israel. You need 
to be careful!

5. LI'EL: I'm sorry, Dad.

CONT'D OVER
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6. GADI: Next time, pay attention to how much water you are using.

7. LI'EL: Okay, next time I'll use a lot less.

8. GADI: Next time use a jug, and don't let the water flow out.

9. LI'EL: Okay, Dad.

ROMANIZATION

1. GADI: Histakalt al ha-tz’ma�im be-ginah shelanu ha-yom?  Ani �oshev 
she-hem z’kukim le-mayim.  (li’ek ratzah, delet nif’ta�at ve-
nis’geret)

2. LI'EL: Oy, lo!  Ani pata�’ti et ha-mayim ve-shakha�’ti liz’gor otam.

3. GADI: Li’el, at yoda’at she-ein lanu har’beh mayim ba-aretz.  At tz’rikhah 
le-hizaher.

4. LI'EL: Ani mitz’tayeret, Abba.

5. GADI: Be-pa’am ha-ba’ah, simi lev be-kamah mayim at mish’tameshet.

6. LI'EL: Beseder, le-ha-ba esh’tamesh be-har’beh pa�ot.

7. GADI: Le-ha-ba hish’tam’shi be-kan’kan, ve-al lisha’ari et ha-mayim 
zor’mim

8. LI'EL: Beseder, Abba.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender


�� le-ha-ba in the future expression

����� liz’rom to flow verb

��	�� le-hash’ir to leave verb

���� kan’kan Jug noun masculine

	��	�� le-hish’tamesh to use verb

������ le-histakel to look verb

��� tzema� plant noun masculine

���� zakuk in need of adjective

������ le-hizaher to be careful verb

������ le-hitz’tayer to be sorry

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 � �� � ,
 ��	 �� ���� � ,
��
.�
� ������

Le-ha-ba, al tagid l i she-atah ba, im atah lo 
mit’kaven lavo. 
In the future, don’t tell me that you are 
coming if you don’t intend to come.

.����
 �� ����
 ������ ����
Ha-mayim zoremim be-vadi rak be-�oref. 
The water flows in the wadi only in the 
winter.

.��

 ���� ��� � ���	�
hish’ar’ti et ha-or daluk ba-bayit. 
I left the light on at home.

.���� ���� ��� 
� �	�


Be-vakeshah ta’v’i lanu kan’kan mayim. 
Please bring us a jug of water.

.����� ����
 	��	� ��
Hu mish’tamesh be-sakin yapanit. 
He uses a Japanese knife.

.���� ��� �� ���	� �� ����� ��
Dan mistakel al ha-sha’on kol kamah dakot. 
Dan is looking at his watch every few 
minutes.
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.���	 ����� ����� ������ ����
Ana�’nu tz ’rikhim tz ’ma�im la-ginah shelanu. 
We need plants for our garden.

.
� ���	�� ���� ��
Hu zakuk le-t’sumat lev. 
He needs attention.

.����� ����� � ��� ������ ����
Tzarikh le-hizaher k’de’i lo l ipol me-ha-tzuk. 
You need to be careful so you don’t fall 
from the cliff.

 �	 ����	 ,��� �� ����	 ������ ��
.��� �
�� �

Ani mitz ’tayeret she-natati lakh kafeh, shakha�’ti  
she-at lo ohevet kafeh. 
I’m sorry I gave you coffee, I forgot that 
you don’t like coffee.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ����
Zakuk means "in need of" and is the passive participle of a verb that was only used in 
Mishnaic Hebrew. You will use it in sentences such as ���� ���� ��	 (ani zakuk le-mayim) "I 
am in need of water" or ��
�� ������ ���� ��	 (ani zakuk le-mayim  akh'shav) "I am in need of 
water now." 

 ������
 Le-hi'zaher is the verb for "to be careful." ����� (le-hizaher) is a part of the verb group nif'al. 
One important word that shares the same root is ����� (zehirut) or "caution." 

  ��	�
A kan'kan is a jug or a pitcher. It is one of many four-letter nouns that follows the XYXY 
pattern. A kan'kan is usually further described by the type of liquid put into it. For instance, you 
can have a ��� ���� (kan'kan mayim), a "water jug," or a �� ���� (kan'kan teh), a "tea pot." 

 
���
 Le-ha-ba is a term that means "in the future." If you break down the phrase, you have three 
parts: -� (le-), meaning "for," -� (ha-), meaning "the," and 	� (ba) meaning, "coming" or 
"next." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Letter  Shi fting  Verbs  in  the  Verb G roup Hit' pa ' e l . 
 ?���� �	� �	��� ������ �� ������
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His' taka l t al  ha- tz 'ma im  ba- g inah  shelanu  ha- yom?  
"Did  you  look  at the  plants  in  our  garden  today?"

 

In the verb group hit'pa'el, there are a few letters that are problematic when they are the first 
letter of the root of the word. These letters are �, 
, 
, �, and �. They are problematic because 
they make a whistling sound. When placed after the �' (tav) of hit'pa'el, they tend to merge 
with the �', and the individual sounds are not heard. To deal with this issue, the letters are 
swapped with the �' (tav). In some cases, the �' (tav) is changed to another letter. 

We can see this swap clearly in our example sentence. Instead of ������ (hit'sakalt), as it 
would be if it followed the normal hit'pa'el pattern, Gadi says, ������ (his'takalt). First of all, 
this is much easier to pronounce, and secondly, each letter is clearly heard in this order. 

Different types of letter swaps: 

 :(sin) 
 shin), and) 
 ,(same�) �

The changes that happen with same�, shin, and sin are the most simple. The letter simply 
changes place with the �' (tav). Examples: 

Expected  form Changed  form Transl i teration Engl ish

������ ������ le-his'takel "to look"


�
��� 
��
�� le-hish'tamesh "to use"

����� ����� le-his'tader "to get along"

For example: 

 ?������ 	� ��	 ���
Lamah atem  lo mis'tadrim? 
"Why don't you (plural) get along?" 

 (tzadi) �

When the first letter of the root is '� (tzadi), then it changes places with the �' (tav), and the �' 
changes to '� (tet). Examples: 

Expected  form Changed  form Transl i teration Engl ish
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����� ����� le-hitz'ta'er "to be sorry"

������ ������ le-hitz'talem
"to be 
photographed"

For example: 

 .���� ����� ,�	��
Bo'u, nitz'talem  be-ya�ad. 
 "Come, let's be photographed together." 

 (zayin) �

When the first letter of the root is '� (zayin), then it changes places with the �' (tav), and the �' 
changes to '� (dalet). Examples: 

Expected  form Changed  form Transl i teration Engl ish

����� ����� le-hiz'darez "to hurry"

������ ������ le-hiz'daken "to grow old"

For example: 

 .��
 �� ������� �����
 Kulanu miz'dak'nim  kol shanah. 
"All of us are growing older each year." 

Examples of letter swapping hit'pa'el verbs from the dialogue: 

 ?���� ���
 ����� ������ �� ������
His'takalt al ha-tz'ma�im  ba-ginah shelanu ha-yom? 
"Did you look at the plants in our garden today?" 

 ��� ����� ��	
Ani mitz'tayeret abba. 
"I'm sorry, Dad." 

 .�
��
� �	 ��� ���� �� ���

 Simi lev be-camah mayim  at mish'tameshet. 
"Pay attention to how much water you are using." 
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 .����� �
��
� 	���
La-ha-ba hish'tam;shi be-kan'kan. 
"Next time use a jug." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Conserving  Water  in  Israe l

 

Water is a very important aspect of Israel's survival, and every year we must watch our water 
consumption for future supplies. Right now, the demand for water is higher than the amount 
of water available, especially in years when rainfall is below average. That means that Israelis 
have to be wise in the way they use water. Most Israelis are very careful about how much 
water they use and conservative in their usage of it. They also water their lawns and flowers 
with drip irrigation, so as to consume as little as possible. However, they are still able to enjoy 
the green grass of Israel, along with its attractive flowers. From red poppies and black iruses 
to yellow roses, you can find many colors of flowers in Israel, both homegrown and wild. 
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HEBREW

?���� ,���� ��� 	
 �����-�	 �	�� ��� ,�� :����� .1

.��� ,�� :�� .2

.���� �	 ����	 ��� ,�����	 �	� ����
 ���� ��� :����� .3

?��� :�� .4

.�����-�	 ���� �	
 ��� ,�� ��� ��
�� :����� .5

.�	� ��� ��� 	����� �� ����� ,��� :�� .6

.���� ��� �	� ,������ ��
� ����
 ����� ��� :����� .7

.���� ����	 ��� ����� �	 ����
 
�� ��� �� ,��� :�� .8

ENGLISH

1. MA'AYAN: Dan, you are going to Nir's Bar Mitzvah today, right?

2. DAN: Yes, Mom.

3. MA'AYAN: I want you to go to the mall first, (in order) to buy him a present.

4. DAN: When?

5. MA'AYAN: Now is the best, so that you won't be late to the Bar Mitzvah.

6. DAN: Okay, I will finish this exercise and then I will go.

CONT'D OVER
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7. MA'AYAN: I hope that you will buy something of good quality and and not 
something silly.

8. DAN: Okay, so I ask that you will give me enough money for a present 
like that.

ROMANIZATION

1. MA'AYAN: Dan, atah olekh le-bar-mitz’vah shel nir ha-yom, nakhon.

2. DAN: Ken, Ima.

3. MA'AYAN: Ani rotzah she-kodem tilekh le-kaniyon, k’de’i lik’not lo matanah.

4. DAN: Mata’i?

5. MA'AYAN: Akh’shav ha-khi tov, k’de’i she-lo te’a�er le-bar-mitz’vah.

6. DAN: Beseder, esayem et ha-tar’gil ha-zeh ve-az elekh.

7. MA'AYAN: Ani mekavah she-tik’neh mashehu ikhuti, ve-lo stam matanah.

8. DAN: Beseder, az ani mevakesh she-tit’ni li mas’pik kesef le-matanah 
ke-zot.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� mas’pik enough Adverb

��� stam
just like that, for 

no reason
colloquial 
expression
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������ ikhuti quality adjective

	���� tar’gil exercise noun masculine

���	 le-a�er to run late verb

���� kodem
previously, 

before adverb

����� kaniyon shopping center noun

��� k’de’i (in order) to conjunction

...
 ��� k’de’i she...
in order that / so 

that conjunction

���� matanah present noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.�����	 ����	 ��� ���� �	� ����� ���
Ein ba-oto mas’pik delek k’de’i le-hagi’a le-
�er’mon. 
There isn’t enough gas in the car to get to 
the Hermon.

.��� ��� �	 ���� ���
Dana stam nat’nah lo kesef. 
Dana gave him money for no reason.

.������ ���� ����	 ����
kida’i l ik’not oto ikhuti. 
It is worthwhile buying a quality car.

 .��� ��� ��
� ��	���� 
�

There are difficult exercises in this test.

.������	 ���	 ���� �	 ���
Evan lo rotzeh le-a�er la-kon’tzert. 
Evan doesn’t want to run late for the 
concert.

.��
�	 �	� ���
 ���	 ,���� ��� �	 ����
Natati lo mayim kodem, lif’ne’i she-hu halakh 
lishon. 
I gave him water previously, before he 
went to sleep.
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.�
�
 ��� �� �� ���� ����� ��
�� ��� ���
Hayu har’beh anashim ba-kanyon ha-yom ki zeh 
yom shishi 
There were many people in the shopping 
center because it’s Friday.

.��� � �	 ���
 �	 ����	 ��� ���
���
Hit’kashar’ti k’de’i le-hagid lakh she-ani lo ba 
ma�ar 
I called in order to tell you that I am not 
coming tomorrow.

.����� �	
 ��� ��� ���� �	 �����
Amar’ti lakh eifo ani k’de’i she-lo tida’agi. 
I told you where I am so that you wouldn’t 
worry.  (to a female)

.��	�� ���� ��
Zo matanah nifla'ah. 
This is a wonderful gift.

!����� 	� ����
Todah al ha-matanah! 
Thanks for the gift!

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  �����
Kaniyon is the word for "mall" or "shopping center." It is used for enclosed shopping centers 
and not strip malls. The noun ����� (kaniyon) is derived from the verb ����� (lik'not), which 
means "to buy." Israelis have even played on the word ����� (kaniyon) by naming a mall in 
Haifa "The Grand Kaniyon" because it was built in a wadi coming down from the mountain to 
the bay which looks like a canyon. 

  ���
Stam  has several meanings and is not very easy to translate into English because it is so 
versatile. There are at least four meanings found in dictionaries, but Israelis use it for even 
more meanings than that. Sometimes the meanings can even seem contradictory. It can be 
translated as "just like that" or "for no reason." It can also be used to convey the idea of "just 
kidding." It is quite often used in day-to-day speech and is easily picked up by speakers new 
to Hebrew because it is so often heard. 

  ��	�

Mas'pik means "enough" or "sufficient." It is also used in school sometimes to denote a C 
grade. If a grade is termed as ���	
 �� (lo mas'pik) or ���	
 ���� (bil'ti mas'pik), both 
meaning "not sufficient," it means it is a failing grade. Many Israelis use this word to tell 
someone that they have had enough by saying ���	
! (mas'pik!). 

GRAMMAR
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The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Asking  Som eone  To  Do  Som eth ing  Using  Modal  
Verbs  and  the  Word  she . 

 ������ ��� ���� ���� ���
Ani  ro tz ah  she- kodem  ti lekh  la - kaniyon. 
"I want you  to  go  to  the  m al l  fi rst." 
 

Wanting to do something uses the modal verb ��� (rotzeh) and an infinitive verb. For 
instance: 

 .������ ���� ��� ���
Ani rotzeh le-sa�ek caduregel. 
"I want to play soccer." 

In this lesson, we are learning how to express the desire for someone else to do something. 
This requires a more complex sentence with two parts. In the first part, you state "I want" or  ���
��� (ani rotzeh or ani rotzah (f)). The word -� (she) or "that," which appears as an attached 
preposition, connects the two parts of the sentence. The second part of the sentence states 
what the person wants the other person to do. In this second part of the sentence, the verb is 
always in the future tense because the action will be in the future. 

In the example sentence, we see that Ma'ayan begins by saying ��� ��� (ani rotzah) or "I 
want." Then there is the connector, -� (she), meaning "that," followed by the last part of the 
sentence, ������ ��� ���� (kodem  tilekh la-kaniyon), which means, "first you will go to the 
mall." 

The first part of the sentence can be in any tense, but the second part must be in the future. 
Let's change the tense of the first part of the example sentence and compare the differences: 

Past: 

 .������ ��� ����� �����
Ratziti she-kodem  tilekh la-kaniyon. 
 "I wanted that first you would go to the mall." ("I wanted you to go to the mall first.") 

Future: 

 .������ ��� ����� ���
 Er'tzeh she-kodem  tilekh la-kaniyon. 
"I will want that first you will go to the mall." ("I will want you to first go to the mall.") 

This complex sentence also works with the verbs ���
 (mekaveh) "to hope" and ���
 
(mevakesh) "to request." These two verbs, used in this way, were also seen in our dialogue: 
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 .������ ��
 ���� ���
 ���
 Ani mikavah she-tik'neh mashehu ikhuti. 
 "I hope that you will buy something of good quality." 

 .���� ��
� �	� ���	
 �� ����� ���
 ���
 Ani mevakesh she-tit'ni li mas'pik kesef le-matanah ke-zot. 
 "I ask that you will give me enough money for a present like that." 

 
Sam ple  Sentences

 

 .���� ������ ��� �
�
Ima rotzah she-tit'kesher le-Abba. 
 "Mom wants that you will call Dad." ("Mom wants you to call Dad.") 

 .���� �� ��� ����� �����
 �����
 Ana�'nu mevak'shim  she-leshalem  lanu al ha-aru�ah. 
"We request that you pay us for the meal." 

 .��	
� ���� ��� �����
 �
Hem  mekavim  she-Dana tav'o le-mesibah. 
"They hope that Dana will come to the party." 

Note: In English, when using the verbs "to request" and "to hope," they use the same structure 
as in Hebrew. The verbs ��� (rotzeh) and "want" in this kind of sentence use different 
structures. Both the direct translation and the normal translation have been provided in these 
cases. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Bar  Mitz vahs

 

In the Jewish community, the Bar Mitzvah is considered a big rite of passage for all young 
men. When a boy turns thirteen, he is considered a fully-fledged member of the Jewish 
community. This means that he is then responsible for all 613 laws from the Torah. In 
religious communities, the thirteen-year-old will read from the Torah on the first Shabbat after 
he turns thirteen. They also have a celebration with family and friends to celebrate this rite of 
passage. In non-religious families, they will have a party to celebrate with family and friends. 
Many times these parties are celebrated at an event center with catered food and desserts. 
They may elect to include a religious aspect to the Bar Mitzvah, by taking the boy to a 
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synagogue to read from the Torah. Money is the most common gift given to boys at their Bar 
Mitzvah in Israel. 
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HEBREW

!���� ���� .	
�� �� ���� ���� ��	��� ���� �� �� ����	 :���� .1

.	
�� �� 	��� ��� ����� ��� !���� :�� .2

.	�� 	
�� �� �� 	��� ��� ����� ��� �� :���� .3

.	
�� �� 	�� ���  ����� ���� :�� .4

.	�� �� ����� �� 	�� ���� ����	 :���� .5

.�� �� ���� ��� �� �� ���� ���� �� .�� :�� .6

?����� �� ,	
�� �� 	��� �
�� 	��� ��� :���� .7

.���� �� ��� ��� .����� ����� �� ��� �� ,	�� 	�� :�� .8

!�
�
� ��� ,	�� :���� .9

ENGLISH

1. LIEL: I saw Tal playing soccer today at school. What a good player!

2. DAN: True! He's the best player in the school.

3. LIEL: I'm sure he's the best player in all the schools in town.

4. DAN: And I'm the fastest player in the school.

5. LIEL: I saw that you are fast, but Yonatan is also fast.

CONT'D OVER
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6. DAN: Yes. You like him, so of course you think that.

7. LIEL: He's the handsomest guy in the school, what can you do?

8. DAN: Okay, okay, but you don't have a chance with him. He likes Na'ama.

9. LIEL: Well, he's missing out!

ROMANIZATION

1. LIEL: Ra’iti et Tal mesa�ek kaduregel it’kha ha-yom be-beit ha-sefer.  
Eizeh sa�’kan!

2. DAN: Nakhon!  Hu ha-sa�’ken ha-tov be-yoter be-beit ha-sefer.

3. LIEL: Beta� hu ha-sa�’kan ha-tov be-yoter be-kol bete’i ha-sefer ba-ir.

4. DAN: Ve-ani ha-sa�’kan ha-khi maher be-beit ha-sefer.

5. LIEL: Ra’iti she-atah maher aval yonatan gam maher.

6. DAN: Ken. At ohevet oto at beta� she-at �oshevet et zeh.

7. LIEL: Hu ha-ba�ur ha-yafeh be-yoter be-beit ha-sefer, mah la-asot.

8. DAN: Beseder, aval ein lakh siku’i ito.  Hu ohev et na’amah.

9. LIEL: Beseder, hu mefes’fes.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

	�� ba�ur guy noun masculine

����� siku’i chance noun masculine

�
�
� le-fes’fes to miss Verb

���� mis’�ak game noun masculine

��	��� kaduregel soccer noun masculine

���� sach'kan player noun masculine

	�� fast adverb

�� beta� of course adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.�� 	�� ���
Hu ba�ur tov. 
He’s a good guy.

 ��
� �
 ����� ��� ,��� �� ���
��

.���� ���

Fis’fas’tem et saf’ta, hi hay’tah po lif’ne’i kamah 
dakot. 
You missed Grandma, she was here a 
few minutes ago.

 ��	� ���	� �� ���� ����� �� ���	
?����	��

Ra’ita et ha-mis’�ak ha-yom be’in ar’tzot ha-brit 
ve-germani’a? 
Did you see the game between the US 
and Germany today?

��	��� ������ �������.
ha-sach'kanim me'sachakim kaduregel. 
The players are playing soccer.

 ���� �	��
�
 ��� �	�
�� ��� ��	���

Soccer is the word's most popular sport.
 ��
��� ���� �� ���
� �����.

The player lost the card game.
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 .������� �� ��
�� ��� 	�� �	 ��

Tal is running in order to catch the bus.

.����� �	� ���	� ��� ��� ��
Beta� she-hem ba’im lir’ot seret itanu. 
Of course they are coming to see a movie 
with us.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ����
The word mis'�ak can describe several different kinds of games, from sports games to board 
games and from pretend play to acting. There are several expressions that Israelis use with 
the word ���� (mis'�ak), like ���� ���� (mis'�ak hogen), meaning "fair play" or 	
��
 ���� 
(mis'�ak yeledim), which means that something is "child's play." 

 �����
Siku'i is "chance" or "prospect." If you make the word plural and change it to 	

�
� (siku'i'im), 
it becomes "odds." 

 �	�	

Le-fes'fes is a slang word in Hebrew, meaning "to miss." You can use it when you miss out 
on something, like ��
��� �� 
����
� (fis'fas'ti et ha-mesiba), which means, "I missed out on 
the party." You can also use it the way that Li'el did when she said that Yonatan is missing out 
by not liking her: ����� ��� (hu mefes'fes), which is translated as, "He is missing out." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Superla tives.  
 �	�� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���

Hu  ha- sa ' kan  ha- tov  be- yoter  be- bei t ha- sefer. 
"He' s  the  best player  in  the  school ."

 

There are two ways of expressing a superlative in Hebrew. A superlative indicates that 
something is of the highest order. In the example sentence from the dialogue, we see the first 
way when Dan says that Tal is the "best" player in the school. The phrase ���
� ���� ����� 
(ha-sa�'kan ha-tov be-yoter) is made up of three parts. The first part is the descriptive noun, 
the person, place, or thing that you are referring to. In this case, that is Tal or ����� (ha-
sa�'kan), which means "the player." The second part is the adjective, which must be in 
agreement with the noun. The noun, ����� (ha-sa�'kan), is masculine singular, so the 
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adjective ���� (ha-tov) must be also. It must also have the definite article -� attached to it. The 
last part is the adverb phrase ��
� (be-yoter), or "the most." The last phrase ���
� does not 
change according to the number or gender of the words before it. 

Later on in the dialogue, we have this sentence: 

 .���� �
�� ���
� ��
� ����� ���
Hu ha-ba�ur ha-yafeh be-yoter be-beit ha-sefer. 
"He's the handsomest guy in the school." 

This follows the same pattern as the previous sentence. 

Here are some examples using ���
� with different numbered and gendered nouns and 
adjectives: 

 ����� ����� �
��
Ha-ish ha-ni�'mad be-yoter. 
"The nicest man." 

 ����� ������ ������
Ha-�atulah ha-�amudah be-yoter. 
"The sweetest cat (f)." 

 ����� 	
����� 	
��
�
Ha-yeladim  ha-melukh'lakhim  be-yoter. 
"The dirtiest children." 

 ����� ������ ��
����
 Ha-mekhoniyot ha-maherot be-yoter. 
"The fastest cars." 

 ���

The second way to make a superlative is with the word 
�, wihch also means "the most." 
Here is the example from the dialogue: 

 ���� �
�� ��� 
� ����� 
��
Ani ha-sa�'kan ha-khi maher be-beit ha-sefer. 

This way is the prefered way to form a superlative in day-to-day speech in Hebrew. It also 
consists of three parts. The phrase begins with the definite noun, which is followed by 
� (ha-
khi), and then the adjective. In this case, the adjective agrees with the noun but does not 
need the definite article -� (ha-). 
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Examples of sentences using 
� (ha-khi): 

 	
�� 
� �
��
Ha-ish ha-khi ni�'mad. 
"The nicest man." 

 �	�
� 
� ������
Ha-�atulah ha-khi �amudah 
 "The sweetest cat (f)." 

 ������
 
� 	
��
�
Ha-yeladim  ha-khi melukh'lakhim. 
"The dirtiest children." 

 ����
 
� ��
����
Ha-mekhoniyot ha-khi maherot 
"The fastest cars." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Soccer  in  Israe l  

 

Soccer is the most popular sport in Israel. Israel has its own soccer league with five levels, 
with the Premier League being the most popular with soccer fans. Israeli soccer fans are very 
loyal to their teams, even when their teams are not in the premier league. Up to twenty-
thousand people show up at the Premier League games to cheer their teams on, and they are 
often decked out in the colors of their team. Soccer has been around in Israel since the British 
Mandate. The love of soccer continued after the Mandate. When Jewish people starting 
coming to Israel, they formed social groups, and soccer teams were a part of that. 
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HEBREW

 ����� ��� �� ���	 ��
�� �� ,��� ��	�� ����� �� ��� �
	�
?���

:��� .1

 �� ������ �����
 ����� ����� ,��� ��� �� ���	 �
� ����
.����������

:����� .2

.��� ���������� ��	�� ������ ����� 	 ����	 ,���� :��� .3

.����� ������ �	 ��	� �� :����� .4

.��	�� ���
 ��� ��� ���	 ����� ,��� ��� �� �
� ���� :��� .5

.��	�� ���
 ��� ��� �� �
	�� ����� ���
 :����� .6

.���-���
 ���� �� ���� ,��� ���� �� ��	 ��
� ��� :��� .7

.������� ��	�	 ��� 	� ,����� ,��� ,���-��� :����� .8

ENGLISH

1. GADI: Have you thought about what we would be doing if our 
grandparents hadn't come to Israel?

2. MA'AYAN: If my grandfather hadn't come to Israel, I would have grown up in 
Romania and been a Communist.

3. GADI: True, I forgot that Romania had a Communist government once.

4. MA'AYAN: There aren't many Jews that stayed in Romania.

CONT'D OVER
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5. GADI: If my grandfather didn't come to Israel, I would have been drinking 
a cup of coffee in Paris right now.

6. MA'AYAN: I would gladly sit down over a cup of coffee in Paris right now.

7. GADI: And if your grandmother hadn't come to Israel, you would be living 
in New York today.

8. MA'AYAN: New York, Paris, Romania—we have diverse roots.

ROMANIZATION

1. GADI: �ashav’t pa’am mah hayenu osim ke-rega, im ha-sabim shelanu 
lo hayu olim le-aretz?

2. MA'AYAN: Ilu saba sheli lo alah la-aretz, hayiti godelet be-romani’a ve-hayiti 
gam komunistit.

3. GADI: Nakhon, shakha�’ti she-hay’tah le-romani’a mem’shelah 
komunistit pa’am.

4. MA'AYAN: Lo nisharu sham yehudim kima’at.

5. GADI: Ilu savi lo alah la-aretz, hayiti shotah kos kafeh be-pariz akh’shav.

6. MA'AYAN: Be-kef hayiti yoshevet al kos kafeh be-pariz akh’shav.

7. GADI: Ve-lu saf’ta shelakh lo al’tah la-aretz, hayit garah ha-yom be-nu 
york.

8. MA'AYAN: Nu york, pariz, romani’a, yesh lanu shoreshim meguvanim.  .

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�� lu if only adverb

���� ilu if adverb

�	��� le-hi’sha’er to stay verb

��	�� mem’shelah Government Noun feminine

��������� komunisti communist adjective

���	� lishkoach to forget verb

���� kimaat almost adverb

 ��� �� �
	�
���

lashevet al kos 
kafeh

to have a coffee 
date expression

	�	 shoresh root noun masculine

����� varied, diverse adjective feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.�����
 �
�� ����� ,��� ����� ��
Lu hayiti rofe, hayiti oved be-afrika. 
If I was a doctor, I would work in Africa.

 ���� ����� ��
� ����
 ��� ����
.��� �� ����
��

Ilu gar-ti be-ar’tzot ha-brit, hayiti okhel 
hambergerim kol yom. 
If I lived in the US, I would eat hamburgers 
every day.

 .���
 ������ ��� ���  ��	�

They have two days left in Paris.

?��	�� ����� 	� ��	�� ��� ����
Eizeh sug mem’shelah yesh le-rusi’a? 
What kind of a government does Russia 
have now?
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 ����� �� ������ ����	�� ����
���
.���������

Ha-kibutzim ha-rishonim hit’�i lu im ekronot 
komunisti’im 
The first kibutzim began with communist 
principles.

!��	 ������� �� ��	� ��
Al tishkach et ha-maftechot shelcha! 
Don’t forget your keys. (male listener)

.��� ����
 ���� ���� ���
Hu kimaat nichnas ba -oto haze. 
He almost hit that car.

.
�� ��� �	 	�	�
Ha-shoresh shel ha-etz rakuv. 
The root of the tree is rotten.

������ ��	 �������
Haamoozika shelo me'od megoovenet 
His music is varied.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ����
Shoresh means "root"  or "source" in Hebrew. This can be used to talk about the roots of a 
tree, the source of a river, or the roots of a family genealogy.  Interestingly, in Hebrew the 
wrist is called the "root of the hand" or ��� ���� (shoresh ha-yad), and the area under the 
ankle, otherwise called the tarsus, is called the "root of the leg" or ���� ���� (shoresh ha-
regel). If you are going to get thorough treatment for something, it is often called a ���� ��	�
 
(tipul shoresh) or "root treatment.   
 

  �����
Mem'shalah means "government." Usually in Israel, there is a ���� ����� (mem'shelet 
ach'dut), as the government is usually made up of several different parties that have to unite 
to make a majority. They agree on a certain way they want to run the country, and according 
to that, they make a coalition. 
 

  ��� 	�
 �� ���
La-shevet al kos kafeh is an expression that means "to have a coffee date." The word-for-
word translation is "to sit over a cup of coffee." 

GRAMMAR
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The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Hypothetica l  Condi tional  Sentences.  
 ���	������ �� ������ ������ ����� ����� ,���� ��� �� �	 ����

Nakhon,  shakha ' ti  she- hay' tah  le - romani ' a  mem 'shelah  komunisti t pa' am . 
"If m y grandfather  hadn' t im m igrated  to  Israe l ,  I would  have  grown  up in  
Rom ania  and  been  a  Com m unist."

 

In Hebrew, there are conditional sentences that use the word � (im) or "if." There is also a 
special category for conditional sentences that are contrary to a fact. This means that they are 
situations that could not possibly happen in reality. This can describe a wish or a fantasy that 
naturally goes against existing reality. These sentences can also be used to talk about an 
imaginary situation. In such a situation, we use the words �� (lu) and ��� (ilu) for "if." These 
sentences are made up of two clauses. The first clause opens with �� (lu) or ��� (ilu) and is 
followed by a verb in the past tense. The second clause contains the verb ����� (lihiyot) in the 
past tense and a verb conjugated in the present tense.  

In the example sentence from the dialogue, Ma'ayan begins with ��� (ilu), or "if," and then 
she says, ��� ��� � ��� (sabi lo alah le-aretz), which is translated as, "My grandfather 
didn't immigrate to Israel." Ma'ayan is talking about a situation that does not exist because her 
grandfather did immigrate to Israel, and this is why she uses ��� (ilu) instead of � (im). The 
second clause in Ma'ayan's sentence is ������� ���� ����� (hayiti nisheret be-romania), 
which is translated as, "I would have stayed in "Romania." 

The next sentence that uses ��� (ilu) is: 

 ����� ���	� �	� ��� ���� ����� ,��� ��� � ��� ���
Ilu lo alah la-aretz, hayiti shoteh kos kafeh be-pariz  akh'shav. 
"If my grandfather didn't come to Israel, I would have been drinking a cup of coffee in Paris 
right now." 

Gadi begins his sentence in the same way, with ��� and ��� in the past tense. In the second 
clause, he uses ����� (hayiti) in the past for, "I would have" and ���� (shoteh), which is 
translated as "drink" in the present tense.  

The last example sentence from the dialogue is:  

 .����- ���	 ���� ��� ���� ,��� ���� � ��� ��� ��
Lu saf'ta shelakh le-aretz, hayit grarah ha-yom  be-nu york. 
"If your grandmother hadn't immigrated to Israel, you would be living in New York today." 

Gadi starts out this sentence with �� (lu) and then talks about Ma'ayan's grandmother 
immigrating. Again, the verb in this phrase is in the past tense. There is no difference between 
�� (lu) and ��� (ilu), both can be used, but �� (lu) is more of a Biblical term, and ��� (ilu) is 
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used more in daily conversation. In the second clause of this sentence, Gadi uses the two 
verbs ��� ���� (hayit garah), which is translated as, "You would live." The first verb ���� is in 
the past tense, and the second verb ��� is in the present tense.  

The order of the clauses are not important. They can easily be reversed. For example: 

 
��� ���� � ��� ��� �� ,����- ���� ��� ����.
Hayit grarah ha-yom  be-nu york, lu saf'ta shelakh le-aretz. 
"You would be living in New York, if your grandmother hadn't immigrated to Israel." 

Further examples: 

 .���� ��� �	� ����� ,���	�� �� ��� ���
Ilu hayah li k'nafayim, hayiti afah k'mo tzipor. 
"If I had wings, I would fly like a bird." 

 .������ ����� ,������ �� ��� ���� ���
Ilu amar'tem  lanu al ha-mesibah, hayinu magi'im. 
"If you had told us about the party, we would have come." 

 .���	� ����� ����� ��� ,������ �� ������ �����
Hayiti mit'�atenet im  amerikani, ilu nisha'ar'ti be-ar'tzot ha-brit. 
 "I would have married an American, if I stayed in the U.S." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Brain  Drain  in  Israe l  
 

For a long time, many Israelis have found it easier to make a living outside of Israel. 
Academics, science professionals, and engineers have traditionally left Israel because of the 
lack of work available or the lower wages made in these professions in Israel. In Israel, this is 
called "the brain drain." Many of Israel's brightest head to other countries when they finish 
university, and there is not much that can entice them to come back once they leave. In the 
past three years alone, around seventeen percent of people who earned a doctorate degree 
have left the country for jobs elsewhere. The government is now starting a program to attempt 
to bring some of these Israelis and their families back to Israel.  
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HEBREW

?���� �� ���	� �
�� ��� ,���
 :��� .1

 ����� ���� ����� .����
� �
 ������� �� �� 
�� ����� ���
.��� 
���

:���	� .2

?��� ����� �� �
 .��
 ����� �� ...��� !����� ,��� :��� .3

.��	� �
 ����� �� :���	� .4

?��� �
 ����� �� :��� .5

.��� �
 �
�� ������ ��� .���� ������ �
	 �� ����� ��� ,�� :���	� .6

?���� ,��� �
 ����� ��� ������ .��� :��� .7

.������ ���� ��� �� ,���� :���	� .8

ENGLISH

1. CLERK: Hello, How can I help you today?

2. MA'AYAN: I need to renew all the passports of my family. We are flying to Paris 
next month.

3. CLERK: Nice, have fun! Okay... this is your passport. Whose passport is this?

4. MA'AYAN: That's my husband's passport. (shifts papers)

5. CLERK: This is your daughter's passport?

CONT'D OVER
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6. MA'AYAN: Yes, she was ten in that photo. Here is my daughter's new photo.

7. CLERK: Okay. The last one is your son's passport, right?

8. MA'AYAN: Correct, that's my son, and here is his photo.

ROMANIZATION

1. CLERK: Shalom, eikh ef’shar la’azor le’kha ha-yom?

2. MA'AYAN: Ani tz’rikha le-�adesh et kol ha-darkonim shel mish’pa�’ti. Ana�’nu 
tasim le-pariz ba-�odesh ha-ba.

3. CLERK: Yafeh, te’henu! besdeder… zeh ha-dar’kon shelakh.  Shel mi ha-
dar’kon ha-zeh?

4. MA'AYAN: Zeh ha-dar’kon shel  ba’ali. (shifts papers)

5. CLERK: Zeh ha-dar’kon shel batekh?

6. MA'AYAN: Ken, hi hay’tah bat eser ba-t’munah ha-zot.  Hineh ha-t’munah ha-
�adeshah shel biti.

7. CLERK: Beseder.  Ha-a�aron hu ha-dar’kon shel benekh, nakhon?

8. MA'AYAN: Nakhon, zeh b’ni ve-hineh t’munato.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender
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����� �
�
Ministry of 

Interior


�� le-�adesh to renew verb

 ���� dar'kon passport noun masculine

���� la-tus to fly verb


�� �odesh month noun masculine

�	� ba'al husband

����� t’munah picture noun feminine

����� a�aron last adjective

���� nakhon correct, true adjective masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.����� ����� �� 
�� ���� ���
Ani tz ’rikh le-�adesh et ha-rehut ba-salon. 
I need to renew the furniture in the living 
room.

.���� �� 
�
yesh li darcon. 
I have a passport.

?���� ��� ���
Mata’i atem tasim? 
When are you flying?

.������ 
��� ����� ������ ���
 �����
Ha-tiyul shelanu le-brazil mat’�i l  ba-�odesh 
september. 
Our trip to Brazil begins in the month of 
September.

 ����� ����� ��	�� ����� ������ ���

I shower in the morning, and my husband 
showers at night.

.��
 ���� �
 ����� ���
Zot t’munah shel ha-kelev sheli. 
This is a picture of my dog.
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.��� ����� ��
zo tmunah yafa 
It's a nice picture.

?���� ���
 ����
Nakhon she-atah mehandes? 
Is it true that you are an engineer?

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ����
Le-�adesh is to "renew" or "resume." It is part of the pi'el verb group, which is an active verb 
tense. Pi'el verbs represent four different kinds of actions: 

1. Reinforcing or enhancing an action

2. A repeated or persistent action

3. An act that causes someone else to be in a particular situation or to acquire a 
particular attribute, like renewing a passport where the passport gets a new expiry 
date or picture.

4. To remove or expel something

  ����

(le-�adesh) is part of this third group. 

  ����
La-tus means "to fly." This verb is only used when talking about flying in a plane. The flying 
that birds do uses the verb ���� (la-uf). You can also use the verb ��	� (le-tus) when talking 
about someone driving fast, like �
�� �� �	 �� (hu tas al ha-k'vish), which can be translated 
as, "He is flying on the road."  

  �	�
�
T'munah is "picture" or "photograph" in English. It can be a picture that someone has drawn or 
an actual photograph. One expression that uses this word is ����� (be-t'munah), or "in the 
picture." It means that someone is informed or part of the scheme of things. There is another 
expression that you will often hear in the news, and that is ��� ����� (t'munat ha-matzav), 
which is translated as "a picture" or "the situation." It means that they are going to give you the 
information about the situation as it stands at that time.  

GRAMMAR
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The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Noun  In flection,  Which  i s  Showing  Possession  with  
Pronoun  Suffixes. 

 .����
 �� ��	����� �� �� ���� ����� �	�
Ani  tz ' r ikhah  le - adesh  et kol  ha- dar' konim  shel  m ish ' pa ' ti . 
"I need  to  renew  al l  m y fam i ly' s  passports." 
 

As we have discussed in previous lessons, there are two ways to show possession in 
Hebrew. One way, which we have already learned, is using the word �� (of). The second way 
is by adding personal pronoun suffixes to the noun—otherwise known as noun inflection. In 
this lesson, we will focus on this second way of showing possession.  

In the example sentence from the dialogue, Ma'ayan uses the word 
����� (mish'pa�'ti) or 
"my family." This is essentially the same as saying 
�� ���� (ha-mis'pa�a sheli). You take 
the word ���� (mish'pa�ah) and replace the - with a �- to make it easier to say and then 
add the pronoun ending. In this case, Ma'ayan wanted to say "my," so the ending is �-.  

Here are the pronoun endings for singular and plural nouns:  

Engl ish

Ending  for  
singular  
noun

Pronunciatio

n  of ending

Ending  for  
plura l  noun

Pronunciatio

n  of ending

"my" 
�� �� �� - i 
�� �� 
� -a'i

"your" �� �� �� �� -kha �� 
�� �� 
� -eikha

"your" �� �� �� �� -ekh �� 
� �� �� 
� -a'ikh

"his" �� ��� �� -o �
�� �� 
� -av

"her" � �� �� �� -ah � 
�� �� 
� -e'ha

"our" �� ��� �� �� -nu �� �
�� �� 
� -enu

"your" ��� �� �� �� -khem ��� 
�� �� 
� -ey'khem

"your" ��� �� �� �� -khen ��� 
�� �� 
� -ey'khen

"their" ��� �� �� -am �� 
�� �� 
� -ey'hem

"their" ��� �� �� -an �� 
�� �� 
� -ey'hen
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Here we used ��� (dod) or "uncle" and �
��
 (yeladim) as examples.  

There are a few things that change when adding personal pronoun suffixes to nouns to show 
possession. If the word is feminine and ends in - (heh), the - is dropped and replaced by a 
�- (tav) before adding the ending. With a masculine plural noun, the �- is dropped before 
adding the plural suffix. Sometimes the vowel pattern of a word may change as well.  

More examples from the dialogue: 

 .
��� �� �����  

 Zeh ha-dar'kon shel ba'ali. 
 "This is my husband's passport." 

 ?��� �� �����  

Zeh ha-dar'kon shel batekh? 
 "This is your daughter's passport?" 

 .��� �� ��� ���� �

Hineh ha-t'munah ha-�adashah shel biti. 
"Here is my daughter's new picture." 

 ?���� ,��� �� ����� �� �����

Ha-a�aron hu ha-dar'kon shel binekh, nakhon? 
"The last is your son's passport, right?" 

 .������ �� 
��  

Zeh b'ni ve-hineh t'munato. 
"That is my son, and here is his picture." 

As you can see in these examples, the pronunciation of some words does change. 
�� (biti), 
for example, comes from �� ("bat"). 

For the most part, this form of showing possession is not used in everyday conversation. Most 
people use �� for showing most noun possessions. There are some common nouns that are 
inflected in everyday speech, like 
��� (ba'ali), "my husband," and 

��
 (yeleda'i), "my 
children." In our dialogue, we have used mostly nouns that you will find inflected in this way 
in day-to-day conversation.  

CULTURAL INSIGHT

G etting  a  Visa  in  Israe l
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If you are staying longer than three months in Israel, you will probably spend some time 
visiting the �
�� ���� (mis'rad ha-p'nim), or the Ministry of Interior. The Ministry of Interior 
deals with all visa types for foreigners, as well as all documentation for citizens. Citizens go 
to the Ministry of interior to register marriages and births, renew passports, and get their 
identity cards. Citizens come in and take a number and wait to be seen by an official. The wait 
can take hours on a busy day. 

Going to the Ministry of Interior for a visa as a foreigner used to be a huge ordeal in Israel, 
however. Ten years ago, you had to go at five a.m. to put your name on a list, and then you 
would have to wait for hours until the office opened and you could be seen by an official. In the 
past few years, they have helped deal with this by giving people appointments to see an 
official. You still may have to wait a few hours, depending on how busy it is, but at least you 
don't have to spend your whole day there anymore. 
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HEBREW

?��� ���� ��� �� :��	� .1

?	�	� ����� �
�� �� .��� ��� �	��� ,��	����� �� ��� �� :	�� .2

?����� �� ��� ���� �� :��	� .3

.��� ����� �� �		���� �� 	���� .��� :	�� .4

!�	���...�		���� �� �� �� ���� ���� �	� ,��	 !���� :��	� .5

.�		���� 	�� ���� ��� .�		�	�� �� ��	�� �� �	� �� ��� :	�� .6

.���� �	�� ���� �	� ���� ���� ��� ,��� �		�	� �� ���� ��� ,�� :��	� .7

!	��	 ��	� ,�	���� ���� ��� !�	 ("���" ���	��) :	�� .8

.�		��� ���� 	��� ,���� ���� �� ����	 �� ��� ��� ,��� ���� :��	� .9

ENGLISH

1. LIEL: What are you watching, Dad?

2. GADI: It's the end of the World Cup, Brazil against Spain. Do you want to 
watch with me?

3. LIEL: Is it a good game or a boring one?

4. GADI: A good one. Look at that player's legs!

5. LIEL: Wow! Nice, how does he do that with his legs... Amazing!

CONT'D OVER
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6. GADI: He must not have problems with his eyes. He plays without glasses.

7. LIEL: Yes, but look at his arms. It looks weird how he's moving them.

8. GADI: (screams of "GOAL") Yes! A goal at the last moment, how great!

9. LIEL: Good game, it's a pity that they won't play each other again next 
year, maybe in two years.

ROMANIZATION

1. LIEL: Ma ata roe, Aba?

2. GADI: Za hasof shel haMondial, Brazil neged Sfarad. At rotza lirot iti?

3. LIEL: Ze mischak tov o meshaamem?

4. GADI: Tov, Tistakli al haraglaim shel hasachkan haze.

5. LIEL: Wow! Yaffe, eich shehu ose et ze im haraglaim. . . Madhim.

6. GADI: Betach gam ein lo beayot im haeinaiim. Hu mesachek bli 
mishkafaim.

7. LIEL: Ken, Aval tistakel al hayadaim shelo, hu niraa muzar eich shehu 
maziz otam.

8. GADI: *Kriot GOL!* Yesh!! Gol badaka hatishiim, eize yoffi!

9. LIEL: Mischak tov, chaval shehem lo yesachaku gam bashana habaa, 
ulai beod shnataim.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��	���� Mondial World Cup noun masculine

��� neged against preposition

����� Mesha’amem boring adjective

�	��� madhim amazing adjective

�		���� mishkafaim eyeglasses noun masculine

���� muzar unusual adjective

�	��� lehaziz to move verb

��� gol goal noun masculine

�	���� ����
badaka 

hatishiim
at the last 

minute expression

�		��� shnata'yim two years noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�	��� �	�	 ��	����� 2018-�.
Be-al’payim shmonah-es’reh yi’yeh be-rusi’a. 
In 2018, the World Cup will be in Russia.

.��	�� ��� �	��� �	� ������ �����
Ha-mis’�ak ha-a�aron hayah brazil neged 
mek’s iko. 
The last game was Brazil against Mexico.

.��	� ����� �	� ��	����� 	�� ���	��
Ha-shi’ur sheli be-matematikah hayah 
mesha’amem ha-yom. 
My class in mathematics was boring today.

.�	��� �	��� 	�� ��� �� ��	��
Ha-ginah shel abba sheli nir’ah mad’himah. 
My father’s garden looks amazing.

.�		���� ���� �		� ���
Hu �ayav le-kabel mish’kafayim. 
He needs to get glasses.

.���� ��� ���� �
	�� �	
Yesh la-pitza ha-yot ta’am muzar. 
That pizza has an unusual taste.
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?��� ����� �� �	��� ����
Ef’shar le-haziz et ha-oto shel’kha? 
Could you move your car?

?������ ���� �� ��	��
Ra’item et ha-gol ha-a�aron? 
Did you all see the last goal.

.�	���� ���� ������ ���� ��	�� �	�
Hi higi’ah le-s ’deh ha-te’ufah ba-dekah ha-
tish’im. 
She got to the airport at the last minute.

�		��� ���� ����� 	�		�
Chaitee ba'golah bemeshech shnaataaeem 
I've lived in the exile for two years.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ���
Neged is a preposition meaning "against," "opposite," or "versus." It carries the meaning of 
opposition, so it can't be used like in the English phrase "lean against the wall." It is used in 
sports for teams that are against each other like ����� ��� ����	� (germani'a neged holand) or 
"Germany versus Holland." It can also be used when talking about wars like  ��� 
�	�� 
��	
������ (ar'tzot neged ha-taliban) or "the United States against the Taliban." 

  �����
Le-haziz  means "to move" or "to shift." This verb comes from the pi'el verb group which 
means it carries the meaning of causing something to move. There are two expressions that 
use this verb. They are: 

 ��	� ����
(heziz harim) - "to move mountains" or "to do the impossible" 

 �� ���� �
(lo maziz  lo) - "doesn't impress him" 

  ��	
�� ����
Dakah tish'im  is an expression meaning "at the last minute." The literal translation is "the 
ninetieth second." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  the  Dual  Plura l  Form  For  Nouns  
 .��� ��
� �
 ������� �	 ������

 Tistakl i  al  ha- reg ' layim  shel  ha- sa ' kan  ha- z eh.   
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 "Look  at that player' s  legs!" 
 

Some nouns have a special plural form for dual nouns. This is used to indicate a "set of" or 
"pair of" something. These nouns have a special plural ending that sets them apart from other 
plural nouns. The ending is ���- (-ayim), and it is added to both feminine nouns and 
masculine nouns. 

In the dialogue, Gadi used the word �����	 (rag'layim) when he was talking about the player's 
legs. This is one word that uses a dual plural ending that you will see often. 

Different types of nouns  that take  a  dual  plura l  ending: 

1. Expressions of tim e  

Expressions of time often have three different versions: the singular version, the plural 
version, and the dual plural version. 

Engl is

h

Transl

i terati

on
Dual

Engl is

h

Transl

i terati

on
Plura l

Engl is

h

Transl

i terati

on

Singu

lar

two 
days

yomayi
m ������ days yamim ���� day yom ���

two 
weeks

shavu'
ayim ������� weeks

shavu'
ot 
����� week

shavu'
a ����

two 
years

sh'nata
yim ���
�� years

shani
m ���� year

shana
h ���

two 
hours

sha'ata
yim ���
�� hours sha'ot 
��� hour sha'ah ���

two 
month
s

�od'sh
ayim

�������
month
s

�odes
him

������ month
�odes
h

����

day 
after 
tomorr
ow

ma�'ra
tayim

��
	��
� - - -

tomorr
ow

ma�ar 	��
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-  When a feminine noun ends in �-, the dual plural form goes according to the construct noun 
(
�����) form. This means that the �- drops off and is replaced by 
- before adding the dual 
plural form ending. This is seen with both ��� and ��� in the table above. 

2. Body  parts norm al ly re ferred  to  in  pai rs  

Body parts are commonly used nouns that use a dual plural ending. In fact, many body parts 
only have a dual plural ending and not a normal plural ending. Many body parts look like they 
would be masculine nouns by their endings in the singular form, but they are actually 
feminine. There are a few nouns in this groups that seem like they should have a dual plural 
ending, but they only have a normal plural ending, such as 
��	 which are "lungs." 

G ender Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Plura l

Transl i ter

ation Singular

feminine hands/arms yadayim ����� yad ��

feminine feet/legs reg'layim �����	 regel ��	

feminine teeth shinayim ������ shen ��

masculine hips mot'nayim ����
�� moten �
��

feminine eyes ei'nayim ������ ayin ���

feminine ears oz'nayim ������ ozen ���

masculine breasts shadayim ����� shad ��

Note: The terms �� (yad) and ��	 (regel) can sometimes refer to the whole arm or leg and 
sometimes just the hand or foot. 

3. Other  nouns that use  a  dual  plura l  ending: 

There are some other terms that use this dual plural ending. Some of them make sense, like 
a bicycle, which has two wheels and others don't make as much sense, like "sky." 

G ender Engl ish Transl i teration Noun

masculine bicycle ofanayim ������

masculine sky shamayim �����
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masculine water mayim ���

masculine socks gar'bayim ����	�

feminine shoes na'alayim ������

masculine glasses mish'kafayim �������

G enera l  Rules: 

- Nouns using a dual plural ending will retain their gender, which means that adjectives must 
still agree with the gender of the noun. 

Example: 

 ���� ��� .1

shanah tovah 

"a good year" 

 
���� ���� .2

shanim  tovot 

"good years" 

 
���� ���
�� .3

sh'natayim  tovot 

"a good two years" 

Sentence  exam ples for  dual  nouns: 

 .������ ���� ��
�
� �� .1

 Hem  hit'�at'nu lif'ne'i sh'natayim.  
 "They married two years ago." 

 .���� ������ �� �� .2

 Yesh lo shinayim  yafot. 
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"He has beautiful teeth." 

 .���� ������ ������ .3

Ha-shamayim  k'�olim  ha-yom. 

"The sky is blue today." (The skies are blue today) 

Note: The words "sky" (�����) and "water" (����) are plural nouns in Hebrew. 

Exam ples from  th is  dia logue: 

 .��� ����� �� �����	� �� ���
�
 .1

 Tistakli al ha-reg'layim  shel ha-sa�'kan ha-zeh. 

"Look at that player's legs!" 

 ?��� �����	� �� �� 
 ���� �� �� .2

Eikh hu oseh et zeh im  ha-reg'layim? 

"How does he do that with his legs?" 

 .
���� ������ �� ��� �� � .3

Yesh lo beta� gam  einayim  tovot. 

"He must have good eyes." 

 ������� ��	� � �� .4

 Hu lo tz'rikh mish'kafayim. 

"He doesn't need glasses." 

 .��� ������ �� ��
�
 �� .5

Aval tistakel al ha-yadayim  shelo. 

"But look at his arms." 

 .���
�� ���� ��� ,��� ���� �� ����� � ��� ��� .6

�aval she-hem  lo yisha�aku gam  be-shanah ha-ba'ah, ula'i be-od sh'natayim. 
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"It's a pity that they won't play each other again next year, maybe in two years." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Israe l i  Soccer  Fans

 

Israeli soccer fans are known to be very dedicated to their teams. One team has taken this to 
an extreme and let politics influence their behavior in the stands. They have even allowed 
racism enter into the game. They have been known to use anti-Arab chants and have been 
involved in riots. At one point, two Muslim players were hired for the team and when one of 
them scored a goal for the team, the fans walked out. These incidents are far from the norm 
in Israel. Most teams are supportive of their players, Jewish, Christian or Muslim. There are 
teams from all over Israel with players from other nationalities, cultures, and religions; and 
most fans of these teams support their players no matter where they come from. 
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HEBREW

?����� ��� �� �	
 �� ���	� 
��

 �� ���� ,��� :����� .1

.����� �� ?���� ����
 �
 :��� .2

.
�� ����	 ����� �� ��� 
��

 �� ����� �� �� �	� ,��� 
� ,�� :����� .3

?���� ����� 
���� �� �� :��� .4

.
��
 �� �� �� �	� �� ������ 
��� ��� ,��� :����� .5

.����� ...��� 
�� �
� ���� ���� ���	� ���� .��� :��� .6

.��� �� 
� ,������ ��� ���� ����	 �� 
�
 :����� .7

.���	 :��� .8

?
�
 ����
 
� 
� ,��� :����� .9

.���� ������ 
��� ,
� 
��

 �� ����� �� ����� �� :��� .10

ENGLISH

1. MA'AYAN: Gadi, did you see the invitation to Ya'el and Yosef's son's bris?

2. GADI: They invited us, I didn't know that.

3. MA'AYAN: Yes, it's tomorrow, but I can't find the invitation, and I don't 
remember what time it is.

4. GADI: You can't ask them?

CONT'D OVER
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5. MA'AYAN: Gadi, that's a stupid question because we already have the 
invitation.

6. GADI: True, maybe visit them and bring them a present and then...ask 
them.

7. MA'AYAN: I had a visit with them two days ago, that won't work.

8. GADI: Okay.

9. MA'AYAN: Gadi, what is that smile for?

10. GADI: I'm smiling because I found the invitation here where you were 
looking before.

ROMANIZATION

1. MAAYAN: Gadi, raita et hahazmana labrit shel haben shel Yael ve Yossef?

2. GADI: Hem hizminu otanu? Lo yadati .

3. MAAYAN: Ken, ze machar, aval ani lo motzet et hahazmana veani lo 
zocheret beeizo shaa.

4. GADI: At lo yechola lishol otam?

5. MAAYAN: Gadi, zo sheela tipshit ki kvar yesh lanu et hahazmana.

6. GADI: Nachon. Ulai tevakri otam vetitni lahem matana veaz. . . Tishali.

7. MAAYAN: Haya li bikur etzlam lifnei yomaim, ze lo yelech.

CONT'D OVER
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8. GADI: Beseder.

9. MAAYAN: Gadi, ma ze hachiyuch haze?

10. GADI: Ani mechayech ki matzati et hahazmana po, eifo she`khipast 
kodem.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� �iyukh smile noun masculine

����� lechayech to smile verb

������ yomaim two days noun masculine

����	 bikur visit noun masculine


��
 hazmana invitation noun feminine

���	 brit covenant noun feminine

����
� lehaazmin to invite verb

����� lishol to ask verb


��� she'elah question noun feminine

��	� le-vaker to visit verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.�	�� ���� ����� ��
Yesh le-sagit �iyukh medavek. 
Sagit has a contagious smile.

.���
 ������ ��

Hi me�ayekhet hamon. 
She smiles a ton.
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.���� �� �� ������ ���	
Be-od yomayim, yesh lo �ofesh. 
In two days, he has vacation.

.����� ���	 ����	� ���	 �

Hen ba’ot le-bikur be-yom rishon. 
They're coming for a visit on Sunday.

.��� 
���� 
��

 


Hineh ha-haz’manah la-�atunah shelanu. 
Here's the invitation to our wedding.

.����� ����� ��	 ���	 
��

Hay’tah brit be’in david ve-yonatan. 
There was a covenant between David and 
Jonathan.

 ������ ��� ����

 �� ����
� 
��� ��
	��

Ani rozaa lehaazmin et haahorim shelkhaa 
le'aarookhaat erev 
I want to invite your parents for dinner.

?����� ����� ���� ���
Mata’i ef’shar l ish’ol she’elot? 
When is it possible to ask questions?

 
��		 ,��� ��� 
���� 
��.

Answer that question once again, please.

.�	�	 �	� �� ����	� ���
Ana�’nu mevakrim et saba be-shabat. 
We are visiting Grandpa on Saturday.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 ����
 A brit is a covenant, alliance, or a treaty. In Hebrew, the circumcision ceremony is called a 
brit milah. It basically means the "covenant of circumcision." 

There are two countries that have ���� (brit) in their title. They are ������	 ���� (brit ha-
mo'atzot), which is the former USSR, and ����	 ����
 (artzot ha-brit) or the USA. Also in the 
Christian Bible, the New Testament is called 	��	 ����	 (ha-brit ha-�adashah), which 
refers to the fact that the New Testament is all about the new covenant that God made with 
his people according to Christians. 

 �����
A bikur is a "visit" or "call." Bikur is taken from the verb ���� meaning "to visit." There are a few 
different commonly used phrases that use this noun, like ��� ����� (bikur be'it), which is a 
"home visit," and ���� ����� (bikur �olim), meaning "visiting the sick." There is also  �����
������ (bikur mam'lakh'ti), which is a "state visit," and ������� ����� (bikur nimusin) or a 
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"courtesy call." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Nouns  Derived  from  Verbs. 
 ?����� 	
� 	� �� 	� ����	 ��� �� ���� , ��� 

 Gadi ,  ra ' i ta  et ha- haz 'manah  la - bri t shel  ha- ben  shel  ya ' e l  ve- yosef.  
 "G adi ,  did  you  see  the  invi ta tion  to  Ya' e l  and  Yosef' s  son ' s  bris?"

 

There are many nouns that are derived from verbs in Hebrew. They share the same root as 
the verb and a direct relationship with the verb. Many of these nouns follow a specific pattern 
that is determined by the verb group the verb belongs to. 

In sample sentence from the dialogue, Ma'ayan used the word 	���	 (haz'manah), which is 
an example of a noun derived directly from a verb. In this case, the verb related to this noun is 
����	� (le-haz'min), meaning "to invite." The noun 	���	 (haz'manah) is an "invitation." This 
can be a normal noun, like a paper invitation that you receive from someone. This can also be 
a verbal noun like the act of the invitation. ����	� is a part of the hif'il verb group, and the 
default nouns that are derived from these verbs follow the same pattern as 	���	. 

For example: 

 .1.	���	 ��� ��� �� �
 ������ 	�
� �
�

Zot she'elah tip'shit im  yesh lanu k'var haz'manah.  

"That's a stupid question if we already have the invitation." 

In the next sample sentence from the dialogue, there is also a noun derived from a verb, and 
that is 	�
� .	�
� comes from the verb ��
��. This verb is a part of the pa'al verb group. 	�
� 
is one of two nouns derived from ��
��. The default pattern for this group is actually 	��
� 
which means "borrowing." 	�
� is an offshoot of this, meaning "question." 

For example: 

 .1.��� 
� 	� ,������ ���� ���
 ����� �� 	�	

Hayah li bikur etz'lam  lif'ne'i yomayim, zeh lo yilekh.  

"I had a visit with them two days ago, that won't work." 

In this sample sentence from the dialogue, ����� is a noun meaning "visit," which is derived 
from the verb 
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 .from the verb group pi'el ����

For example: 

 ? .1.	�	 ���	 	� 	� ,���

Gadi, mah zeh ha-�i'ukh ha-zeh? 

"Gadi, what is that smile for?" 

This last noun, ���, or "smile," is also derived from a verb in the pi'el verb group, ���� 
meaning "to smile." 

These verbal nouns exist in five of the seven verb groups, which is all the verb groups except 
pu'al and huf'al. There are other patterns for nouns that come from verbs, but these patterns 
are the default patterns. You will see them often with Hebrew nouns. 

Here are the default noun patterns according to verb group: 

Engl ish

Noun  
exam ple Root Noun  pattern Verb group

borrowing 	��
� �
� 	���� Pa'al

visit ����� ��� ����� Pi'el

invitation 	���	 ��� 	����	 Hif'il

behavior ���	��	 �	� ������	 Hit'pa'el

survival ������	 ��� ������	 Nif'al

Exam ples of nouns  derived  from  verbs using  these  noun  patterns: 

1. Pa'al 

 .��� �� ��� ���
 ��� 	����	

Ha-nesi'a mi-tel aviv loke'a� �etzi sha'ah.  

"The trip from Tel Aviv takes half an hour." 

Other nouns derived from pa'al verbs: 
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Engl ish
Transl i ter

ation Noun Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Verb

reading kri'ah 	
��� to read likro 
����

knowledge yedi'ah 	���� to know lada'at ����

building b'ni'ah 	���� to build liv'not �����

2. Pi'el 

 !����� ���� �����	

Ha-shipur ba-mit'ba� mad'him. 

"The improvement in the kitchen is amazing." 

Other nouns derived from Pi'el verbs: 

Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Noun Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Verb

drawing tzi'ur ���� to draw le-tzeyer �����

financing mimun ����� to finance le-mamen ����

cancellation bitul ����� to cancel le-vatel ����

3. Hif'il 

 ?	����� 	���	 �� ��

Yesh lekha ham'latza le misadah? 

"Do you have a reccomendation for a restaurant?" 

Other nouns derived from Hif'il verbs: 

Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Noun Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Verb

guidance hadrakhah 	���	 to guide le-hadrikh ����	�
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restriction hag'balah 	���	 to restrict le-hag'bil ����	�

loss haf'sadah 	���	 to lose le-haf'sid ����	�

4. Hit'pa'al 

 .	�	 ����� 	��
�� 
� ��� ���	��		

Ha-hit'nahagut shelo matimah la-makom  ha-zeh.  

"His behavior is not appropriate for this place." 

Other nouns derived from hit'pa'el verbs: 

Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Noun Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Verb

getting 
married hit'�at'nut �����	

to get 
married le-hit'�aten ���	�

consideratio
n hit'�ash'vut �����	

to be 
considerate

le-
hit'�ashev ���	�

obligation hit'�ayevut ������	
to commit 
oneself le-hit'�ayav ����	�

5. Nif'al 

 .������	 �� ��� �	 ���	

Ha-�ayim  hem  k'rav shel hisar'dut.  

"Life is a battle of survival." 

Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Noun Engl ish

Transl i ter

ation Verb

revelation higalut �����	
to be 
revealed le-higalot �����	�
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persecution herad'fut ������	
to be 
persecuted le-hiradef ����	�

falling 
asleep herad'mut ������	 to fall asleep le-hiradem ����	�

CULTURAL INSIGHT

An  Im portant J ewish  Cerem ony

 

The Brit Milah, which is also known as a bris or a circumcision, is a big affair in Israel. Eight 
days after a male child is born, the family brings a Mohel to their home to perform the 
ceremony. The ceremony can also take place at a synagogue if the family is religious. The 
ceremony involves prayers and blessings and the ceremonial cutting of the foreskin. After the 
ceremony, guests and family have a celebratory meal together. The parents of the child invite 
family and friends to attend the Brit Milah and to celebrate with them. Guests often bring food 
with them for the meal but since the affair is kosher, guests should check with the family to 
see if the meal will be a meat or milk meal. 
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HEBREW

?����� ���� ��� �	 :
��
 .1

.��� 
� ���
 
�� ��� :�� .2

.�
� ���
 
� 
� ,�
 :
��
 .3

?��

 �
 �	
 !����
 �	 �
 ����� 
� :�� .4

.�������� 
� ���� ����� ����	 ����� ��� �� :
��
 .5

.��
 ���
 ����� �� ��� ��� 
� ���� �� ��� ���� ��� :�� .6

?���	 ...���� :
��
 .7

.��	 ���� �� ,��	 ���� (������) ...�� :�� .8


��� ��� �� �� ,�� ���� 
� :
��
 .9

(���� ,���) .1

0

ENGLISH

1. LIEL: What are you doing right now?

2. DAN: I'm going to Evan's house.

3. LIEL: No, don't go to his house.

4. DAN: Don't tell me what to do! Why not go?

CONT'D OVER
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5. LIEL: Because I need someone to ride bikes with me.

6. DAN: I'll ride with you until Evan's house. And then you need to ride alone.

7. LIEL: Okay...ready?

8. DAN: Yes... (riding) Come this way, it's faster.

9. LIEL: Don't ride there. There's a big hole there!

10. (boom, crash)

ROMANIZATION

1. LIEL: Ma ata ose achshav?

2. DAN: Ani holech labait shel Evan.

3. LIEL: Lo, Al telech labait shelo.

4. DAN: Al tagidi li ma laasot! Lama lo lalechet?

5. LIEL: Ki ani tsricha mishehu sheirkav iti al haofanaim.

6. DAN: Ani erchav itach ad habait shel Evan veaz at tsricha lirkav levad.

7. LIEL: Beseder. Muchan?

8. DAN: Ken. (Rochvim) Boi mipo, ve yoter mahir.

9. LIEL: Al tirchav shem, yesh sham bor gadol.

CONT'D OVER
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10. (Boom, Trach)

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���	 muchan ready adjective

���	 ���� yoter mahir faster adverb

��� bor hole noun masculine


� al don’t negation word

����	 mishehu someone pronoun

���
 lirkav to ride verb

������� ofanaim bicycle noun

�� ad until conjunction

SAMPLE SENTENCES

?����� ��

 �����	 ���
Atem mukhanim la-lekhet ha-ba’itah? 
Are you all ready to go home?

.���	 ���	 ���� ��� ����
No’am hu yoter mahir mi-sha�ar. 
Noam is faster than Shahar.

.����� ��� ��
 ��
Yesh la-hem bor ba-ginah. 
They have a hole in their yard.

.���
 ���� �
 ���� 
�
Al tagid l i eifo la-gur. 
Don’t tell me where to live.

.�����	� �� ��
 ��� ����	
Mishe’hu ganav lanu et ha-mekhonit. 
Someone stole our car.

.���� ����� 
� ���� �
��
Ba’ali rukhev al of’na’i harim. 
My husband rides mountain bikes.
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���� ������
 ���� �� �� �������.
Ofanayim hem derech nocha le'histovev ba'ir. 
The bicycle is a convenient way to get 
around the city.

.�� �� �� ��
Hem sham ad shesh. 
They are there until six.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ����
Lir'kav can mean "ride" or "mount." You can use this verb in three situations: when riding a 
bike, when riding a motorcycle, or when riding a horse. It can't be used for riding on the train, 
as it is in English. The preposition �� (al) is used with this verb. For example: 

 .1.������� �� 	
�� ���
Hu rokhev al ofanayim. 
"He rides bicycles." 

 .2.� �� 	
�� ���
Hu rokhev al sus. 
"He is riding a horse." 

 �����	

Ofanayim  is a bicycle. The noun is a dual plural noun in Hebrew, so all references to a bicycle 
are in the plural. The word ���� (ofan) means "wheel," so ������� (ofanayim) means "two 
wheels." There are some interesting words related to this word, like ������ (of'no'a), meaning 
"motorcycle." This word is a mix of ���� (ofan) or "wheel" and ���� (mano'a), meaning "motor." 
Another is ���
 ����� (of'ne'i kosher) or a "stationary bike." Literally translated, this is a "fitness 
bike." The last phrase is ��	���- �� ������� (ofanayim  du-moshavim), which is a "tandem bike" 
or a "two seat bicycle." 

  ��� �	�
Yoter Maher means "faster." Using the word ���� (yoter) or "more" before an adjective is how 
we make a comparative adjective in Hebrew. The word ���� (yoter) comes before the 
adjective, and the preposition -� comes after the adjective to indicate who or what the subject 
is being compared to. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  G iving  Com m ands  and  Requests  in  the  Negative. 
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 	�� ��� �� �
 
 "Don' t go  to  his house."

 

In the previous season, we looked at how to form the imperative. The imperative is a special 
verb tense for giving commands or making requests. In Hebrew, this involves a special form 
of the verb that is close to the future conjugations in the second person. This special form 
does not use the '�- (tav) that you would normally have in the second person future tense 
conjugations, and the vowel pattern is different from the future as well. 

When making this negative and telling someone not to do something, we do not use this 
same verb tense. Instead we use the future form of the verb in the second person following 
the word �� (al). The word �� (al) means "do not" and is only used in forming negative 
commands. 

In the sample sentence, Li'el tells Dan not to go to his friend's house. She begins the 
sentence with �� (al) or "do not," and then she says ��� or "you will go" and lastly, ��� ��	� 
(la-bayit shelo), meaning "to his house." It's translated as "don't go to his house." 

 !����� �� �� ����� ��

"Don't tell me what to do!" 

Dan then answers Li'el by saying �� (al) or "do not" and then ����� (tagidi), which is "you will 
tell" in the feminine singular. He finishes with ����� �� �� (li mah la'asot), which means "me 
what to do." Altogether this is "don't tell me what to do." 

 2.�� 	
�� ��

"Don't ride there" 

This last sentence follows the same pattern when Li'el tells Dan "don't ride there." It begins 
with �� (al) again and continues with 	
�� (tir'kav) in the masculine singular and ends with �� 
(sham) or "there." 

There are only three options of conjugations for negative commands, and all conjugations 
are in the second person. So, you only need to conjugate the verb in the future for the 
masculine singular, feminine singular, and masculine plural. Here are examples of all the 
possible conjugations: 

Mascul ine  singular: 

 .1.����� ���� ��
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Al tik'nei glidah. 

"Don't buy ice cream." 

Fem in ine  Singular: 

 .1.����� ���� ��

Al tik'ni glidah. 

"Don't buy ice cream." 

Plura l : 

 .1.����� ���� ��

Al tik'nu glidah. 

"Don't buy ice cream." 

As you can see from the example sentences, the verb is the only thing that changes in the 
sentences. The agreement of the verb is with the subject, the person you are talking to. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Seeing  Israe l  on  Two  Wheels

 

Bicycling is a great way to see the nature and terrain of Israel. Bicycling is also a popular sport 
for native Israelis, both road cycling and mountain biking. There are many trails in Israel for all 
levels of bicycling ability, on paved roads, dirt roads, and single tracks. Safety-wise, helmets 
are required by law for cyclists, and it's best not to bike on roads with lots of traffic. You should 
definitely make sure you have enough water too. The weather in Israel can be very hot, and 
there are areas of Israel where it is impossible to find water, like the Negev. The good news is 
that cycling is only going to get better and better in Israel, as the government is working hard 
to improve paths and trails for bicycles. 
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HEBREW

...�� ���� ���	�� �
���� 	�
 ��� ��� 
� .���� :���	 .1

.���� ����� ��� �� ����	 ��� ,� :����� .2

?���� ����� �
� ���� ?�
 ����	 ����� :���	 .3

.��	� ���
 ��� ,���� ��	� ���
 .������ ���� ���� :����� .4

?�� ��� �	 ���� ���� :���	 .5

.��������	 ������	 ,�� ���
� ��� ��� ,� :����� .6

?����� �� �� �
� �� ��	�� :���	 .7

.��
��� ��� ������ �� ����� �� ����� .�
��	 �
� ��� :����� .8

?��� ,��� �� ���� ��� .������ ,�
� ���� :���	 .9

.����	 �	��� �� ����� .��� :����� .10

ENGLISH

1. MA'AYAN: Hello. My son fell while riding, and I heard he was here.

2. DOCTOR: Yes, he's being treated by a nurse right now.

3. MA'AYAN: The nurse is treating him? Is it possible to see him already?

4. DOCTOR: It's preferable after the treatment. Your husband is there with him. 
He's just fine.

CONT'D OVER
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5. MA'AYAN: Can I ask what happened to him?

6. DOCTOR: Yes, his arm broke here from the fall from the bike.

7. MA'AYAN: And they are putting a cast on it now?

8. DOCTOR: He has already been put in a cast. The nurse is just giving him pain 
pills.

9. MA'AYAN: Many thanks, Doctor. He was treated by you, right?

10. DOCTOR: Correct. May he have a speedy recovery.

ROMANIZATION

1. MAAYAN: Shalom. Haben sheli nafal bizman harechiva veshamati shehu po.

2. HAROFE: Ken, hu metupal al yedei haachot karega.

3. MAAYAN: Haachot metapelet bo? Efshar kvar lirot oto?

4. HAROFE: Adif acharei hatipul. Baalech nimtsa ito, hu beseder gamur.

5. MAAYAN: Efshar ladaat ma kara lo?

6. HAROFE: Ken, Hayad shelo shvura po, mehanefila mehaofanaim.

7. MAAYAN: Vesamim lo geves al ze achav?

8. HAROFE: Hu kvar meguvas. Haachot rak notenet lo cadurim neged keev.

CONT'D OVER
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9. MAAYAN: Toda raba, Doctor. Hu tupal al yadcha, nachon?

10. HAROFE: Nachon. Shetihiye hachlama mehira.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� lipol to fall verb

�
��	 meguvas be cast in plaster verb (passive)

�
� geves plaster cast noun masculine

����� nefila fall noun feminine

��
� shavur broken verb (passive)

����� tipul treatment noun masculine

���� letapel to treat verb

��� �� al yedei by preposition

����	 metupal be treated verb (passive)

����	 �	���
hachlama 

mehira speedy recovery expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.��
� ����� �����
Anakhnu nafalnu la`bots. 
We fell in the mud.

.��
��	 ��� ����
Ha-regel shelah megubeset. 
Her leg is in a cast.
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.�
�� �� �� ������	 ���� ���
Od �odesh moridim li et ha-geves. 
In a month, they will take off my cast.

 ��� ������ ���
� ����� ��� �	�� ���
.������ ��



hayah le-ima sheli nefilah ha-boker ve-akh’shav 
hi be-be’it ha-�olim. 
My mom had a fall this morning, and now 
she’s in the hospital.

.���
� ��� ���
Ha-yad sheli sh’vurah. 
My arm is broken.

.������ ���	
 ��� ����� �� ��	�
Sam’ti et ha-oto sheli be-mosakh le-tipul. 
I put my my car in the garage for a 
treatment.

.����� �����
 ����	 ����	�
Ha-metapelet metapelet be-shloshah yeladim. 
The nanny takes care of three children.

.��� ��	� ��� �� 
��� ����
Ha-sefer nikh’tav al yade’i amos oz. 
The book was written by Amos Oz.

.����	� ��� �� ����	 ������
Ha-tinok metupal al yade’i ha-metapelet. 
The baby is being taken care of by the 
nanny.

.����	 �	��� �� �����
She-ti ’yeh le-kha ha�’lemah mehirah. 
Wishing you a speedy recovery.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 ����
 Shavur means "broken" and sometimes even "heartbroken." This can refer to both people or 
objects. ���� (shavur) by itself can mean "heartbroken," but you can also say �� ���� and it 
also means "heartbroken." This word can be used to talk about a "broken bone" or ����� ��	 
(etzem  sh'vurah). It can also be used with a "broken glass" ����� 
��. It can even be used with 
people, like a "broken person," which is ���� �� �� (ben adam  shavur).  

  ����	
Nefilah means "fall," "collapse," or "downfall." This word shares the same root with the verb 
����� (lipol). It will be used when someone falls, a building collapses, or a nation collapses. It 
is a word that is often used when talking about the "collapse of the Soviet Union"  ���� �����
���	��� (nefilat brit ha-mo'atzot) or the "fall of Rome" ��� ����� (nefilat roma). One phrase 
that uses this word is ������ ���� (ma�alat ha-nefila) or "epilepsy." Literally translated, this is 
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"the falling sickness."  

  ����
 �
���
Ha�'lamah mehirah is Hebrew for "speedy recovery." The first word is ����� (ha�'lamah) and 
this means "recovery." ����� (mehirah) means "fast."  ����� (ha�'lamah) shares a root with 
verbs meaning "to be strong" or "to be healthy." This is often used by Israelis to comfort people 
who are sick. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  the  Verb G roup Pu'a l . 
 .��� ����� ��� �� ����
 ��� 

 Hu  metupal  al  yade ' i  ha- a ot ke- rega. 
"He' s  being  treated  by  a  nurse  r ight now."

 

In this lesson, we are studying the verb group Pu'al. Pu'al is a verb group made up of passive 
verbs. These verbs are the passive forms of verbs found in the Pi'el verb group. Pu'al verbs 
only have a past, present, and future form. As with Pi'el verbs, the middle letter of the root 
letters is stressed. So letters that have two sounds will only appear as a stressed consonant, 
like the sounds b, p and k instead of v, f and kh for the letters �,� and �. Pu'al verbs in the 
present tense also begin with a '� just like Pi'el verbs, but the difference is the '� or "u" vowel 
found between the first and second root consonants. 

In the sample sentence, the verb is ���� (tu'pal), meaning "being taken care of" or "being 
treated." This is the passive form of the verb ���� (le-tapel), meaning "to take care of" or "to 
treat." The verb is treated much like the Pi'el verb except for the added '� or "u" between the 
first and second root letters. This changes the vowel pattern a bit. Here are the present tense 
conjugations for ���� (tupal):  

 Hebrew

Vowel le

d

Transl i te

ration Hebrew

Vowel le

d

Transl i te

ration

Masculine ����� ���� �� ��� metupal ������� ���� ��� �� ���
metupali
m

Feminine ������ ��� ��� �� ��� metupelet ������� ��� ���� �� ��� metupalot

After the verb ����� in the sample sentence, we see the preposition ��� �	 (al yade'i) or "by."  �	
��� (al yade'i) is a preposition seen only in the passive tense, and it indicates who is doing the 
action. 
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 Changing  from  Pi ' e l  to  Pu'a l
 
 

Let's look at the sample sentence, taken from active in the pi'el verb tense to passive in the 
pu'al verb tense to see how this changes. Here is the active version of the sentence:  

 .�	��� �� ������ ����

Ha-a�ot metapelet bo ke-rega. 

"The nurse is treating him right now." 

In the active sentence, we begin with the one doing the action, the nurse or ���� (ha-a�ot). 
The subject is followed by the verb in the Pi'el verb group, ����� (metapelet). The verb is 
followed by the object, which is "him" in the English translation. In Hebrew, the verb ���� (le-
tapel) is always followed by the preposition -�, which can mean "on" or "in." In Hebrew, the 
verb is followed by the words "on him" or �� (bo).  

Here is the sentence in the passive tense: 

 .	��� ���� ��� �	 ����� ��

Hu metupal al yade'i ha-a�ot ke-rega. 

"He's being treated by a nurse right now." 

The object is now the subject, and the verb has changed to Pu'al. The verb is now the 
masculine singular form since it agrees with �� (hu) instead of ����� (ha-a�ot). ���� (ha-
a�ot) has moved to the end of the sentence, as the agent of action, separated from the verb 
by the words ��� �	 (al yade'i) or "by."  
  Exam ples of transi tion  from  Pi ' e l  to  Pu'a l  in  the  past and  fu ture  tenses: 

Past 

Pi'el:  

 .��� � ��� �	 ����� ��� �������

"My dad fixed my bike." 

Pu'al: 

 .��� � ��� �	 ������� ��� �������
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Ha-ofanayim  sheli metukanim  al yade'i aba sheli. 

"My bike was fixed by my dad." 

Note: Bike is plural in Hebrew.  

Future  

Pi'el:  

 .��� ���� � ��
� ��

Dan yeseder et ha-�eder shelo. 

"Dan will straighten his room."  

Pu'al: 

 .���� �	 ���
� �� �� ����

Ha-�eder shel den yesudar al yadav.   

"Dan's room will be straightened by him."  

As you can see from these sample sentences, when you move from active to passive, the 
verb tense remains the same. Note that the preposition ��� �	 (al yade'i) can take pronoun 
suffixes to indicate who did the action. 

Exam ples from  the  dia logue: 

 .����� �� ������ ����
 Ha-a�ot metapelet bo ke-rega. 

"The nurse is treating him right now." 

 .
���� ��� ��

Hu k'var meguvas. 

"He's already been put in a cast." 

 ?��� �	 ���� ��

Hu tupal al yade'kha? 
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"He was treated by you?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The  Israe l i  Heal thcare  System

 

Israel is well known internationally for its excellent hospitals. Israel has public hospitals that 
are run by the Ministry of Health and owned by the government. There are also many private 
hospitals in Israel, and these are run by non-profit, charitable organizations, or other private 
organizations. Other private hospitals are run by one of the main health funds, Klalit. There 
are many foreigners who come to Israel for medical treatment because we have high quality 
treatment at a more affordable cost than in other countries. We have even taken patients from 
the Palestinian Territories, especially children who need heart surgeries and can't get them in 
the Territories. In recent years, Israel has begun to treat some Syrian citizens who have been 
injured in the civil war there.  
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HEBREW

.����� �� ���	�� ��� 
����� ��� 
���� �
�� ����� ��� ,��� :�� .1

?����� �
� �
�� ,�� :����� .2

?��� ��� �� 
���� ���� ��� ��� ��� ,���� ���� ���� ����� ��� :�� .3

.��� 	���� ������ 
��� �� ��� 
� 
��� 	��� .���
 �� :����� .4

 �	��-
�� ��� �� 	� 
�� ��� �� ?����� 
� ����� ���� �
�
.
��� ����
� ������

:�� .5

.���
� ���� ,����� �� :����� .6

?
�� ���� ���� ����� 
� :�� .7

.�� 	���� ���� ����� ��� ��� ������ �� ��
� ��� ,�� :����� .8

ENGLISH

1. DAN: Mom, Even invited me to his birthday party at the Moshav pool.

2. MA'AYAN: Yes, when are you invited?

3. DAN: I'm invited to come on Friday, but how can I swim with this cast?

4. MA'AYAN: Don't worry. It's possible to cover the cast with a plastic sack and 
tape.

5. DAN: When will we have enough time to prepare the cover? We have 
school until eleven, and the party starts at one.

CONT'D OVER
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6. MA'AYAN: Not to worry, the time will be arranged.

7. DAN: You can come before one?

8. MA'AYAN: Yes, I'll arrange it with my work that I'll be able to come help you.

ROMANIZATION

1. DAN: Ima, Evan hizmin oti lemesibat yom hahuledet shelo babrecha shel 
hamoshav.

2. MAAYAN: Ken, lematai ata muzman?

3. DAN: Ani muzman lavo beyom shishi, aval eich ani yechol lischot im 
hageves haze?

4. MAAYAN: Al tidag. Efshar lekasot et hageves i, sakit nailon iniyar devek.

5. DAN: Matai naspik lehachin et hakisui? Yesh lnu beir sefer ad shaa achat 
esre vehamesiba matchila beachiat.

6. MAAYAN: Lo lidog, hazman yetuam.

7. DAN: At yechola lvo lignei achat?

8. MAAYAN: Ken, ani ataem im haavoda shelo kedei sheuchal lavo laazor 
lecha.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender
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����� lido’og to worry verb

��
� letaem to arrange verb

��
�� mutaam be arranged verb (passive)

��� 	��� niyar devek tape noun masculine

������ 
��� sakit nailon plastic bag noun feminine


��� lechasot to cover verb

����� muzman be invited verb (passive)

������ lehaazmin to invite verb

 ��� 
���

����

mesibat yom 
huledet birthday party noun feminine

���	� briechah pool noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.����
 ��� ��� ��� ���� �� �
	��
Amar’ti lakh eifo ani k’de’i she-lo tida’agi. 
I told you where I am so that you wouldn’t 
worry.  (to a female)

 ��� 	
�� ���
 ��.

Don't worry too much.

 �� ������ ��� 
� ��
� ����� 
� ,
�
?����

Bat, ef’shar le-tayem et zman ha-pagishah im 
hila? 
Bat, can you arrange the meeting time 
with Hila?

.	�� ���
 ����
Ha-zman mutam k’var. 
The time is arranged already.
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 	��� �� ����� 
� 	��� ���� �
� ����
.���

Ula’i atah yekhol l iz ’gor et ha-kuf’sah im nayar 
devek. 
Maybe you can close the box with tape.

?����� ������ 
��� 	���
Ef’shar sakit nay’lon, bivakeshah? 
Can I have a plastic bag, please?

.�	�� ���� ����� 
� 
��� ������ �����
Ana�’nu �ayavim le-khasot et ha-oto l ifne’l ha-
sharav. 
We have to cover the car before the dust 
storm.

?��� �� ���
�� ������� �
�
Atam muz’manim la-�atunah shel sheli? 
Are you (pl.) invited to Shelley’s wedding?

 
��	�� ��� ��	��� 
� ������ ���	 ���
�	�

Ani rozaa lehaazmin et haahorim shelkhaa 
le'aarookhaat erev 
I want to invite your parents for dinner.

.���� 
�� 
���� ��� 
��� ������ ��
Hem �ogagim mesibat ha-huledet shel ha-bat 
shelahem. 
They're celebrating their daughter's 
birthday party.

 ���	��� �
�� ���� ����.

The thirsty dog is drinking from the pool.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ������
Mesibat ha-huledet is a smichut that means "birthday party." The first word is ����� 
(mesibah), meaning "party" or "banquet," and the last letter has been changed from �- (heh) 
to �- to modify it for the smichut. The second word in this smichut is ���	� 
	�, and this means 
"day of birth." Another smichut that uses ����� (mesibah) is 
���	�� ����� (mesibat itona'im), 
and this is what we call a "press conference" in Hebrew. 

 �����
Le-khasot means to "cover," "coat," "veil," or "hide." This can mean to physically cover 
something, like when religious women cover their heads. This would be ���� �� �	���. It can 
also be used in a in a manner like this: �	��	�� �� �	���, meaning "to cover the expenses." 
Other expressions that use this verb are: 
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1. "le-khasot alav) - "to cover him up) 	�� �	���

  ��	��
Li-d'og means "to worry," "to care," or "to be anxious." The difference between the meanings 
can be determined by the preposition used after the verb. For the meanings of "worry" and 
"being anxious," the preposition � (al) follows the verb. For "taking care of," the preposition -� 
follows the verb. Here are some examples of how this verb can be used: 

Anxious: ��	� �	�� �	� �� ��� � ��	� �	�. (Hu do'eg al abba ki hu me'od �oleh) - "He's 
anxious about Dad because he's really sick." 

Take Care: 
	� �� ��	� 	� ���� �	� .���� ��	� �	�. (Hu do'eg le-abba. Hu mav'i lo okhel kol 
yom) - "He's taking care of Dad. He brings him food every day." 

Worry: 
�� ����� ��	� �� �	�� ��� � ��	� �	�. (Hu do'eg al abba she-hu lo shoteh mas'pik 
mayim) - "He worries about Dad-that he isn't drinking enough water." 

This verb is used in the expression "don't worry!" and that is ���� ��! (al tida'ag). 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  the  Verb G roup Huf' a l . 
 ? 
���� ��	 ��� 

 Le-mata ' i  atah  muz 'man?  
"When  are  you  invi ted?"

 

In this lesson, we are studying the verb group Huf'al. Huf'al is a verb group made up of 
passive verbs. These verbs are the passive forms of verbs found in the Hif'il verb group. Huf'al 
verbs only have a past, present, and future form. Huf'al verbs are characterized by the - 	� (mu-
) preceding the root in the present tense, the - 	� (hu-) preceding the root in the past tense, and 
the '	 (u) that follows the pronoun prefix in the future. All huf'al verbs have a Hif'il counterpart, 
but the opposite is not true. There are hif'il verbs that don't have a passive counterpart. 

In the sample sentence, the verb is ���	� (muz'man), meaning "be invited." This is the passive 
form of the verb ������ (le-haz'min), meaning "to invite." The verb changed quite a bit between 
the passive and the active. The vowel patterns are different, and the feminine singular forms 
have two different endings. Here are the present tense conjugations for ���	� (huz'man): 

Hebrew

Vowel le

d

Transl i te

ration Hebrew

Vowel le

d

Transl i te

ration
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Masculine ���	� ��� �� 	� � muz'man 
����	� 
��� �� �� 	� �
muz'mani
m

Feminine ����	� ��� �� �� 	� �
muz'men
et �	���	� �	� ��� �� 	� �

muz'man
ot

As with other verbs in the passive, the preposition ��� � (al yade'i) or "by" follows the verb 
when indicating who is doing the action. This was not in the sample sentence from the 
dialogue because the person that did the action of inviting Dan was stated in the first sentence 
and didn't need to be repeated. 

 Changing  from  Hif' i l  to  Huf' a l
 
 

 .���� 
	�� �	�� ���	� ���

Ani muz'man la-vo be-yom  shishi.  

"I'm invited to come on Friday." 

Let's look at another sample sentence from the dialogue to see the difference between an 
active and a passive sentence with Hif'il and Huf'al. Above is the passive sentence using the 
verb ���	� (huz'man) in the present tense. We start out with the object, ��� (ani) or "I." This is 
Dan who is speaking in first person. Next is the verb ���	� (muz'man), and it agrees with "I" 
using the masculine singular since Dan is one person, and he is speaking only for himself. 
Dan adds another verb �	�� (la-vo), or "to come," after the verb in the passive. There is no 
agent of the action in this sentence since it was mentioned in earlier sentences and doesn't 
need to be repeated. The rest of the sentence is the rest of the information that Dan needs to 
give to his mother ��� 
	�� (be-yom  shishi) meaning "on Friday." If you wanted to include the 
agent of action in this sentence, it would look like this: 

 .���� 
	�� �	�� ��� ��� � ���	� ���

Ani muz'man al yade'i evan la-vo be-yom  shishi.  

"I'm invited by Evan to come on Friday." 

Here is the active version of the sentence: 

 .���� 
	�� �	�� ��	� ����� ���
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Evan maz'min oti la-vo be-yom  shishi.  

"Evan is inviting me to come on Friday." 

In the active sentence, we begin with the one doing the action, or Evan. The subject is 
followed by the verb in the Hif'il verb group, ����� (maz'min). The verb is followed by the direct 
object, which is "me" or ��	� (oti). In Hebrew, this is a case where you need to include �� 
before the direct object. It is combined with the pronoun suffix for "me" and becomes ��	�. 
Note: It's very common for the agent of action to be dropped from Huf'al sentences 

Exam ples of transi tion  from  Hif' i l  to  Huf' a l  in  the  past and  fu ture  tenses: 

Past 

Hif'il:  

 .����� �� ����� �����

Ha-menahel hikh'tiv et ha-mikh'tav. 

"The manager dictated the letter." 

Huf'al: 

 ..����� ��� � ���	� �����

Ha-mikh'tav hukh'tav al yade'i ha-menahel. 

"The letter was dictated by the manager." 

Future  

Hif'il: 

 ������ � ����� �����.

Ha-menahel ye�'lit al ha-tak'tziv. 

"The manager will decide on the budget." 

Huf'al: 

 ..����� ��� � ���	� ������

Ha-tak'tziv yu�'lat al yade'i ha-menahel.  
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"The budget will be decided by the manager." 

Exam ples from  the  dia logue: 

 ?����� ��� ����
 Le-mata'i atah muz'man? 

"When are you invited?" 

 .���� 
	�� �	�� ���	� ���

Ani muz'man la-vo be-yom  shishi. 

"I'm invited to come on Friday." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Beating  the  Heat in  Israe l

 

Israel can get very hot in the summer. One of the ways people like to cool off is by going to 
their local pool. Most cities in Israel have a few different pools to choose from. Most have lap 
pools, an indoor pool for winter, and a shallower pool for children. Outside of the big cities, 
many of the small communities have outdoor pools for the summer. These pools usually 
have a large pool and a smaller wading pool for children. They also have picnic areas for 
families to come and eat. Most pools have season passes for residents and day passes for 
those who only want to come for the day. Private pools were very rare until recently. They are 
becoming more and more popular with tens of thousands of them scattered around the 
country. 
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HEBREW

?���� ����� ��� 	
���� �� ���� :��� .1

.?��� ����� ���� ��� .���� ����� ,�� :���� .2

?��� 
��� �� ��� �� .�� :��� .3

.������� ���� �� 
��� �� ����� ��� ,��� �� :���� .4

.� ����� �� �� ���� �� ��� ?�������� �� 
��� �� ��� �� ,�� :��� .5

..��� ���� ���, ���� �� ������ �� ������ ����� ������� :���� .6

. !���� :��� .7

. .�� ���� ���	 ����� �
��� ��� .�� �� ���� ��� :���� .8

.���� ����� ��� :��� .9

ENGLISH

1. GADI: Did you bring your project home, Liel?

2. LIEL: Yes. I brought it. Do you want to see it, Dad?

3. GADI: Yes, who wrote this part?

4. LIEL: Not me, I wrote the part on the grizzly bears.

5. GADI: Nice, who wrote the part about the dolphins? I don't understand 
what's written here.

CONT'D OVER
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6. LIEL: Dolphins are getting caught in fishermen's nets all the time, and 
they're dying from it.

7. GADI: Sad.

8. LIEL: Rachel wrote that. She stopped eating tuna because of it.

9. GADI: I can understand her.

ROMANIZATION

1. GADI: Hevet et haproyeckt shalch habaita, Liel?

2. LIEL: Ken, heveti oto. Ata rotse lirot, aba?

3. GADI: Ken. Mi katav et hacholeck haze?

4. LIEL: Lo ani. Ani katavti  et hachelek al dubei hagrizli.

5. GADI: Yeffe, mi katav et hahelek al hafolfinim? Ani lo mevin et ma 
shekatuv po.

6. LIEL: Dolfinim nitfasim bareshatot shel hadayagim kol hazman vehem 
metim mize.

7. GADI: Atsuv!

8. LIEL: Rachel katva et ze. Hi hefsika leechol Tuna biglal ze.

9. GADI: Efshar lehavin ota.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� lehitafes to be caught verb

���� dayag fisherman noun masculine

��� reshet net noun feminine


���� lehafsik to stop verb

	
��� proyeckt project noun masculine


�� helek part noun masculine

������ ��� dov grizli grizzly bear noun masculine

����� dol'fin dolphin noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.��	��� ��� �� ��� �������
Ha-avari’an nit’fas al yade’i ha-mish’terah. 
The criminal was caught by the police.

.���� ���� �� �� �����
Ha-dayeg lo tafas dagim ha-yom. 
The fisherman didn’t catch fish today.

.���� ���� ����
Tafas’ti dagim be-reshet. 
I caught fish in a net.

.���� 
��� ��� ����
Ha-ba’al sheli maf’s ik le-ashen. 
My husband is quitting smoking.

.����� ���� ���� 	
��� ��� ��
Yesh lanu pro’yekt b’niyah ba-bayit akh’shav. 
We have a building project at home right 
now.

?������ �� ���� 
��� ���
Mata’i ha-�elek ha-shani shel ha-tokh’nit? 
When is the second part of the program?

.����� ���� ������ ����
Dube’i griz ’l i �ayim be-harim. 
Grizzly bears live in the mountains.

�����
��� ���� ������.
ha-dolphin socheh ba-ok'yanos. 
The dolphin is swimming in the ocean.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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  �������
Pro'yekt is a "project" or an "enterprise." This is an example or a word in Hebrew that has been 
taken from English. It's often used in the name of organizations in Israel or in the title of 
special projects. Other than that, it is used just like the English word. 

  ���
The word reshet means "net," "screen," or "grid." This can be used as a net, like it was used in 
the dialogue. Or it can be used with mosquito netting. It is also the screen that goes in the 
window that keeps out the bugs. ��� also means "network" in Hebrew, and this is used in a 
few different circumstances. The first is with networks on television or radio. One of the main 
TV networks in Israel is called Reshet. Many radio stations in Israel are called reshet with 
different alphabet letters to tell you which station it is, like � ���' which is a radio station that 
plays only Israeli music. The second way we use ��� as "network" is with "store chains" or 
networks, which are called ������ ��� (reshet �anuyot). The third way is with a computer 
network. 

  ��	�
�
Le-haf'sik means "to stop," "cease," "pause," or "quit." In Hebrew, when someone wants to tell 
you to stop something they say 	�
�� or "stop!" This verb is from the verb group Hif'il, so it 
carries the extra meaning of an external force causing the subject to stop. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Irregular  hi f' i l  Verbs  
 
� ���� 
� �� ���� �� ��� 

 Ani  lo  mevin  et mah  she- katuv  po. 
 "I don' t understand  what' s  wri tten  here." 
 

In Hebrew, most irregular verbs are irregular because they have "weak" letters that change to 
other letters, are taken over by vowels, or are dropped completely. In the Hif'il verb group, 
these "weak letters" are often dropped completely, and only two root letters appear in the verb 
conjugations. In this lesson, we are looking at two of these Hif'il verbs. 

The first we will look at is ���� (le-ha'vin) or "to understand." The root of ���� is '�' �' � (bet, 
yod, nun) and the '� (yod) is the "weak" letter that is dropped from many of the verb 
conjugations. In the case of ���� (le-ha'vin) the '� (yod) present in the conjugations represents 
both the '� (yod) present in the conjugations of the verb group and the '� of the root. 

In the sample sentence, ���� (le-ha'vin) is in the present tense and it agrees with ��� (ani) in 
the masculine singular since it is Gadi who is speaking. Since there is one less letter in the 
conjugations of ���� (le-ha'vin), the vowel patterns are somewhat different than the normal 
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conjugations of Hif'il verbs. Here are the present tense conjugations of ���� (le-ha'vin): 

Hebrew

Vowel le

d

Transl i te

ration Hebrew

Vowel le

d

Transl i te

ration

Masculine ��� ��� �� mevin ������ ���� ��� �� mevinim

Feminine ����� ��� ��� �� mevinah ������ ��� ���� �� mevinot

Examples of ���� in the past, present, and future: 

 .���
� ��� ���

Hu me'vin yapanit. 

"He understands Japanese." 

 .�
�� �� ��� ���

Hu he'vin et ha-sefer. 

"He understood the book." 

 .������ ���� ���� ��� ���

Hu ye'vin yoter a�are'i ha-shi'ur.  

"He will understand more after the lesson." 

 �����

 ?���� ����� ��� �	���
� �� ����

He've't et ha-proyekt shelakh ha-bayitah li'el? 

"Did you bring your project home, Liel?" 

The dialogue also contains another Hif'il verb with a similar construction, and this verb is 
����� (le-ha'vi) or "to bring." This verb has two letters in its root which make its constructions 
irregular. The root letters of the verb ����� (le-ha'vi) are '� (bet), '� (vav) and '� (aleph). The vav 
in the middle position is not included in Hif'il conjugations, so only two letters are seen in the 
conjugation, '� (bet) and '�. This is like what we saw with the verb ���� (le-ha'vin). The '� 
(aleph) as the last letter of the root is also problematic. Aleph is a letter that sometimes acts as 
a consonant in some conjugations and in others it is silent. For instance, the aleph is silent at 
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the end of the infinitive in ����� (le-ha'vi) but acts as a consonant in the feminine singular in 
the present tense as ����� (mevi'ah). Let's look at conjugations of ����� (le-ha'vi) in the past, 
present, and future. 

 .���� ����� �� ����� ��

Hem  hi'vi'u et ha-ugah ha-zot. 

"They brought this cake." 

 .���� ��� �� ������ ��

Hem  mavi'im  et ima itam. 

"They are bringing Mom with them." 

 .��� ����� �� ����� ��

Hem  yevi'u et ha-oto ma�ar. 

"They will bring the car tomorrow." 

Exam ples from  th is  dia logue: 

 ?���� ����� ��� �	���
� �� ����

He've't et ha-proyekt shelakh ha-bayitah li'el? 

"Did you bring your project home, Liel?" 

 .���� ����� ,�

Ken, heveti oto. 

"Yes, I brought it." 

 �
 ����� �� �� ��� �� ���

Ani lo mevin et mah she-katuv po.  

"I don't understand what's written here." 

 .���� ���� ��
�

Ef'shar le-ha'vin otah. 
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"I can understand her." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Envi ronm enta l  Issues  in  Israe l

 

Israel is a very crowded country, and because of this Israelis are very concerned about nature 
and wildlife preservation. One place where this is seen is in the Hula valley. The area is a 
natural marshland and was drained in the 1950s because there was a malaria problem and 
they wanted to use the land for farmland. At the time, they didn't realize that they were 
causing a lot of harm to wildlife by doing this. They caused the extinction of two different fish 
only found in the Hula lake. One particular frog was also thought to be extinct, but was found 
again in 2011. The draining also caused other problems like spontaneous peat fires and the 
soil blowing away from the strong winds of the valley. In the 1990s, part of the area flooded 
again after heavy rains fell in Israel and it was decided that the flooded area could stay 
flooded. It is now a national park and wildlife refuge. The Hula Valley is now an important 
stopover place for birds migrating from Europe to Africa every year. 
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HEBREW

!��� ��-�� ��� 	��� �
��� 	� !�	�� ����� (
���� ������) :��� .1

.����� ����	 
���� 
��� 	�� ,�� :����� .2

.����� �	 :��� .3

.������ ����� ���� �� ��� ��	 :����� .4

.����� �� �� 
���� 
	 ��� :��� .5

.��	� ��� �� 	�� ,�� ����� ��� 	�� :����� .6

.����� ��� ����� 	�� ,�� :��� .7

.�� 
	 ��	��� ����� ��� ��'�� �� ��	 :����� .8

!��� ��� ,��� ����� 
���
 
	 ����� 	�� ,��� :��� .9

ENGLISH

1. GADI: (Classical music playing) Wonderful concert! I didn't know that she 
sings so beautifully!

2. MA'AYAN: Yes, she's tremendously capable at singing.

3. GADI: I agree.

4. MA'AYAN: But she's lacking something in the lower tones.

5. GADI: And what did you think about the violin player?

CONT'D OVER
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6. MA'AYAN: He's very experienced, he's also very good.

7. GADI: Yes, he performs all over the world.

8. MA'AYAN: But the cello player is lacking experience, and you can see it.

9. GADI: True, he missed the beginning of his solo, it's really a pity!

ROMANIZATION

1. GADI: (Muzika klasit) Hofaa niflaa! Lo yadati shehi shara kol-kach yaffe.

2. MAAYAN: Ken, hi baalat yecholet adira beshira.

3. GADI: Ani maskim.

4. MAAYAN: Aval chaser la mashehu batonim hanemuchim.

5. GADI: Vema at choshevet al nagan hakinor?

6. MAAYAN: Hu baal nisayon rav, hu gam tov meod.

7. GADI: Ken, hu mofia bechol haolam.

8. MAAYAN: Aval nagan hachelo hasar nisayon veroiim at ze.

9. GADI: Nachon, Hu fisfes et tchilat hasolo shelo, mamash haval.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender
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	�� nifla wonderful adjective

��� baal having
used in forming 
construct states

��� hasar lacking
used in forming 
construct states


���� yecholet ability noun feminine

���	 adir tremendous adjective

������ lehaskim to agree verb

����� nisayon experience noun masculine

  ������ le-hofi’a to appear verb

�� nagan player (music) noun masculine

����� le-fes’fes to miss Verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 .����� ��� 
��� 	��

She has sense of humor.

.��� ��� 	��
Hu �asar takt. 
He’s lacking tact.

.���� ����� 
���� �� ��
Yesh lah yekholet l ir’kod he’itev. 
She has the ability to dance well.

.���	 �� ���
Ha-nof po adir. 
The view here is tremendous.

.���� ���	 ���� ������� ��
Hem mas’kimim le-vashel okhel le-ma�ar. 
They agree to cook food for tomorrow.

?��� ������ ��
Mah ha-nisayon shel’kha? 
What’s your (work) experience?
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.����� �� ����
Dror nagen gitarah. 
Dror is a guitar player.

 ��� �� �
��� 	�� ,	
�� 
	 �
�����
.
��� ���

Fis’fas’tem et saf’ta, hi hay’tah po lif’ne’i kamah 
dakot. 
You missed Grandma, she was here a 
few minutes ago.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ����
Nifla is an adjective meaning "wonderful" or "marvelous." A word that is related to this 
adjective is ��� (pel'e), and it is a noun meaning "wonder" or "miracle." 

  �����
Yekholet is the noun for "ability" or "capability." It's a verbal noun derived from the modal verb 
���� (yekhol). ����� (yekholet) is usually used with �� (yesh) or 	�� (e'in) because you usually 
talk about having or not having an ability. It is usually followed by a verb in the infinitive. One 
example is  

����� ����� �� �� (yesh lah yekholet le-hit'moded), meaning "She has the 
ability to cope." Another example is 
��� ����� �� 	�� (E'in lo yekholet le-hitmoded) or "He 
doesn't have the ability to dance." 

  	���
�
Le-hofi'a means "to appear" or "to show up." This verb can be used in a few different ways. 
You can use it for someone who appears on stage for a performance:  �� ������ ������ 	���
��� �
�� (Sharon mofi'ah be-hofa'ah im  gidi gov) "Sharon is appearing in a concert with Gidi 
Gov." ������ (le-hofi'a) can also be used to talk about someone who suddenly or 
unexpectedly shows up, like ������ ����� ����� ��� (hu mofi'a et'mol ba-mesibah) "He 
showed up yesterday at the party." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Using  the  Words  "having" and  "lacking" in  a  
Construct State    

 .
��� 
���� ����� ��	 ��
 
 Hi  ba' a la t yekholet adi rah  be- sh i ra . 
 "She ' s  trem endously  capable  at sing ing." 
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The words ��� (ba'al) and ��� (�aser) can be used in a ������ (smichut), or a construct state, 
to convey the meaning of having or lacking something when they are combined with another 
noun. ��� (ba'al) gives the meaning of having something and ��� (�aser) conveys the 
meaning of lacking something. In the present tense, there is no verb included in the 
sentences containing these words in a construct state. 

In the sample sentence from the dialogue, Ma'ayan talked about how the singer is 
tremendously capable, and for this she used the phrase ���
� ����� ���� (ba'alat yekholet 
adirah). The words ��� (ba'al) and ��� (�aser) must agree with the subject, whoever you are 
aiming to describe. In the sample sentence, Ma'ayan is describing the singer, who is a 
woman, so she uses ����. These words have the same endings as the first words in a 
construct state or ������ (smichut). Here are the different endings for ��� (ba'al) and ��� 
(�aser) used in a construct state:  

 ���

 Hebrew

Transl i teratio

n Hebrew

Transl i teratio

n

Masculine ��� ba'al ���� ba'ale'i

Feminine ���� ba'alat ����� ba'alot

 ���

 Hebrew

Transl i teratio

n Hebrew

Transl i teratio

n

Masculine ��� �aser ���� �as're'i

Feminine ���� �aserat ����� �aserot

The second word in the phrase is whatever helps complete the phrase. In the case of the 
example sentence, the second word of the phrase is ����� (yekholet) or "ability." The last word 
in the phrase is ���
� (adirah) or "tremendous," which is an adjective describing the singer's 
ability. The adjective is in agreement with ���� (ba'alat), the second word of the phrase, 
�����.  

 	����� ��� ��'� 	���

Ha-nagan cello �aser nisayon.   
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"The cello player is lacking experience." 

Later in the conversation Ma'ayan uses the phrase 	���� ��� (�aser nisayon) meaning "lacking 
experience" or "inexperienced." ��� (�aser) agrees with 	�� (negan), which is masculine 
singular.  

Another example from this lesson: 

 .�� 	����� ��� ���

Hu ba'al nisayon rav. 

"He is very experienced." 

Further examples:  

 .���� 	����� ��� 
���

Ha-yeled ba'al bita�on atz'mi. 

"The boy is self assured." 

 .���� 	����� ���� �
���

Ha-yal'dah ba'alat bita�on atz'mi. 

"The girl is self-assured." 

 .����� ���� �������

Ha-po'alim  �as're'i has'kalah. 

"The workers are uneducated." 

 .����� ����� �����

Ha-nashim  ba'alot hash'pa'ah. 

"The women are influential."  

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Classica l  Music in  Israe l
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Classical music is very popular in Israel. Israel has a few major music schools for classical 
musicians and vocalists. There are also many orchestras and vocal groups all over the 
country performing a classical repertoire. We have a dedicated classical music radio station 
that broadcasts both local concerts and classical music recordings. There is one opera in 
Israel, based in Tel Aviv, that houses both Israeli musicians and international musicians. 
Classical music festivals are also popular in Israel. One festival in particular is extremely 
popular, and that is The Abu-Gosh festival that occurs twice a year. This is a festival for vocal 
music and thousands of people from around the country come to hear local vocal groups 
perform.  
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HEBREW

?���� ��� �� ,�	 :
��
 .1

?���� �
 �� .
��	� ���� ��� :�	 .2

.������ 	�� 

� ,
��	� ���
 
��� �
 ���� �
 ��� ����� :
��
 .3

.������ ����� ��
 ���� ����� ���
 ���� ��� .����� �
 ��� 
�� :�	 .4

.������ ���
 ����� ���� ?���� ��� �� 

� :
��
 .5

.�� ��� �
�� ������ ������� �� ,���
�� �
 �� ,
��
 �
 :�	 .6

.�
� ������� 

� �� ,�
� 	�� ��� ��� �� .�	 ��� :
��
 .7

.�	�� ,��� :�	 .8

ENGLISH

1. LIEL: Dan, what are you doing?

2. DAN: I'm playing soccer. Don't you see?

3. LIEL: The doctor told you that you can't play soccer because of your 
broken hand.

4. DAN: But I don't have any pain. I have to because they don't have enough 
players.

5. LIEL: Because of that you're playing? I'll find someone to play in your 
place.

CONT'D OVER
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6. DAN: No Liel, you won't succeed because the good players are already 
here.

7. LIEL: Okay Dan. If you hurt your arm, it's because of your stubbornness.

8. DAN: Yes, okay.

ROMANIZATION

1. LIEL: Dan, ma ata ose?

2. DAN: Ani mesachek cadur-regel. At lo roaa?

3. LIEL: Vrofe amar lecha ahat,v lo yachol lesachek cadur-regel biglal 
hayad hashvura.

4. DAN: Aval ein li keevim. Ani hayav lesachek mekivan shein lahem 
maspik sachkanim.

5. LIEL: Biglal ze ata mesachek? Emtsa mishehu lesachek bimkomcha.

6. DAN: Lo, Liel, at lo tatslichi ki hasachkanim hatovim kulam kvar po.

7. LIEL: Tov, Dan. Im ata pogea bayad shelcha, ze biglal haakshanut 
sheklcha.

8. DAN: Tov, Beseder.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender
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...� ����� mekeivan she... because conjunction

����� bimkom instead of expression

��
��
 lehatsliach to succeed verb

���
 lifgoa to injure verb

������ akshanut stubbornness noun feminine

���� rofe doctor noun masculine



� biglal because conjunction

��� ke’ev pain noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ��� ,��� ���� ����� ���� �����
.��� 	���
 ������

Mikhevan she-atem rotz im har’beh kesef, atem 
tz ’rikhim la-avod kasheh. 
Since you want a lot of money, you need 
to work very hard.

.��� ����� ��	
 �
��� �
��
Hilah yekholah ledaber bim’kom sarah. 
Hila can talk instead of Sarah.

.������ ���� �� 	���
 ����
�� ����� ���
Rani ve-itz ’�ak matz’l i�im la’avod im ha-ra’ash 
mi-ha-b’niyah. 
Rani and Itzhak are succeeding to work 
with the construction noise.

.�� �� ���
Hu paga bi. 
He hurt me.

.�
� ������� 

� ������
Hit’garash’nu big’lal ha-ak’shanut shelah. 
We divorced because of her stubbornness.

.����	� ��� ���
 �
 ��� �����
Ha-rofe amar li laka�at sh’ne’i kadurim. 
The doctor told me to take two pills.
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.	��� ��� �����
ha-rofe haya nechmad. 
The doctor was nice.

 ��� 

� ���� ���
 ��
��� �
 �����
.����

Ana�’nu lo yekholim le-sa�ek ba-�utz big’lal ha-
geshem ha-�azak. 
We can’t play outside because of the 
heavy rain.

.
�� ��� �
 ��
yesh li keev ba-regel. 
I have pain in my leg.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  �����
Bi'kom  means "instead of" or "in lieu of." Broken down literally, it would mean "in the place." It 
can take pronoun suffixes like other conjunctions, or it can be followed by a noun. For 
example: 

 ������
(bim'komi) - "instead of me" 

 ������
(bim'komo) - "instead of him" 

 ������
(bim'komah) - "instead of her" 

 �� 	����
(bim'kom  Dan) - "instead of Dan" 

 	
�� 	����
(bim'kom  ha-geshem) - "instead of the rain" 

  ���	
�
Le'hatz'li'a� means "to succeed," "to make it," or "to prosper." It can be paired with another 
verb in the infinitive like ����� ������ (le-hatz'li'a� le-hit'gaber), which means "to succeed 
coping." When it carries the meaning of "prospering" or "making it," you can simply say  ���
����� (hu matz'li'a�), meaning "he's prospering" or "he's made it." 
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  ����
Lif'go'a is a pa'al verb meaning "to hurt," "to injure," or "to insult." This verb can be used for 
physical injuries or emotional injuries. For example: 

Physical: ���� ���� (pagati ba-regel) - "I injured my foot." 

Emotional: �� ��� ��� (hu paga bi) - "He hurt me." 

There are several expressions that use  .�- lif'go'a) is always followed by the preposition) �����
pega ve-bara�), which is "hit and run." This is when a car hit ) ���� ��� this verb. The first is

paga ba-k'vodo), meaning ) ������ ��� someone and then runs off. The second expression is
"to slight" or "to offend" someone. If you want to say that someone "hit a target," you would 

 .(paga ba-matarah) ����� ��� say

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Three  Different Ways  to  Say  "because" in  Hebrew. 
 . 
 ��� ���� �����
 ������
 �� , ����	� �� �� ,���� �� 

 Lo  Li ' e l ,  at lo  ta tz ' l i i ,  ki  ha- sa ' kanim  ha- tovim  k' var  po.  
 "No  Lie l ,  you  won' t succeed  because  the  good  players  are  al ready  here." 
 

 ��
(ki )  
 The most basic way to say "because" in Hebrew is �� (ki). The word �� (ki) separates two 
complete clauses. Each clause could stand on its own as an independent sentence. With �� 
(ki), the order of the sentence does matter. �� (ki) separates the two clauses in the middle, 
with the second clause explaining the first. 

In the sample sentence, Dan says to Ma'ayan ����� �� � (at lo tatz'li�i) or "you won't 
succeed" and then �� (ki) for "because" and then the explanation of why,  ��� 	����� 	����
� ��
�� (ki ha-sa�'kanim  ha-tovim  k'var po) or "because the good players are already here." 

Additional example with �� (ki): 

 .���� ��� �� ���� ��� �� �� ���

Hu lo ba le-be'it ha-sefer ki hu �oleh. 

"He's not coming to school because he's sick." 

 (big ' la l )   ����
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Here's an example: 

 .����
� ��� ���� ,������ ��
� ���� �� ��
 �� ��� �����

Ha-rofe amar le-kha she-atah lo yekhol le-sa�ek kaduregel, big'lal ha-yad ha-sh'vurah. 
 "The doctor told you that you can't play soccer because of your broken hand." 

A second way to say "because" in Hebrew is with the word ���� (big'lal). ���� (big'lal) is not 
used in the same way as �� (ki). ���� (big'lal) is used before a noun when you want to say 
"because of something." 

In the sample sentence, Li'el wants to explain to Dan why the Doctor told him that he couldn't 
play soccer, so she adds ����
� ��� ���� (big'lal ha-yad ha-sh'vurah) at the end of the 
sentence. This means "because of your broken hand." 

In English, you would use the same word, "because," for these two different situations. In 
Hebrew, this is not possible. �� (ki) is used in the first situation and ���� (big'lal) is used when 
a noun or noun phrase follows the word "because." 

Israelis often use the phrase 
 ���� (big'lal she-) when separating two clauses with "because." 
This is grammatically wrong, so watch out for this. 

Other examples of ���� (big'lal) from the dialogue: 

 ?��
� �� �� ����

Big'lal zeh atah mesa�ek? 

"Because of that you are playing?" 

 .��
 ��
��� ���� �� ,��
 ��� ���� �� 	�

Im  atah poge'a ba-yad shel'kha, zeh big'lal ha-akh'shanut shel'kha. 

"If you hurt your arm, it's because of your stubbornness." 

Additional example with ����: 

 .����� ���� ���� ��� �� �� ���

Hu lo be le-be'it ha-sefer big'lal ha-ma�alah. 

"He's not coming to school because of the sickness." 

 ...� �����
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(m ikhevan  she- )  

Here's an example: 

 	����
 ����� 	�� ���
 ����� ��
� ���� ���

Ani �ayav le-sa�ek mekhevan she-ein le-hem  mas'pik sa�'kanim. 

"I have to play because they don't have enough players." 

A third way to say "because" in Hebrew is with 
 ����� (mikhevan she-). 
 ����� (mikhevan she-
) is used like �� (ki). It separates two clauses and also carries the meaning of "since." This 
conjunction is used more in literature, but can be heard and used in day-to-day conversation 
as well. 

In the sample sentence from the dialogue, Dan explains that he has to play because they 
don't have enough players. The two clauses are separated by 
 ����� (mikhevan she-). Notice 
that 
 is prefixed and is attached to the first word of the second clause. 

One difference between �� and 
 ����� is that 
 ����� can lead a sentence and �� cannot. 

Additional example with 
 �����: 

 .���� ���
 ����� ���� ��� �� �� ���

Hu lo ba le-be'it ha-sefer mikhevan she-hu �oleh. 

"He's not coming to school because he's sick." 

Also: "He's not coming to school since he's sick." 

With 
 ����� leading the sentence: 

 .���� ��� �� �� ��� ,���� ���
 �����

Mikhevan she-hu �oleh, hu lo ba le-be'it ha-sefer. 

"Since he's sick, he's not coming to school." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The  Israe l i  School  
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System

 

Israeli schools are divided into three levels: the primary level (1-6), the middle school level 
(7-9), and the high school level (10-12). The schools in Israel are divided into four different 
types: state schools, state-religious schools, ultra-orthodox schools, and Arab schools. Most 
Israeli pupils go to state schools. State-religious schools are schools where Jewish religion is 
taught and there is an emphasis on tradition and religious observance. Ultra-orthodox 
schools, or Haredi school, are schools where students are required to observe religious 
customs and rules. Arab schools are conducted in Arabic. In elementary school, pupils study 
until one o'clock every day. In middle school and secondary school, these hours may be 
longer. Israeli pupils study six days a week, from Sunday to Friday. One big difference 
between Israeli schools and North American schools is that Israeli schools aren't the main 
source of social activities for Israeli children and youth to spend their time. Team sports are 
not based in schools and school dances are a very rare thing in Israeli high schools. 
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HEBREW

?������� ��	 �
	
� �	� �	�� ���� ����	 	�� ,�� :��	� .1

?����� �� 	� �� .�� ,�� :	�
 .2

.	�� ������ ��� �� :��	� .3

.��� ��� ���� ��� �	� 	� ����� ����� 	��� ,��� :	�
 .4

?�	��� 	� ���	 ��� .�� ,�� :��	� .5

.��� 	�� ,� ������ ��	� ,�
 	�	
 ,��	�� :	�
 .6

.�� ,�	��� �� �	���� �� .����� ���� 	��� ��� :��	� .7

.���� �	�� �� ���� 	�� ,�	�	�� ���	 �	��� �	��� �
 �	 �� :	�
 .8

.��	� �	�	� �	�	�� �	��� �	 ,�� ���� �	��� �� 	��� :��	� .9

ENGLISH

1. LIEL: Dad, can I go into town for the Independence Day celebrations?

2. GADI: Yes, of course. Who are you going with?

3. LIEL: With a couple of my friends.

4. GADI: Okay, it's a good idea for you to go early because there isn't a lot of 
room close to the stage.

5. LIEL: Yes, Dad, do you know who's performing?

CONT'D OVER
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6. GADI: Meshina, Gidi Gov, Rita, and Nimrod Lev, I think.

7. LIEL: It's really worthwhile to go early. All the singers are old, Dad.

8. GADI: Of course there are other younger singers, I'm simply not familiar 
with them.

9. LIEL: It's a good idea for you to get to know them, Abba, there are good 
younger singers today.

ROMANIZATION

1. LIEL: Abba, Ani yechola lalechet lair bishvil chagigat Yom Haatsmaut?

2. GADI: Ken, Betach. Im mi at holechet?

3. LIEL: Im kama chaverot sheli.

4. GADI: Beseder, kedai shetelchu mukdam ki ein harbe makom karov 
labama.

5. LIEL: Ken, Abba. Ata yodea mi mofia?

6. GADI: Mashina, Giddi Gov, Rita veNimrod Lev, ani choshev.

7. LIEL: Beemet kedai lalechet mukdam, Kol hazamarim hem zkenim, 
Abba!

8. GADI: Betch yesh gam zamarim yoter tzeirim, ani pashut lo mekir otam.

9. LIEL: Kedai lecha lehakir Abba, yesh zamarim tzeirim veyafim hayom.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�
	
� hagiga celebration noun feminine

������� ��	 Yom Haatsmaut
Independence 

Day noun masculine

��� cama how much adverb general

...� 	��� kedai she... It is worthwhile... adjective

����� mukdam early adverb

���� makom place noun Masculine

�� bamma stage noun feminine

��� zaken old adjective

��� zamar singer noun masculine

�	��� le-hakir to get to know verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.��	� ���� �	�� ��� �	
Yesh lanu �agigah ba-avodah ha-yom. 
We have a celebration at work today.

.������� ��	 ��� �� �	��� ��
Hem osim al ha-esh be-yom ha-atz ’ma’ut. 
They're doing a barbecue on 
Independence Day.

?�� �	 ��� ���
cama kesef yesh lecha? 
How much money do you have? (male 
listener)

?�� �	 ��� ���
cama zman yesh lecha? 
How much time do you have?

.��	��	��� ���	 �� 	���
Kida’i she-ben yil ’mad ba-universitah. 
It’s worthwhile for Ben to study in 
University.

.�� ����� � ����
Ha-kablan ba muk’dam ba-boker. 
The contractor is coming early in the 
morning.
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?��	� 	�� ����� ��	�
Eifo ha-makom sheli ba-kitah? 
Where is my place in the classroom?

.��� �� ����� 	�� �����
Ha-nekh’dah sheli rokedet al ha-bamah. 
My granddaughter is dancing on the stage.

.��� � ��� ,���� ��� ���� �� ��
Saba shel na’ama zaken me’od ki hu ben me’ah. 
Na'ama's grandfather is very old because 
he's one hundred.

 �	� ��� �����.

The singer is singing a song.

.���� �	��� ��� 	��
ani sameach lehakir otcha. 
I am happy to get to know you. (male speaker to male listener)

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  �����
A �agigah is a "celebration" or a "festival." This word is often used in a smichut with other 
nouns to talk about different types of celebrations. For example, a ����� �� ��	�
 (�agigat bar 
mitzvah) is a Bar Mitzvah celebration. A ������	 ��	�
 (�agigat yomuledet) is a birthday 
celebration. A 	��� ��	 ��	�
 (�agigat yom  nesu'in) is an anniversary celebration. 

  ����
Makom  means "place," "room," "space," or "spot." This word is used in many different 
situations in Hebrew. 

Space: ���	��� ���� �� �	? (Yesh lekha makom  bish'vilenu?) - "Do you have space for us?" 

Spot: ��	� �� ����� ��. (zeh ha-makom  shel rina) - "That's Rina's spot." 

Place: ��	 ���� ��! (zeh makom  yafeh!) - "This is a nice place." 

As you can see from these sentences, in English we use three different words. In Hebrew, 
you can use ���� for all three. There are a few special expressions that use this word. The first 
is ���� ���� (makom  le-safek), meaning "room for doubt." The second is ���� ���� (makom  
shamur) or a "reserved place." 

  	�
��
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The verb �	��� (le-hakir) is an irregular verb in the hif'il verb group. It's one of the verbs that 
drops one letter in the hif'il conjugations. The root is ��� and it means "to recognize," "to 
know," or "to acknowledge." One expression that uses this verb is ���� �	��� (le-hakir tovah) 
or ���� �	��� (le-hakir todah), and this means "to be grateful." When you want to introduce 
someone you can say �	��� ����� (bivadeshah le-hakir), and then the person's name. This 
means "may I introduce" or, literally, "please know..." To say that someone "knows his place" 
you would say ����� �� �	�� ��� (hu makir et makomo). 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Using  ��
 (kida ' i )  in  a  Sentence   
 .���� �
��� ��


 Kida ' i  she- ti l ' khu  muk'dam . 
 "It' s  a  good  idea  for  you  to  go  early."

 

 � 	���
+ subject + verb in  fu ture  tense  

The word 	��� (kida'i) means "it is worthwhile" or "it's a good idea." There are three different 
ways to incorporate it into a sentence in Hebrew. The first appears in the above sample 
sentence from the dialogue. Gadi begins with the words � 	��� meaning "it's a good idea 
that." The -� connects this first word to the rest of the sentence, which is comprised of a 
subject and a verb in the future tense. The second part of the sentence is ����� ���� (til'khu 
muk'dam) or "you will go early." So, the general pattern is: � 	��� + [subject and verb in the 
future tense]. 

Additional example: 

 .�	���� ���	 ���	� 	���

Kida'i she-yonatan yil'mad anglit. 

"It's worthwhile for Jonathan to learn English." 

 ��

+ in fin i tive  

 .����� ���� 	��� ����

Be-emet kida'i la-lekhet muk'dam.  
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"It's really worthwhile to go early." 

The second way to use 	��� is to use it with an infinitive. In this case, 	��� is followed by an 
infinitive, and there is no number or gender verb agreement. This sentence is more general 
than the previous one. In the sample sentence from the dialogue, Li'el says ����� ���� 	��� 
(kida'i la-lekhet muk'dam), meaning "It's worthwhile (for anyone or everyone) to go early." 

Additional example: 

 .�	���� ����� 	���

Kida'i lil'mod anglit. 

"It's worthwhile to learn English." 

 ��

+ preposi tion  - � + in fin i tive  

 .���� �	��� �� 	���

Kida'i le-kha le-hakir otam.  

"It's a good idea for you to get to know them." 

You can make the previous example more specific by adding the preposition -� with a 
pronoun or noun before the infinitive. This directs the sentence toward someone, instead of 
making it general. In the sample sentence from the dialogue, Li'el could have said  �	��� 	���
���� (kida'i le-hakir otam) or "It's a good idea to get to know them," but instead she made the 
sentence more personal by saying ���� �	��� �� 	��� (kida'i lekha le-hakir otam), "It's a good 
idea for you to get to know them." 

Additional example: 

 .�	���� ����� ���	� 	���

Kidai le-yonatan lil'mod anglit. 

"It's worthwhile for Jonathan to learn English." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Celebrating  Israe l ' s  Independence
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Israeli Independence Day, or Yom  Ha-Atzma'ut, is a day with many celebrations. On the eve 
of the holiday, most cities and towns host an Independence Day event. Depending on the 
town, this event can include a parade, concerts, food, dancing, and fireworks. Towns will 
block off some of the areas of the town to make a place for a concert stage, inviting famous 
Israeli singers to come and sing. Sometimes, these concerts will also feature comedians and 
dancers. In smaller towns, the town will invite school children to perform with local singing 
and dance groups performing as well. Most towns end the night with fireworks. Traditional 
food at these events are hot corn and cotton candy. If you don't feel like going out to join the 
celebrations that night, you can watch the main celebration in Jerusalem on television. 
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HEBREW

.���� ������ 	� ��
� ���� :��� .1

.�
 ��� ���
 �� ����� ������ ��� ���� :����� .2

?���� ����� ������ :��� .3

.���� ��� ���� ���
 �� ��
� ���� ����� ��� ���� 	� :����� .4

.���� :��� .5

.	��� ���� 	�� ���� ��� �	� :����� .6

.����� ����� �� :��� .7

.���� ����� ��� ���� 	���
� �� �	� ��
 .���� :����� .8

ENGLISH

1. WORKER: Where should I put these flowers?

2. MA'AYAN: The white decoration flowers go on the wood table there.

3. WORKER: And these pink flowers?

4. MA'AYAN: And the pink decoration flowers you need to put on the food table 
next to the window.

5. WORKER: Okay.

6. MA'AYAN: Do you know where the nice wine glasses are?

CONT'D OVER
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7. WORKER: They're still in the box.

8. MA'AYAN: Okay. Put them on the food table next to the wine bottles.

ROMANIZATION

1. OVED: Eifo lasim et haprachim haele?

2. MAAYAN: Pirchei hanoy halevanim holchim al chulhan haets sham.

3. OVED: Vehaprachim havrudim haele?

4. MAAYAN: Veet pirchei hanoy havrudim tsarich lasim al chulhan leyad 
haovhel.

5. OVED: Besser.

6. MAAYAN: Ata yodea eifo kosot hayaiin hayaffot?

7. OVED: Hen Adain bakufsa.

8. MAAYAN: Beseder. Sim otam al chulhanot haochel leyad bakbukei hayaiin.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��� Leyad next to preposition

��
� la`sim to put verb

��� perakh flower noun masculine
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�� Noy decorative adjective

�� Ets tree, wood noun masculine

��� khalon window noun masculine

���� Kufsa box noun feminine

���� Bakbuk bottle noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.���� �
 ,�
���
Be-vakesha, shev le-yadi. 
Please, sit next to me.

 �� ��
 ������ 	� ��
� ��� �	�
?���
�

ata yakhol lasim et ha`matslema sheli al 
ha`shul`khan? 
Can you put my camera on the desk?

.���
� �� ���� 	� �
 ��
Hem samim et ha-kesef al ha-shul’�an. 
They put the money on the table.

��� �� ����� ��
� ��
hu mashke prakhim kol boker 
He waters flowers every morning.

.����� �� ���� �� ��
 ����
Ha-�aver sheli lo mevi’i l i  p’ra�im. 
My boyfriend doesn’t bring me flowers.

.��� ���
perach echad. 
One flower.

.��
 ���� �� ��� ����� ���
Ani tz ’rikhah tzema� noy la-salon sheli. 
I need a decorative plant for my living 
room.

.���� ���� ���� ���
Ein har’beh etz im ba-negev. 
There aren’t a lot of trees in the Negev.

 ���� 	� ���� ��� �	� .�� 	�� ����
?�
���

nihiya ktsat kar. ata yakhol l isgor et ha`khalom 
bevakasha? 
It's getting a bit cold. Could you close the 
window, please?

 �
��� ,���� 	� ���	.

Close the window, please.
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.���� ���� ��� 	���� ������ ����
Ana�’nu tz ’rikhim kuf’sa’ot kide’i la-avor dirah. 
We need boxes in order to move 
apartments.

 ����� ���� �
 ������ ��
��� ���� ��
.���

hem siymu khamishim bakbukim shel bira 
be`layla ekhad 
They finished fifty bottles of beer in one 
night.

.���� ��
 ����� 	� �	����
Mile’ti et ha-bakbuk sheli ha-boker. 
I filled up my bottle this morning.

!��� ����� �
��� ��� ��
Hoo kana chamisha bakbukei ya'yin 
He bought five bottles of wine!

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 �����
 Kuf'sah is a "box," "can," "tin," or "canister." This used for much of the packaged items that 
you find in the supermarket, so it's pretty universal. This word can be used in a few different 
smichuts. The first smichut is a "matchbox" and this is ������� ����	 (kuf'sat gaf'rurim). 
Another smichut that uses 
���	 (kuf'sat) is 	�� ����	 (kuf'sat tabak) or "snuffbox." The last 
smichut is ������� ����	 (kuf'sat sigari'ot) which is a "pack of cigarettes."  

  ���
Le-yad is a preposition that means "beside," "by," "about," or "at." Literally, it means "on 
hand." This preposition takes pronoun suffixes like other prepositions. For instance, ��� (le-
yadi) means "beside me," and ��� (le-yado) means "beside him." 

  	�
�
La-sim  is an irregular verb from the pa'al verb group. Conjugations in the past and present 
only use two of the root letters, '� (sin) and '� (mem). It means to "lay," "put," "place," or "set." 
There are several useful expressions that use this verb. One such expression is ���� �� �� (lo 
sam  alav), which is slang for "disregard him." Another expression we talked about in a 
previous lesson is �� ���� (la-sim  lev), and this means "to notice." Another slang expression 
is ���� �� ���� (la-sim  pas alav), which also means "disregard him." Literally translated, it 
means "to put a line on him."  

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  Adjective  Agreem ent with  Construct Nouns  (������
).  
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 .	
 ��� ����
 �� 	����� 	����� ���� ���� 
 P' ra e ' i  ha- no ' i  ha- levanim  hol ' kh im  al  shul ' an  ha- etz  sham .   
 "The  whi te  decoration  flowers  go  on  the  wood  table  there."

 

In Hebrew, a ������ (smichut) is a pair of nouns that are dependent on one another for their 
meaning. A smichut has special construction and vowel patterns. When adjectives modify 
one of the nouns in a smichut, that adjective must agree in number and gender to the noun it 
modifies. It will most often modify the first noun in the smichut, but there are also times where 
it will modify the second or third noun in the smichut. When both nouns are the same number 
and gender it may be confusing to figure out which noun the adjective modifies.  

In the sample sentence, Ma'ayan uses the smichut ���
 ���� (p'ra�e'i ha-no'i) meaning 
"decoration flowers." To specify which decoration flowers, she says �����
 ���
 ���� (p'ra�e'i 
ha-no'i ha-levanim). The adjective ����� agrees with the first noun in the smichut, ����� 
(pra�im). Just like with regular nouns, adjectives that modify nouns in a smichut with a 
definite article must also carry the definite article -
.  

 ?����
 ���
 ����� 
��� ��� 
��

Atah yode'a eifo kosot ha-ya'in ha-yafot.  

"Do you know where the nice wine glasses are?" 

Later in the dialogue, Ma'ayan asks her employee where the nice wine glasses are. She 
uses the smichut ���
 ����� (kosot ha-ya'in) and modifies it with the adjective ����
 (ha-yafot). 
Here again the adjective agrees in number and gender with the first noun in the smichut. It 
also carries the definite article -
 like the last noun in the smichut.   

When we want to talk about red wine glasses, the adjective will agree with the second noun 
in the smichut, ��� (ya'in) or "wine." The adjective would then be in the masculine singular 
instead of the feminine plural. The sentence would then look like this: 

 ?���
 ���
 ����� 
��� ��� 
��

Atah yode'a eifo kosot ha-ya'in ha-adom.   

"Do you know where the red wine glasses are?" 

Additional example from the dialogue: 

 .����
 �� ����
 ����� �� ���� ���� �����
 ���
 ���� ���
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Ve-et ha-pra�e'i ha-no'i ha-v'rudim  tz'rikh le-sim  al shul'�an ha-okhel le-yad ha-�alon.  

"And the pink decoration flowers you need to put on the food table next to the window." 
  
 Exam ples  of Adjective  Agreem ent with  Nouns  in  a  Construct State

 
 

1. Agreem ent with  the  construct noun  (the  fi rst noun): 

 ������ ����� ����

�anut s'farim  mer'kazit 

"central bookstore" 

With definite article: 

 ������
 �����
 ����

�anut ha-s'farim  ha-mer'kazit 

"the central bookstore" 

2. Agreem ent with  the  absolute  noun  (the  second  noun): 

 �������� ����� ����

�anut s'farim  �inukhi'im   

"educational bookstore" 

With definite article: 

 ��������
 �����
 ����

�anut ha-s'farim  ha-�inukhi'im  

"the educational bookstore" 

Sentence examples:  

 .���
 ��� ���� 	��	� �����

Shatiti bakbuk mayim  gadol ha-yom. 
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"I drank a big bottle of water today." 

 .���	 ���� 	��	� ���� ��


Ha-yeled ma'adif bak'buk mayim  karim. 

"The boy prefers a bottle of cold water."  

CULTURAL INSIGHT

An  Israe l i  Wedding

 

Weddings are a big thing in Israel. Most weddings have guests of 300-400 people and are 
done in a wedding hall like the one that Ma'ayan works in. These wedding halls are indoor 
facilities if they are in a city or indoor-outdoor facilities when they are outside of the city. Most 
wedding halls charge by the guest and provide in-house catering. The facility will have a 
place for a chuppah, so you can have the ceremony on site. There may be limited seating for 
the ceremony for older guests. The meal will either be a self-service buffet style meal or a 
meal completely served by waiters. The wedding hall will also have an area for dancing. The 
wedding party is responsible for bringing a DJ or a band for the music. Israelis love to dance, 
so after the celebratory meal, the dancing can go on well into the night. If the wedding is an 
Orthodox wedding, the dancing will be sectioned off for men and women.  
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HEBREW

?17 ����� ���	
� �� ,����� (	��) :�� .1

.�	��� ���� ��� !�� ���� :����� .2

.���� ,����� �� :�� .3

.����� ���� ����� �� ���� �
�� �
��� ,�� :����� .4

!���� �� �
�� �
���� �� :�� .5

?�
�� 
���� ��� �� :����� .6

.
�� �� ���� 
���� �
��� ,����
� ��	 ��� :�� .7

.�� �� �
����	 
�	� �� ��� ,�� 
����� ��� :����� .8

!����� ,
��� 
�� :�� .9

.����	� ��� ��	 ��� �� ���� !�� �	 ,�� :����� .10

.���� �
���� ��	 ���� ��� !�
�� ����
 �� �	��� ,����� :�� .11

ENGLISH

1. DAN: (whispers) Nim'rod, what's the answer to number seventeen?

2. TEACHER: Excuse me, Dan! Come here please.

3. DAN: Yes Teacher, okay.

CONT'D OVER
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4. TEACHER: Dan, I saw you talking with Nimrod during the test.

5. DAN: I wasn't talking with him about the test!

6. TEACHER: So why were you talking with him?

7. DAN: My pen broke, I wanted to borrow a different one from him.

8. TEACHER: I'm sorry Dan, I don't think you were talking about that.

9. DAN: That's the truth, Teacher.

10. TEACHER: Dan, sit here. I'll talk to your mom after class.

11. DAN: Teacher, please don't talk with her. I promise I didn't cheat on the 
test.

ROMANIZATION

1. DAN: (Lohash) Nimrod, Ma hatshuva lemispar 17?

2. HAMORA: Slicha, Dan! Bo lekan bebakasha!

3. DAN: Ken hamora, beseder.

4. HAMORA: dan, raiti otcha medaber im Nimrod bezman habhina

5. DAN: Lo dibarti ito al hamivchan.

6. HAMORA: Az lama dibarta ito?

CONT'D OVER
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7. DAN: Haet sheli hitkalkel, ratziti lalvot mimeno et acheret.

8. HAMORA: Ani mitstaeret, Dan, Ani lo choshevet shedibartem al ze.

9. DAN: Zot haemet, Hamora!

10. HAMORA: Dan, shev po! Adaber im ima shelcha achrei hashiur.

11. DAN: Hamora, bevakasha al tedabri ita! Ani mavtiach alo rimiti 
bamivchan.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� lehavtiach to promise verb


���� leramot to cheat verb

����	 shiur class, lesson noun masculine

���	
 t'shuvah answer

����� hamore the teacher expression

���� behina test noun feminine

��� miv'chan test noun masculine

����
�� lehitkalkel to spoil verb


���� lelavot to borrow verb

�� et pen noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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 ���� ������ 
� ����� �� ���� ���
.��� 
���

Peled hif’ti ’a� lo le’ekhol et ha-glidah lif’ne’i 
aru�at erev. 
Peled promised not to eat the ice cream 
before dinner.

.����������� 
���� ����
Asur le-ramot be-universitah. 
It’s forbidden to cheat in university.

.���� ������ ��� ��������� ����	�
Ha-shi’ur be-histori’a hayah ma’an’yen ha-yom. 
The history lesson today was very 
interesting.

.��	 ���	� ���	
 �� ���
E’in l i t’shuvah la-she’elah shel’kha. 
I don’t have an answer to your question.

?��
���	� 
��� �	�� ,�����
Ha-morah, ef’shar la-tzet le-shirutim? 
Teacher, can I go to the bathroom?

.���� 
������ ���� ��� 	�
Yesh lanu b’�inah be-anglit ha-yom. 
We have a test in English today.

.�	� ���� ��� ���� ����
Ha- miv’�an hayah me’od kasheh. 
The test in science was really hard.

.����� ��� ����
� �	��
Ha-basar mit’kal’kel mi-�utz le-mekarer. 
The meat is spoiling outside of the 
refrigerator.

.��	 ���� ��� �
����
Laviti sefer mi-ima sheli. 
I borrowed a book from my mom.

.��	 ���
ha-et shachor. 
The pen is black.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  �����
T'shuvah means "answer" or "reply." This is a tricky word for English speakers to pronounce 
because of the shva vowel on the first letter of the word. The �� combination sounds a little bit 
like the "ch" letter combination in English. This verb is related to the verb ���� (la-shuv) which 
means "to return." 

  �����
Ha-morah is what Israeli children call their teacher. It's meant to be a title of honor. It means 
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"the teacher." 

  �����
Lil'vot is a verb meaning "to borrow." In Hebrew, the verbs "to lend" ������ (le-hal'vot) and "to 
borrow," ����� (lil'vot), sound very similar because they have the same root, but they are 
found in different verb groups. The verb ����� (lil'vot) is in the pa'al verb group, and ������ (le-
hal'vot) is in the hif'il verb group. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  the  In flection  of the  Preposi tion  	
 
 .����� �
 ��� ���� �� 

 Lo  dibar' ti  i to  al  ha-m iv' an. 
 "I wasn' t ta lking  with  him  about the  test!" 
 

Prepositions in Hebrew are inflected by adding a prepositional suffix to the end of the 
preposition. These suffixes are the same suffixes that are used for nouns. Most of the time, 
adding the prepositional suffix to the end of the suffix doesn't change the pronunciation of the 
preposition. There are two prepositions that change quite a bit when suffixes are added. The 
first is �� and was covered in a previous lesson. The second is the preposition �	 (im) and the 
focus of this lesson. 

In the sample sentence from the dialogue, Dan says ��
� 
���
� ��. He uses the preposition 
��
� which is �	 plus the masculine singular ending in the third person, meaning "with him." 
The teacher then used the same preposition with the same ending when she asks: 

 ?��
� ���
� �� ��

Az  lamah dibar'ta ito? 

"So why were you talking with him?" 

In the next sentence in the dialogue, the teacher uses the same version, ��
� or "with him." 

 !��
� 
���� �� ����� ,����

Ha-morah, be-vakeshah al tedabri itah.  

"Teacher, please don't talk with her." 

In the last line of the dialogue, Dan begs the teacher not to talk with his mother and he uses 
the preposition ��
� (itah) or "with her." 
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Grammatically, this version of �	 with pronoun suffixes is actually derived from the 
preposition ��. There is another version that uses �	 with prepositions and looks more like �	 
(im), and this is 
	 (imi) meaning "with me." This second version is only seen in literature 
and is not used in spoken Hebrew. 

Here are the options for �	 + pronouns (�� version): 

Engl ish Hebrew Voweled Transl i teration

with me 
�
� 
��� 
�� Ito

with you (m) ��
� �� ��� 
�� it'kha

with you (f) ��
� �� ��� 
�� itakh

with him ��
� �� �� 
�� ito

with her ��
� �� ��� 
�� itah

with us ���
� �� ���� 
�� itanu

with you (m, pl) ���
� ��� ��� 
�� it'khem

with you (f, pl) ���
� ��� ��� 
�� it'khen

with them (m) ��
� ���� 
�� itam

with them (f) ��
� ���� 
�� itan

For example: 

 .��
 �� ��
� ���� 
��

Ani medaberet itam  kol yom. 

"I talk to them every day." 

 ?�� ���
� �� ���

Atah ba itanu ma�ar? 

"Are you coming with us tomorrow?" 
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 .
�
� ��� 
��
�� ��

Lo heveti kesef iti. 

"I didn't bring money with me." 

There are certain verbs that are always followed by the preposition �	 (im): 

Hebrew Transl i teration Engl ish

�	 �
���� le-hash'lim  im to accept

�	 ������ le-hit'moded im to deal with

�	 ������ le-hit'vake'a� im to argue with

�	 ������ le-hit'�aten im to marry

For example: 

 .
�� ����	� �� ���	� ������ �	 
����

Hish'lam'ti im  ha-ha�'latah la'azov et ha-avodah sheli. 

"I accepted the decision to leave my job." 

 .���� ���� �	 ����� ���

Hu hit'moded im  ha kor ha-�azak. 

"He is withstanding the strong cold." 

 .���� �
���� �	 �
���� �
��
 ��� ����

Be-derekh k'lal, yeladim  mit'vaka�im  im  ha-horim  shel'hem.  

"Children usually argue with their parents." 

 .��� �	 ���� ��
�

Eitan mit'�aten im  sarah. 

"Eitan is marrying Sarah." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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School  Exam s  in  Israe l

 

The Israeli matriculation examination is called bagrut. These are standardized tests given by 
the Ministry of Education to high school students to test their knowledge in basic subjects. 
Each student must take at least twenty units and be tested on those twenty units in order to 
pass. Fifteen of these units are the minimum required by the Ministry of Education. Students 
must also take an elective of their choice. Most pupils take more than this. High schools in 
Israel are focused on specific subjects according to the school. For instance, one school may 
focus on science and have elective courses in science. Another school may focus on sports 
and dance and their elective courses will be in those subjects. The end bagrut score will be 
the average of the course grade and their bagrut test grade. These bagrut grades are part of 
the criteria that determine what army units the pupil can join and what university departments 
they can get into. 
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HEBREW

.����� ���� 	���
� �	��� :����� .1

!�� ����� �� ,����� �	���
 � �� :�� .2

.��� ����� 	 ��	�� ���� ,�� �� ,
��� :����� .3

.��� ��� ���� 	 �	�� �
 �� ,� ���� �� :�� .4

 
���� 	 	��� ��
� �	 �� ,������ ���� 	��� ���� ��
.�����

:����� .5

 �� ,��� 
����� 	���� ��� .����� ���� 
	�� ��� ���� �
���
.
�� ��� ����� ����

:�� .6

.��
�� �� �
��� ��� ������ 	 ��	�	 ,��� ���� .���� � :����� .7

.� ,
��� :�� .8

ENGLISH

1. MA'AYAN: I heard that you cheated on the test today.

2. DAN: I didn't cheat on the test, I promise that I didn't.

3. MA'AYAN: Okay, but Dan, it's important to do the test alone.

4. DAN: I know Mom, I just asked my neighbor a question.

5. MA'AYAN: It's easy to ask questions during a test, but you need to know the 
material on your own.

CONT'D OVER
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6. DAN: The teacher is making too big a deal out of it. It's hard to be in her 
class because she makes a big deal out of everything.

7. MA'AYAN: Never mind. Next time, do the test without the help of Nim'rod.

8. DAN: Okay, Mom.

ROMANIZATION

1. MAAYAN: Shamati sherimita hayom bamivchan.

2. DAN: Ano lo rimiti bamivchan, ani mavtiach shelo!

3. MAAYAN: Beseder, aval Dan, hashuv lichtov et hamivhan levad.

4. DAN: Ani yodea, Ima, ani rak shalti et hashachen sheli sheela.

5. MAAYAN: Kal lishol sheelot bizman habehina, aval ata tsarich ladaat et 
hachomer beatsmecha.

6. DAN: Hamora osa mize yoter midai inyan. Kashe lihiyot bashiur shela, hi 
osa inyan mikol davar.

7. MAAYAN: Lo chashuv. Bapaam habaa, tichtov et hamivchan beli haezra shel 
Nimrod.

8. DAN: Beseder, Ima.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender
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��� 
	�� yoter midai too much adverb

����� inyan 
interest; big 
deal (slang) noun masculine

���� � lo hashov
not important, 

nevermind expression

�
�� ezra help noun feminine

	��
� leramot to cheat verb

��� sachen neighbor noun masculine


��� homer material noun masculine

����� be-atz’mekh
by yourself 
(feminine)

preposition + 
noun+pronoun Feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.�
�� ��� ��� 
	�� �� ����
Ha-taba� sam yoter mi’da’i mela� ba-marak. 
The cook put too much salt in the soup.

?	�� 	����	� �� ������ ��
Mah ha-in’yan shel ha-tokh’nit ha-zot? 
What’s the deal with this program?

.����
� �	 ��� ��� ���� � ��
Zeh lo �ashuv camah kesef atah mar’vi’a�. 
It’s not important how much money you 
earn.

.���� �
��� 	 ��
� ��
Ani tzarikh et ha-ez’rah shel’khem. 
I need your (pl.) help.

.����
����� 	��
� 
��
Asur le-ramot be-universitah. 
It’s forbidden to cheat in university.

.�
�� � ���� ����
Ha-shakhen shelanu ba mi-iran. 
Our neighbor came from Iran.

.������ ���� ������ 
��� �� �	
��
Avar’ti al �omer ha-limud lif’ne’i ha-b’�inah. 
I went over the study material before the 
test.

.�� ���� ����� ��� ����� 	
Ani yekholah lavo be-atz ’mekha ba-pa’am ha-ba. 
You can come by yourself next time.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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 ����
 �omer has many different meanings. It means "material," "matter," "stuff," "subject," or 
"agent." One expression that uses this word is ���� ���� (�omer golem), and this means "raw 
material." This is more of a technical word used in factories or places that make things from 
raw materials. Another word that uses ���� (�omer) is �	
��� ���� (�omer le-ma�'shavah), 
meaning "food for thought." Literally, this means "material for thought." There is another 
phrase that uses this word that's not so pleasant, and that is �� ���� (�omer nefetz) or 
"explosives." 

  �����
 In'yan is an "affair," "concern," "matter," or "subject." This is also a Hebrew word that can be 
used in many different ways. You can use it in the following ways: 

 .��� ���� �
�� ���
(hi osah in'yan mi-zeh) "She makes a big deal out of it." 

 ?�	�� ���� ���� ����	
(be-eizeh in'yan ratzita le-daber?) "On what subject did you want to talk?" 

There are several different expressions that use this word. One that you will hear a lot in 
Hebrew is ������ ��? (mah ha-in'yanim?), and this means "what's happening?" It literally 
means "what are the affairs?" Another expression using this word is ...� ����	. We use this 
when we want to talk with someone about a specific subject. For instance, you could say  ����	
���� (ba-in'yan ha-kesef) if you wanted to talk to someone about money. 

  	�
� ��
Lo �ashuv means "not important." Israelis use this phrase to mean "nevermind" or "don't think 
about it." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  G enera l  Sentences  with  Adjectives  
 .	� ��	�� �� 	���� 	�
� 

 ashuv  l i kh ' tov  et ha-m iv' av  levad. 
 "It' s  im portant to  do  the  test alone."

 

   	�
�

( ashuv)  

In Hebrew, there are a few ways to make general sentences, like sentences in the masculine 
plural or combining words with a verb in the infinitive. In this lesson, we will look at another 
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way to make a general sentence with adjectives combined with a verb in the infinitive. 

In the sample sentence, Ma'ayan makes a general statement about it being important to do 
your tests alone. To do this, she uses the adjective 	�
� (�ashuv) or "important" and then the 
verb 	���� (likh'tov), meaning "to write." In Hebrew, the term ��	� 	���� (likh'tov miv'�an) is 
used for "take a test." Ma'ayan finishes off the sentence, with �	� (levad) or "alone." The 
English is translated as "it is important," but in Hebrew "it is" is not physically present in the 
grammar. 	�
� (�ashuv) can be paired with other verbs to talk about what is important for one 
to do. Here are some examples: 

 .��� �� ��� ���
� 	�
�

�ashuv lish'tot mayim  kol yom.  

"It's important to drink water every day." 

 .��� ��	� ���� 	�
�

�ashuv la-lekhet le-be'it sefer. 

"It's important to go to school." 

 ��

(kal )  

 .���	� ���	 ����
 ���
� ��

Kal lish'ol she'elot be-z'man ha-b'�inah.  

"It's easy to ask questions during the test." 

Ma'ayan then goes on to try to teach Dan about knowing the material on his own. She says 
that it's easy to ask questions during the test, but he needs to know the material. She starts off 
the sentence with ����
 ���
� �� (kal lish'ol she'elot) or "it's easy to ask questions" as a 
general statement. Here are other examples of general statements using �� (kal): 

 .���� �
 ��
� ����� ��

Kal le-harim  mish'kal shel kilo. 

"It's easy to pick up a kilo weight." 

 .���	� ����� ��
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Kal le-hakhin �avitah. 

"It's easy to prepare an omelet." 

 �
�

(kasheh )  

 .��
 ����
	 ����� �
�

Kasheh li-hiyot ba-shi'ur shelah. 

"It's difficult to be in her class." 

The last example of a general sentence made with an adjective and a verb in the infinitive is 
with the adjective �
� (kasheh), meaning "difficult." Dan uses this when he tells his mom that 
it's difficult to be in that class. He uses ����� �
� (kasheh li-hiyot) or "difficult to be." Here are 
more examples with �
� (kasheh): 

 .��		 ��	�� �
�

Kasheh la-avod be-b'niyah. 

"It's difficult to work in construction." 

 .���	 ��
 ����� �
�

Kasheh lim'tzo sheleg ba-aretz. 

"It's hard to find snow in Israel." 

 ���

(na' im )  

Another adjective often used in sentences such as these is ��� (na'im), which means 
"pleasant." Here are some examples with ��� (na'im): 

 .	��	 ��� ���	 �	
� ���

Na'im  la-shevet be-�of ha-yam  ba-erev. 

"It's pleasant to sit on the beach in the evening." 

 .���	� �� ��� ���
� ���
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Na'im  lish'tot kafeh im  �averim.  

"It's pleasant to drink coffee with friends." 

Making  these  Sentences  More  Personal  

 
 

In order to make these sentences more personal, it's possible to add the preposition -� and a 
pronoun suffix or noun to make them more specific. Here are a few examples of this: 

 .	��	 ��� ���	 �	
� �� ���

Na'im  li la-shevet be-�of ha-yam  ba-erev. 

"It's pleasant for me to sit on the beach in the evening." 

 .���	� ����� �	�� ��

Kal le-abba le-hakhin �avitah. 

"It's easy for Dad to prepare an omelet." 

In  the  fu ture  or past tense: 

In order to make these sentences in the past or future, the verb ����� (li-hiyot), or "to be," can 
be added before the adjective to change the tense. Here are some examples: 

Past 

 .	��	 ��� ���	 �	
� ��� ���

Hayah na'im  li la-shevet be-�of ha-yam  ba-erev. 

"It was pleasant to sit on the beach in the evening." 

Future 

 .���	� ����� �	�� �� ����

Yehiyeh kal le-abba le-hakhin �avitah. 

"It will be easy for Dad to prepare an omelet." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Moving  Out of Hom e  in  Israe l

 

We expect that our parents will help us as young adults, that's pretty normal. Unfortunately in 
Israel, many parents end up helping their children long after they leave the house. Israel is a 
difficult country. Young people go into the army after high school and still partially live at 
home. Then they go to university, and many choose to remain at home and commute to 
university. When Israelis finish high school, the army, and university, they are usually in their 
mid to late 20s. At that point, when they are getting married, finding work, and having their 
own children, they still need assistance from their parents. The reason for this is the higher 
housing prices and the lower salary compared to other western countries. That is just the 
beginning. Food prices are also high in Israel and gas is four times what you pay for it in the 
USA. Because of all these factors, Israeli children find it hard to live completely independently 
from their parents until they are in their late 30s and established in their jobs and their lives. 
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HEBREW

?������ ����� 	��� �
�� 	� :�� .1

?��� ��� .�� ��� :����� .2

".������ ��" �� �	��� :�� .3

?	������
 	��� ��� �� :����� .4

.	����� ��� ,	������
 	��� ��� ��� :�� .5

.	����� 	��� �
�� �	� ���� :����� .6

.	������
 ��� ,	����� 	��� ��� ��� ".���� �����" 	��� ���� :�� .7

?���� ��� �� ��� �� �� :����� .8

.��
��� ����� ��� 	���� �� :�� .9

.	���
�� ����� ��� , �� �� ��� �� ,�� :����� .10

.��� ��� �� ,���� :�� .11

ENGLISH

1. GADI: Do you want to go eat somewhere?

2. MA'AYAN: Why not, where will we go?

3. GADI: I thought of Heart of Africa.

CONT'D OVER
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4. MA'AYAN: Do they have vegetarian meals?

5. GADI: They don't have vegetarian dishes, but only meat dishes.

6. MA'AYAN: And of course you want meat dishes.

7. GADI: It's possible to go to Green World. They don't have meat dishes, 
only vegetarian dishes.

8. MA'AYAN: So, what else do we have in town?

9. GADI: There's a fish restaurant on Weizman street.

10. MA'AYAN: No, it's not there anymore, but rather on Atzma'ut street.

11. GADI: Okay, so we'll go there.

ROMANIZATION

1. GADI: At rotsa lalechet leechol eifoshehu?

2. MAAYAN: Lama lo. Lean nelech?

3. GADI: Chasavti al Lev Afrika.

4. MAAYAN: Yesh lahem Manot tsimchoniyot?

5. GADI: Ein lahem manot tsimchoniyon, ela basariot.

6. MAAYAN: Vebetach ata rotse manot basariot.

CONT'D OVER
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7. GADI: Efshar lalechet leOlam Yarok. Ein lahem manot basariyon, ela 
tsichoniyot.

8. MAAYAN: Az ma od yesh lanu bair?

9. GADI: Yesh misedet dagim berechov Vaitsman.

10. MAAYAN: Lo, ze kvar lo sham, ela berechov haAtsmaoot.

11. GADI: Beseder, az nelech lesham.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��� ela
but only, but 

rather conjunction

���� basari meaty adjective

��� mana meal, portion noun feminine

���� rechov street noun masculine

�� ����� lachashov al to think about verb, expression

������ eifoshehu somewhere adverb

��� lean where, to where adverb

�����
 tsimchoni
vegetarian 

(male speaker) adjective masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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.	��
� ��� ,������� 	���� �� ���
Hi lo loveshet mikh’nasayim, ela �atza’it. 
She doesn’t wear pants, but rather a skirt.

.��� 	����� ���� ���� ���� ������ �����
Ana�’nu okh’l im okhel basari ha-yom le-aru�at 
erev. 
We’re eating a meat meal today for dinner.

 ������ ��� �� ������ ���� ���
.	�	�����

Zeh ha-godel shel manah b’ri ’ah. 
This is the size of a healthy portion.

.� �	� ��� ����� ����
Eifo ha-re�ov she-bo atah gar. 
Where is the street that you live on.

.�� �� ����� �����
 ����� ��
Az ana�’nu tz ’richim lac�’shov al zeh. 
So, we need to think about this.

.������ ��� 	��	��� 	� �	��
Sam’ti et ha-maf’te�ot sheli e’ifoshehu. 
I put my keys somewhere.

?���� �	� ���
lean ata holech? 
Where are you going? (male listener)

.���� ���� ��� �����
 ���
hu ts imchoni kvar shalosh shanim. 
I have been a vegetarian for three years.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

  ������
E'ifoshehu is the Hebrew word for "somewhere." This word is a combination of ���� (e'ifo) 
meaning "where," -� meaning "that," and ��� meaning "him." For example, when someone 
asks �� ����? (eifo dan?), or "where is Dan?," and you don't know where he is, you can 
respond with ������ (e'ifoshehu). As you can see, there are two letters that have been 
dropped in the combining of these words. The �- (heh) from ���� (eifo) has been dropped, 
and the '� (aleph) for ��� (hu) has been dropped. 

  ���
Le'an is a special Hebrew interrogative word for "to where." You use it when you want to ask 
someone "to where they are going," which is 	
�� ��� ��
? (le-an atah holekh?), or "to where 
someone is traveling," which is ��� ��� ��
? (le-an atah nose'a?). 

  �	

Manah is a "portion" or "dish." There are several phrases that use this expression, such as  ���
������ (manah a�'ronah), which is "the last dish." This means "dessert" in Hebrew. Another 
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phrase that uses this word is ��� ���� (manot k'rav), which are "field rations." Technically, the 
literal translation is "fighting portions." An "emergency ration" is ����� ��� (manat �irum). And 
an "overdose" is ��� ��� (manat yeter). 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus  of th is  Lesson  i s  on  Saying  "but only" in  Hebrew  
 ����� ��� ,���	��
� ��	
 ��� ��� 

 Ein  la - hem  manot tz im ' oni ' o t,  ela  basari ' o t. 
"They  don' t have  vegetarian  dishes,  but only  m eat dishes." 
 

In Hebrew, there is a special way to say "but only" or "but rather." You use this when two nouns 
or two verbs are in opposition to each other. We see this in the sample sentence from the 
dialogue where Gadi says that the restaurant doesn't have vegetarian meals, "but only" meat 
dishes. This expression requires the use of two different elements: a negation word like �
 
(lo), ��� (e'in), or 
� (al) and the term �
� (ela), meaning "but only." You are basically 
combining two sentences, one in the negative and the other in the positive, and these 
sentences are separated by �
� (ela) or "but only." In the case of the sample sentence, if you 
separate this sentence into the two clauses, you would have the following: 

 .�������� ���� ��
 ��� .1

E'in la-hem  manot tzim'�oni'ot.  

"They don't have vegetarian dishes." 

 .������ ���� ��
 �� .2

Yesh la-hem  manot basari'ot. 

"They have meat dishes." 

Combined: ������ �
� ,�������� ���� ��
 ���. 

Ein la-hem  manot tzim'�oni'ot, ela basari'ot. 

"They don't have vegetarian dishes, but only meat dishes." 

After this, we have the opposite sentence when talking about another restaurant. 

 �������� �
� ,������ ���� ��� ��


La-hem  e'in manot basari'ot, ela tzim'�oni'ot. 
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"They don't have meat dishes, but only vegetarian meals." 

Broken down into two sentences this is: 

 ������ ���� ��
 ��� .1

E'in la-hem  manot basari'ot. 

"They don't have meat dishes." 

 .�������� ���� ��
 �� .2

Yesh la-hem  manot tzim'�oni'ot. 

"They have vegetarian meals." 

At the end of the conversation, Ma'ayan and Gadi are talking about the location of a 
restaurant they want to go to. Ma'ayan says that it is not on the street that Gadi is thinking of 
"but rather" on another street. Here is the sentence: 

 .������� ����� �
� , �� �
 ��� ��

Zeh k'var lo sham, ela be-re�ov ha-atma'ut.  

"It's not there anymore, but rather on Atzma'ut street." 

Broken down into individual sentences: 

 .�� �
 ��� ����� .1

Ha-misadah k'var lo sham. 

"The restaurant isn't there anymore." 

 .������� ����� ����� .2

Ha-misadah be-re�ov ha-atma'ut. 

"The restaurant is on Atz'ma'ut street." 

Further exam ples:  

 .�
�� �� ���������� ���
 �
 ��� .1

Evan lo lomed be-universitat bar ilan. 
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"Evan doesn't study at Bar Ilan University." 

 .���� 
� ���������� ���
 ��� .2

Evan lomed be-univer'sitat tel aviv. 

"Evan studies at Tel Aviv University." 

Combined: 

 .���� 
� ���������� �
� ,�
�� �� ���������� ���
 �
 ���

Evan lo lomed be-universitat bar ilan, ela be-universitat tel aviv.  

"Evan doesn't study at Bar Ilan University, but rather Tel Aviv University." 

 .��� �
 ��� .1

E'in li mitz. 

"I don't have juice." 

 .��� �
 �� .2

Yesh li mayim. 

"I have water." 

Combined: 

 .��� �
� ,��� �
 ���

Ein li mitz, ela mayim. 

"I don't have juice, but rather water." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Is  It Hard  to  be  a  Vegetarian  in  Israe l?

 

Being a vegetarian in Israel is extremely easy. Most restaurants in Israel are kosher and that 
means that they either serve milk meals or meat dishes. So, it's quite easy to know what kind 
of food the restaurant will have before you even walk in. And even meat restaurants will have 
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a few meatless options for those who don't want to eat meat. So, unless you are vegan, as a 
vegetarian you can go to any dairy restaurant in Israel and find plenty to eat. Another positive 
for vegetarians is the prevalence of salads and vegetable meals in general in Israel. Israelis 
love salads, and salads are often offered as full meals in Israel. They are delicious as well. 
The vegetables are fresh and usually local. If you are looking for fast food that is vegetarian, 
there is an abundance of falafel stands in every town in Israel. There is also the option of 
eating burekas, which is a pastry filled with cheeses or vegetables. These you can find at any 
bakery or supermarket. 


